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UM ESTUDO DE DESIGN SOBRE A FILTRAGEM DE HIPÓTESES
NEURONAIS DO CÓRTEX VISUAL

Pedro de Souza Asad

Dezembro/2022

Orientador: Claudio Esperança

Programa: Engenharia de Sistemas e Computação

Esta tese trata da aplicação de métodos de visualização de informação à com-
preensão e ao aprimoramento do trabalho cognitivo de neurocientistas. Mais especi-
ficamente, relata os resultados de um estudo de design realizado com um grupo de
seis pesquisadores, usando uma coleção de gravações eletrofisiológicas extracelulares
do córtex visual primata obtida por eles. Apesar deste campo de pesquisa estar
ativo há décadas, envolve configurações experimentais delicadas e o volume, ruído
e complexidade dos dados implicam que analisar partes substanciais dos mesmos
permanece desafiador e trabalhoso. No espírito da metodologia do estudo de de-
sign, uma modalidade central do campo da visualização de informação, exploramos
uma destas coleções de dados com a ajuda de dois especialistas do domínio, inter-
agindo com eles para entender quais perguntas eles têm sobre estes dados e como
eles abordam sua investigação. Dado o desafio de filtrar o conjunto de observações
neuronais hipotéticas, um aplicativo web para selecionar um conjunto de hipóteses
limitado foi construído e quatro especialistas adicionais foram convidados a utilizar
a ferramenta e relatar suas impressões. Analisamos comparativamente os dados de
telemetria para determinar a regularidade e consistência de suas decisões e treinamos
alguns modelos de aprendizado de máquina para aproximar suas escolhas. Descobri-
mos que seu processo de tomada de decisão é consideravelmente subjetivo e afetado
por fatores aleatórios e difíceis de quantificar mas, no entanto, passível de apri-
moramento semi-automático por tais modelos. A tese se encerra com uma intensa
discussão de resultados quantitativos e qualitativos do estudo com usuários, com
reflexões sobre nosso design e suas limitações e com um relato de possíveis direções
para transformá-lo numa solução completa para interativamente limpar, explorar e
consultar registros eletrofisiológicos do córtex visual.
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This thesis concerns the application of information visualization methods to un-
derstand and enhance the cognitive work of neuroscientists. More specifically, it
reports findings of a design study conducted with a group of six researchers, using
a collection of extracellular electrophysiological recordings from the primate visual
cortex obtained by them. Despite being an active research field for decades, it in-
volves delicate experimental setups and the volume, noise, and complexity of the
datasets imply that analyzing substantial portions of them remains challenging and
time-consuming. In the spirit of the design study methodology, a core modality of
the information visualization field, we explored such a collection of data with the
aid of two domain experts, interacting with them to understand what inquiries they
have about this data and how they go about investigating them. Given the challenge
of filtering the hypothetical neuronal observations, a web application for winnow-
ing a limited hypothesis set was built and four additional experts were invited to
use the tool and report their impressions. We performed a comparative analysis of
telemetry data to determine the regularity and consistency of their decision-making
and trained a handful of machine learning models to approximate their choices.
We found that their decision-making process is considerably subjective and affected
by random, hard-to-quantify factors but nonetheless amenable to semi-automatic
enhancement by such models. The thesis closes with an intensive discussion of
quantitative and qualitative results from the user study, with reflections on our
design and its limitations, and with an accounting of possible directions for extend-
ing it into a full-fledged solution for interactively cleaning, exploring, and querying
electrophysiological recordings of the visual cortex.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cognitive neuroscience seeks to understand how cognitive capabilities arise from
neuronal population dynamics by using methods from statistics and information
theory to relate sensory stimulus to the observed electrical responses of these pop-
ulations. The visual system is one of the most studied parts of the brain and some
reasons for studying it include developing therapies for visual impairments, creating
brain-machine interfaces, and even training artificial neuronal networks (ANNs) for
object detection and tracking in robot vision.

Our interest in this topic found its way into a information visualization (viz)
research project in collaboration with medical experts from the Laboratory of Cog-
nitive Physiology (LFCOG), who have studied visual cortex over the years, and have
thus recorded a considerable amount of neural activity in response to visual stimuli.
One of these collections, which we used throughout this study, contains about 250
recording sessions of three macaque monkey subjects, totaling more than 1.5 TB of
data. Meanwhile, viz is a prolific research field with lots of opportunity for inter-
disciplinary and applied research, and its methods have been applied successfully
to many sub-areas of the medical sciences. Therefore, in the face of the immensity
of this dataset, its idiosyncrasies, and the many open questions our collaborators
posed, we set out to apply a design study methodology with one guiding vision: to
augment the researchers’ analytical power and data utilization capabilities.

In the present chapter, we lay out the neuroscience context necessary to under-
stand our collaboration with the LFCOG and the challenges thence identified. We
introduce many concepts from neuroscience, in particular the extra-cellular elec-
trophysiological (ecephys) experimental framework, by which the aforementioned
dataset was obtained. This chapter closes with an enumeration of the main chal-
lenges presented by the domain field and data, and of the contributions we offer.

Regarding the remainder of the thesis, Chapter 2 will discuss further details
about the dataset and how we performed data preparation and derivation using
domain-specific algorithms. It will also review the design study literature that laid
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out the foundation for our collaborative effort, and review a few machine learning
(ML) concepts that are important for the quantitative analysis discussed later, as
part of Chapter 4. Chapter 3 narrates our about developing encodings and iden-
tifying tasks for cleaning and exploring the ecephys dataset, which culminated in
a web tool for judging the quality of neuronal responses observed to some visual
stimulus types. Therefore, that chapter will also describe the that we performed as
part of this tool’s evaluation. Then, Chapter 4 discusses various quantitative and
qualitative results of this user study. The former were obtained both by analyz-
ing the tool’s telemetry data, and by training a host of ML models to predict user
decisions, and the latter were gathered during post-user study interviews with the
participants. Finally, Chapter 5 will discuss implications of those results, threading
the quantitative and qualitative aspects together in order to identify the design’s
strong points, limitations, and most promising future directions.

1.1 Neuroscience background

The ultimate goal of neural science is to understand how the flow of
electrical signals through neural circuits gives rise to mind [...] How do
different patterns of interconnections give rise to different perceptions
and motor acts?

– KANDEL et al. [1]

The brain is probably the most complex organ developed by evolution. However,
despite everything we known about its anatomy and physiology, we are only begin-
ning to understand how function emerges from the interaction between its many
constituent parts. The adult human brain has about 1011 nerve cells, each with
thousands of connections, or synapses, to other cells, and they vary in many aspects,
like their strength, the type of neurotransmitters that deliver signals, and whether
they have an excitatory or inhibitory effect on the neuron that receives signals from
the other (respectively called post-synaptic and pre-synaptic neurons) [1–3].

In one front, many researchers study brains from a systems approach, seeking
to understand how smaller neuronal populations (the so called cortical columns)
represent observed stimuli and cognitive states and how they perform computations
on these representations [1, 3–21].

That line of investigation, which extends the framework for understanding the
visual system advanced by famous neuroscientist David Marr [22] in the early 1980’s,
heavily relies on statistical and computational methods to infer quantifiable stimulus
information from neuronal activity recorded during the presentation of carefully
controlled stimuli, and on simulations of neuronal behavior models.
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Meanwhile, others believe that the most important contemporary challenge for
neuroscience is to obtain complete mappings of neural systems, i.e., the listing of
all neurons, their synapses, and related attributes (e.g., the location of neurons,
whether synapses are inhibitory or excitatory, and how strong they are), of an
individual [2, 23]. This body of information, the so called connectome (in analogy
with the now popular term genome), is believed by its proponents to be the ultimate
level of detail from which neural function will be elucidated, and has emerged in more
recent years thanks to the availability of ever more powerful microscopic scanning
and reconstruction technologies [24].

Prominent researchers from systems neuroscience and connectomics are con-
stantly debating the merits and flaws of both approaches [25, 26]. Most notably,
systems neuroscience experiments are capable of observing neuronal population dy-
namics in great spatiotemporal detail, but only for populations of up to a few
thousands of individuals (using techniques like optogenetics [27]), so they cannot
provide an integrative picture of cognition. Conversely, connectomics studies can
provide nearly complete and detailed topographical and topological maps of the
brain, but the highest resolution is achieved by post-mortem studies that cannot
provide accounts of live activity.

Naturally, attempts to close in the gap are made on both fronts. For instance,
diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allows to map in vivo connectomes,
including from human beings [28], although the achieved resolution is at the macro
scale [29]. Meanwhile, recent advances in electrode technology allow to record from a
few hundred simultaneous neurons [30] per probe, even from freely moving mice [31].
In any case, simulating electrical activity in large-scale populations is currently not
viable, with the exceptions of small nervous systems like that of C. ellegans (a worm
species with a fairly regular connectome comprised of about 300 neurons [2]), which
brings computational challenges onto the table. Finally, somewhere in the middle,
an emerging field called network neuroscience blends concepts from network science
and dynamic systems in order to study viable models of communication between
brain regions like diffusion, routing (akin to artificial telecommunication networks),
and hybrid models [32]. It attempts to bridge the gap between the other two areas
by explaining how local computations can be transmitted and integrated at coarser
levels. In any case, it is clear that only by combining several points of view will we
be able to get a clearer picture of cognition.

1.1.1 Neurons, spikes, spike trains, and firing rates

Neurons and synapses are some of the most fundamental building blocks in the
nervous system, and can be understood at various levels of detail. As illustrated in
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Figure 1.1, neurons are always composed of four morphologically defined regions, al-
though they may vary in size and arrangements [1]: soma (the cell body), dendrites,
axon, and synapses.

Figure 1.1: General illustration of a neuron. Adapted from https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Components_of_neuron.jpg, by Jennifer Walinga, re-
leased under CC-by-SA 4.0 license.

Besides the morphological description of the nervous system, DAYAN and AB-
BOT [3] identify three categories of nervous system models:

Descriptive Tersely describe what neurons and neural circuits do, without regards
for how and why they do it. They summarize vast amounts of experimental
data, usually in the form of probabilistic models.

Mechanistic Explain how the observed behavior of neurons and neuronal popula-
tions emerges from the interplay of its constituent parts, given precise anatom-
ical and physiological descriptions.

Interpretive By using computational and information-theoretic principles, these
models attempt to link the nervous system’s behavioral features to the effi-
ciency with which they might represent percepts and cognitive processes, so
as to explain why they behave this way.

In this section, we briefly describe neurons and synapses from morphological, mech-
anistic, and descriptive viewpoints. Interpretive concerns will be addressed in Sec-
tion 2.1 via the therein introduced concept of functional attributes.
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From a simplified mechanistic viewpoint [3], dendrites capture input from and
axons carry output to other neurons. A difference between intra/extracellular elec-
tric potential is kept by a complex interplay between numerous passive and active
cell membrane structures (ion channels and ion pumps, respectively) that exchange
various types of ions (like Na+, Ca2+, K+, or Cl– ) between the intra/extracellular
mediums[1]. In a simplified view[1], signaling from other cells, called pre-synaptic
neurons, causes changes in some of these elements (like the opening and closing of
some types of ion channels), leading to a temporary increase in membrane potential
(the so-called action potential or spike) to be propagated down the axon, causing
subsequent signaling of post-synaptic neurons.

The earliest precise mechanistic model of membrane potential is credited to
HODGKIN and HUXLEY [33]1, who described the membrane potential by mod-
eling various elements of the nervous cell using electric circuit elements, like capac-
itors, conductance indices, batteries, and current sources. This modeling yields a
series of non-linear differential equations that predict the membrane’s electric po-
tential fluctuation over time as a function of current injection into the dendrites,
effectively providing an account of spiking behavior, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The Hodgkin-Huxley neuron is an example of the integrate-and-fire family of mod-
els, and even though other model families have been proposed to better account
for phenomena like adaptation, bursting, and inhibitory rebounds, integrate-and-
fire models are capable of predicting spike times as functions of input current very
precisely [34]. Finally, we note that the perceptron, a simplified computational neu-
ron model created by Frank Rosenblatt [35] after the Hodgkin-Huxley model, given
slight modifications, forms the basis of artificial neural networks (ANNs) to this day.

Despite all the intricacies of mechanistic modeling, it is widely accepted that the
precise shape of membrane potential fluctuations is not important for communication
between neurons, and that the fundamental unit of communication is the spike
itself [1, 3, 34]. Therefore, it is common to describe a neuron’s activity by a spike
train, i.e., a sequence of P ≥ 0 spike times: (t1, . . . , tP ). The spike train may also
be represented in functional form as a sum of Dirac delta functions

ρ(t) =
P∑

k=1

δ(t− tk) (1.1)

or a as sum of Kronecker deltas

ρ(t) =
P∑

k=1

δ[t− tk] (1.2)

1Who later received the Nobel prize for it, in 1963.
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Figure 1.2: Simulating the Hodgkin-Huxley model with different input currents.
As the injected current is increased, the system goes from equilibrium to a single
spike, to a regime of cyclical spiking. Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Hodgkins_Huxley_Plot.gif, created by Alexander J. White, published
under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported.

[t] [t]

[t] [t]

Mechanistic models may be able to predict membrane potential and spike times
rather accurately in vitro, i.e., with an isolated cell and controlled input current,
however neurons have thousands of synapses and axons may span significant lengths
of the brain, leading to intricate connection patterns and complex dynamics. As a
result, in situ observations do not record the exact same spike train twice, given iden-
tical presentations of visual, auditory, olfactory, or tactile stimuli [34]. Therefore,
from a descriptive perspective, it is more convenient to model neurons as stochastic
event generators that fire spikes following a variable firing rate r(t).

Firing rates are commonly estimated by taking the average of spike trains
recorded during multiple trials, i.e., equal-duration stimulus presentation sessions
with all other factors kept constant. Given N trials with spike trains ρ(j)(t), 1 ≤
j ≤ N , each with P (j) spikes, the resulting function is

r̄(t) = ⟨ρ(t)⟩ = 1

N

N∑
j=1

ρ(j)(t) (1.3)

where the ⟨·⟩ notation is a shorthand for the average of · over trials. More com-
monly, the spike trains are convolved with a kernel K(t) in order to obtain a smooth
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function, which yields

r̄(t) = K(t) ∗ ⟨ρ(t)⟩ = ⟨K(t) ∗ S(t)⟩ =
〈∫ ∞

−∞
K(τ) ∗ ρ(t− τ) dτ

〉
(1.4)

A Gaussian kernel Kσ(t) = 1√
2πσ

exp− t2

2σ2 is frequently chosen for that purpose.
Also noteworthy, the convolution with a box kernel

Kw(t) =

{
1 if 0 ≤ t ≤ w

0 otherwise

results in a staircase function known as peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH)
that is convenient for representing responses in a vectorized form. Figure 1.3 illus-
trates the conversion from a collection of spike trains to a firing rate function using
a bell-shaped (Gaussian) curve.

Figure 1.3: Spike trains and firing rates. On the left, spike trains ρj, each consisting
of a time-series of impulse responses, are recorded for several trials (repetitions of a
stimulus sequence). On the right, the trial-averaged spike train ⟨ρ⟩ is convolved a
Gaussian kernel Kw to yield a smooth firing rate function, r̂(t).

On some occasions, it may be convenient to model neuronal firing via inhomo-
geneous Poisson processes, using the estimated firing rate as a time-varying arrival
rate. That is a simplification, since neurons have refractory periods that make them
incompatible with Poisson processes [34]. That simplification is specially useful
when simulating neurons or computing information-theoretic quantities over distri-
butions [3][36],

1.2 Visual cortex

One of the most studied brain subsystems is the mammalian visual cortex, widely
credited with some of the most primitive stages of vision [37]. Neurons in the sensory
cortex (where visual, auditory, and tactile percepts are processed) are specialized
and tend to respond (that is, to spike) only to narrow ranges of stimuli. The core
concept for characterizing these neurons’ response properties is the receptive field
(RF): it represents the spatiotemporal domain in the corresponding sensory organ
where stimulation either excites or inhibits the cell [1]. In other words, it is the set of
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stimulus that either drives or silences the neuron. Mathematically, RFs are modeled
as linear filters that predict the responses (that is, mean firing rates) of neurons to
given stimuli [3]. In the case of visual cortex neurons, RFs may assume the shape
of spots, edges, simple textures, be sensitive to colors, speed, direction, etc. The
following subsection presents one possible mathematical formulation of RFs in the
early visual system.

1.2.1 Early visual system: aggregation of receptive fields

The early visual system features the progressive aggregation of visual information,
starting with simple photoreceptors in the retina all the way up to rudimentary
texture-sensitive cells in the visual cortex [38]. Three anatomical elements commonly
studied in this context are: the eye cells known as retinal ganglion cells (RGCs);
the dual thalamic, relay regions known as lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN); and
the posterior cortical region, known as visual cortex that is subdivided into various
areas, like V1, V2 and others. The specialized cell types in each of these stages
vision encode patterns light into progressively more abstract RFs, as indicated in
Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Visual system components and their receptive fields. RFs become in-
creasingly bigger and more tessellated as neural signals traverse the early visual
system components into higher order areas, as suggested by the summation symbol,∑

.

cos{•} exp{•}
Edge/texture

Retina Lateral Geniculate
Nucleus (LGN)

exp{•} − exp{•}
On-off

Σ Σ

Direction of signal / increasing abstraction

Visual Cortex
(V1, V2, etc.)

RGCs are usually associated with simple on-center or off-center RFs — that
is, light spots surrounded by a dark background, or dark spots surrounded by a
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light background, respectively — and these cells are commonly sensitive to moving,
rather than static light patterns. They forward their signals through the optic nerve
to the next stop of the visual system, the LGN, in which neurons receive input
from multiple On-Off and Off-On cells, effectively summing their responses into
larger RFs. The summation of inputs is carried on in the earliest areas of the visual
cortex, namely V1 and V2, resulting in elongated direction-selective RFs resembling
edge detectors from image processing theory. All of these steps are illustrated in
Figure 1.4. The identification of On-Off or Off-On direction-selective RGCs is usually
credited to BARLOW et al. [39], as is the discovery of orientation-selective RFs in
the cat’s striate cortex credited to Hubel and Wiesel [40, 41].

1.2.2 Modeling receptive fields

Mathematically, RFs can be represented using several functions, but Gabor func-
tions are frequently chosen because they are flexible enough to describe most RF
shapes found in the early visual system [3]. Gabor functions are band-pass spatial
filters corresponding to the product of a Gaussian kernel and a sinusoid, and have
applications in image processing, texture synthesis and analysis, and image com-
pression. A simplified Gabor function — aligned with the x axis and centered at
the origin — can be described as

D(x, y) =
C

2πσxσy

exp− x2

2σ2
x

− y2

2σ2
y

cos[2π(kx− φ)] (1.5)

where σx, σy indicate the RF horizontal/vertical sizes, in degrees, k indicates its
preferred spatial frequency, in cycles per degree, φ indicates its preferred spatial
phase, in cycles, and C is a constant that represents the response strength, in Hertz.
Note that Cartesian x, y coordinates around the fovea (i.e., the center of the visual
field) are usually represented in degrees by relying on the approximation that, for
small θ, sin θ ≈ θ, such that polar/azimutal coordinates may be replaced with
Cartesian ones. Figures 1.5 and 1.6 illustrate how both On-Off and texture-like
RFs, respectively, may be described using these functions.

As previously mentioned, mathematical RF definitions may be interpreted as
linear filters for predicting a cell’s mean response given a visual stimulus. In other
words, if the spatio-temporal function Is(x, y, t) 7→ {0, 1} describes the normalized
luminance in the visual field, then the expected mean response at time t would be
given by

r(t) = r0 +

∫∫
D(x, y) Is(x, y, t) dx dy (1.6)

where r0 is a basal firing rate that accounts for spontaneous firing. More complex
RFs may be described by incorporating a temporal factor to account for sensitivity
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Figure 1.5: An On-Off receptive field modeled as a Gabor function. Parameters:
k = 0.1 rad◦, φ = 0.5 rad, σx = σy = 3◦, and C = 2πσxσy Hz.

Figure 1.6: A texture-like receptive field modeled as a Gabor function. Parameters:
k = 0.15 rad◦, φ = 0.08 rad, and σx = 4◦, σy = 15◦, and C = 2πσxσy Hz.

to motion and to motion in particular directions, and even by considering alternate
colors, rather than simply luminance. In the next subsection, we will describe some
stimulus types used to drive neurons in V2 without formally expanding their func-
tional definitions or delving into why these stimuli are optimal for characterizing
such RFs, keeping our presentation at a higher level. For a deeper discussion of
those topics, see DAYAN and ABBOT [3].

A classical theory known as dual visual pathway, proposed by MISHKIN et al.
[42, 43] and comprehensively reviewed by SERRE [37], pictured the later stages of
processing past V1 through two separate streams or pathways :

Ventral stream Where the aggregation of earlier RFs eventually culminates in
position-invariant, object identity representations ("what") in the temporal
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areas.

Dorsal stream Where, in a similar fashion, the aggregation of spatial information
results in the representation of spatial relationships between objects, regardless
of their identity ("where"), in the parietal areas.

They were mainly motivated by the apparently well-defined types of cognitive
impairments suffered by accident victims and test subjects that had parts of one
of these pathways severed or removed, while keeping the other functionality intact
(e.g., being able to navigate places and manipulate objects, but not to recognize
their identity). However, these models have been considerably jeopardized, among
other factors, due to:

• Numerous anatomical evidence of recurrent (feedback) connections both along
and between these supposedly isolated and serial pathways, and corresponding
functional studies showing sensitivity to spatial configuration in the temporal
areas and to object identity in the parietal areas [44, 45],

• Existence of allegedly higher-level RFs as early as in the retina and LGN [46]
and controversies on the preferential stimuli in post-V1 areas [47], and

• The phenomenon of neural modulation, in which cognitive states and top-down
neurons regulate the RFs of putative early neurons [48].

Nonetheless, this model has laid the groundwork for future studies of the visual
system, and the ventral stream, in particular, inspired the development of deep
neural networks (DNNs) for object recognition that are now capable of very powerful
object recognition [49, 50]. Figure 1.7 illustrates the aforementioned brain lobes and
the flow of information along these streams.

Figure 1.7: The four lobes of the brain and the dual visual pathway. The main
anatomical divisions of the brain are show on the left and the ventral and dorsal
pathways are highlighted on the right. Adapted from SELKET [51].
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1.2.3 Stimulus, response, and functional attributes

In order to characterize RFs in the sensory cortex, researchers present controlled
stimuli to test subjects, record their neuronal responses (using a multitude of tech-
nologies), then correlate the latter with the former to obtain a functional description
of the observed neurons, i.e., a mathematical description of how they respond to
given inputs. For instance, when studying the visual cortex, one may record spike
trains

{
ρ(1), . . . , ρ(N)

}
from a neuron while visual patterns are displayed on a screen,

then use reverse correlation methods (i.e., causal analysis) [3] to estimate the cor-
responding Gabor functions’ parameters that more likely explain the observed re-
sponses. Those methods are based on the premise that the cell’s mean firing rates
can be predicted by linear-filtering the spatiotemporal function that describes the
luminosity in the visual field, Is(x, y, t), with the RFs impulse function, as described
previously in Equation 1.6.

From this point, we will generically refer to any function f(ρ(1), . . . , ρ(N)) of the
recorded responses as a functional attribute. Examples include the estimated firing
rate, defined in Equation 1.4, and the estimated RF’s preferred spatial frequency (see
Equation 1.5). Most commonly, these functions depend only on the trial-averaged
spike train or firing rate, rather than on trial-specific responses, which tend to be
noisy. Depending on which parts of the visual cortex is studied, there will be more
indicated functional attributes appropriate stimulus types [52].

1.3 Extra-cellular electrophysiology

A typical way of studying the visual cortex is to record neuronal responses to con-
trolled visual stimuli using extracellular electrodes, an experimental framework and
field of study known as ecephys, short for extracellular electrophysiology. Each elec-
trode, inserted directly into the brain’s tissue, but outside of nervous cells, cap-
tures the sharp fluctuations of electric potential when nearby neurons fire action
potentials, more commonly dubbed as spikess. These traces are abstracted into
time-series of discrete spiking events, averaged and smoothed into a firing rate, and
the aforementioned technique of reverse correlation is applied in conjunction with
statistical tests to determine if the neuron is indeed sensitive to the observed stim-
ulus, or just fluctuates randomly [3]. Ecephys experiments like these have been
conducted since the first half of the XX century, leading to the discovery of RFs in
the retina [39, 53, 54] and visual cortex [40, 41].

Neuroscience-related research corresponds to 19% of research conducted in non-
human primates, and besides neurophysiology, it contributes to advances in disease
comprehension and treatment, such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and
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NeuroAIDS, for instance [55]. That is not to say those experiments are uncontrover-
sial, after all they require invasive surgical procedures and frequently result in animal
sacrifice [47, 56–61]. As such, carrying out such experiments requires approval by an-
imal ethics regulation agencies (in most countries), besides careful preparation (e.g.,
opening a shallow pit into the skull), and execution (e.g., administering anesthetics)
procedures. The advancement of non-invasive brain-scanning technologies, such as
electroencephalography (EEG) and MRI, enable to study the human brain’s connec-
tions and activity patterns in awake human subjects [24] in a non-invasive manner
and, in doing so, they contribute to unveil the human brain’s connectome [62–64],
with a strong intersection with network science [65, 66] and ANNs inspired by the
visual system [49]. However, the more traditional and invasive method of ecephys
recordings is still a valuable source of information that captures neural activity at
a unique spatiotemporal range (see fig|replace(’label’, ’devices’)), yet unmatched by
alternative techniques like calcium imaging [67] and optogenetics [27], therefore it
remains a fundamental tool in solving the many existing contradictions and open
questions about how visual processing is carried out in the mammalian, and most
notably, the human brain [47, 48].

1.3.1 Data acquisition

The data acquisition process performed by the LFCOG’s domain experts[68] em-
ploys a regular grid of electrodes, or multi-electrode array (MEA), inserted into a
test subject’s visual cortex to record extra-cellular fluctuation of electric potential,
resulting from the activity of multiple cells. These electrodes record spike trains
simultaneous to presentations of visual stimuli like the ones we described in Sec-
tion 2.1.1. Recording sessions, involving trial-repeated presentations of all stimuli,
are performed repeatedly by placing the MEA at multiple cortical positions (i.e.,
increasing depths, possibly on both hemispheres). The smallest unit of information
recorded by an electrode is that of a single spike, for which we know when it was
detected, and its waveform, i.e., a narrow snapshot of the electrical activity around
the time of spiking. In practice, waveforms work like cell signature indicators that
may be used to separate the multi-unit activity (that is, the summative response
of multiple cells around the recording electrode’s tip) back into individual putative
cells, or single-units. Figure 1.8 illustrates the acquisition process.

Eventually, the neural tissue where the MEA was inserted is analyzed in a lab-
oratory, being treated with preserving and reactant solutions, flattened, sliced, and
analyzed in a microscope, allowing the identification of certain histo-chemical prop-
erties. In some works by the LFCOG, for instance [68, 69], the concentration of the
cytochrome oxidase (CytOx) enzyme, which varies in bands that run orthogonal to
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the cortical surface, was identified and annotated for each electrode positioning, or
recording site, and related to the response preferences of the corresponding record-
ing sites. That is what we refer throughout this thesis as physiological attributes:
complementary, qualitative information about a recording site that may present
correlations of interest.

The recording process naturally involves the usage of specialized recording sys-
tems (hardware and software), like the Omniplex®; Neural Recording Data Acqui-
sition System, which perform numerous tasks from signal amplification to analog-
to-digital (AD) conversion, each with its own parameters. In this thesis, we will
only be concerned with the steps that follow AD conversion, introduced in the next
section.

Figure 1.8: Overview of extracellular electrophysiological data acquisition. The test
subject is first anesthetized and its sight is fixated onto a screen with a calibrated
illumination and coordinate system. An electrode matrix (a) is inserted into area
V2 of the subject’s brain at increasing depths (b), as multiple recording sessions are
performed. During a session, each of the visual stimuli {s1, ..., sM} (c) that comprise
the previously designed stimulus protocol is presented on the screen in shuffled
order, and this process is repeated a certain number of times, N . Each repetition
tj of a stimulus si is called a trial (d). The recording equipment (hardware and
software components) preprocesses the electrical signals picked up by the electrodes
generating, for each combination of electrode, stimulus, and trial, a variable-length
time-series of responses (e) composed of spike times and spike waveforms (fixed-
length snapshots of electrical activity around the time of spiking).
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1.4 Challenges

The ecephys experimental framework presents a particular set of challenges to the
observation of true neuronal behavior due to the inevitable interference caused by
data acquisition and processing. It also has ethical implications, as the historical
decisiveness of animal experimentation to the discovery of drugs and treatments is
not universally accepted to outweigh risks to animal well-fare. Mice can be used as
an alternative to primates in optogenetics-based studies with tiny sensors that allow
long-term recording, but their anatomy is not as close to the human [70] and record-
ing apparatus need to follow a compromise between animal well-fare and recording
duration and extensiveness, which motivates the development of better equipment
[71] and even the usage of larger species [70]. Long-term, less invasive recording
is also possible [72] although it is known that these recordings tend to decrease in
performance over time due to tissue damage [73]. Therefore, acknowledging the fact
that ecephys experiments with primates are still relevant for advancing the field, one
of core the motivations for this thesis is to increase the utilization of data gathered
in past and future studies, in the hopes that they may be better justified, from a
utilitarian perspective.

It is paramount that signals from a recording site do not contain actual indi-
vidual responses but rather confounded responses (a summative signal) of multiple
individuals. As we explained before, it is possible to separate these signals to some
extent through spike sorting but that comes at the cost of increased data volume
since one summative observation becomes multiple putative individual observations.
Available methods[74] are parametric, therefore multiple solutions exist which fur-
ther aggravates the problem of volume increase, even more so if we account for
parameters affecting the spike detection phase. Those steps are usually only strictly
necessary for carrying out posterior analyses, so the reproducibility of studies may
be affected by simplified treatment and the comprehension of parameter effects may
become hard to grasp. For instance, PERES et al. [68], who describe the data ac-
quisition procedures used for collecting the V206 Dataset, only ever briefly mentions
spike sorting, like so:

Offline cell sorting was performed using the Plexon Offline Sorter soft-
ware (Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX, RRID:SCR_000012). We applied Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the number of dimensions
of our correlated variables. Subsequently, spike waveforms were clus-
tered using the k-means algorithm (Webb, 2002). Finally, only the well
isolated units were selected manually for further analysis.

There are multiple, hard-to-quantify sources of incidental noise (e.g., progressive
tissue damage, electrode tip wear, AC/DC line noise) that contaminate the signals
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and their conditional impact on the probability of approving summative or individual
observations is unknown. Finally, many signals do not show clear selectivity to
presented stimuli, so it’s hard to distinguish if they contain useful yet unexpected
information or just noise. We believe these traits make this problem domain ideal
for a visual analysis treatment combining elements of exploration, interactivity, and
semi-automated processing [75–77].

Not only in ecephys but all over systems neuroscience, it seems that a major
challenge is how to take advantage of the huge amount of data amassed in modern
experiments [78]. In this scenario, data visualization arises as a promising direction
for making sense out of the bulky, high-dimensional, and often noisy data recorded
in different spatiotemporal scales. Nonetheless, visualization always involves ab-
straction, so that choosing a proper mapping of quantities to visual features that
strikes the right balance between ease of understanding and richness of information,
depends on knowing who is the target user (novice, or expert), what is the objective
(to communicate key results, or to aid in exploration and insight discovery), and on
following established principles [24].

The vocabulary of big data[79] defines big data by the presence of one or more of
the five V’s, that is, five concerns that impact data usage: volume, variety, veracity,
velocity and value. In a similar fashion, we identified the following concerns in the
ecephys field and, in particular, V2 Dataset:

Volume The amount of data to analyze is vast. That is a byproduct of many
factors, like the elevated AD sampling rate, the number of electrodes and
recording sites, or the combinatorial explosion of the space of preprocessing
parameters.

Uncertainty Since many combinations of preprocessing parameters may be em-
ployed (e.g., low-pass filters, spike detection thresholds, spike sorting features),
one cannot be absolutely sure about the best choice of parameters for analyz-
ing a given population. Could a set of parameters yield results closer to the
true, underlying behavior, and still present fewer evidence for RFs according
to the analysts’s expectations? This concern is similar, in spirit, to veracity.

Sparsity The possibility of many recording sites not containing plausible RFs under
any combination of parameters. For instance, PERES et al. [68] identified only
190 stimulus-driven neurons out of 721 single units in a total of 3 test subjects
and various MEA insertion depths. This concern is similar, in spirit, to value.

One of the points addressed by this thesis, is that when a considerably large
number of neurons is studied, applying a manual analysis workflow, which involves
inspecting 2 and 3D plots of functional attributes, required for assessing quality and
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reducing uncertainty, on a per-cell basis is not scalable (that is, it hits the volume and
sparsity walls). In Chapter 3, we will describe a collaborative study that began as
an informal design study about facilitating the exploration of the V2 Dataset. That
later evolved into a user study to investigate the level of agreement of a few domain
experts when using viz to clean ecephys data, in an attempt to investigate whether it
could be a viable approach to scale their current practices. The quantitative results
of that study pertaining user behavior and decision similarity will be presented and
discussed in Chapter 4, together with evidence for the viability of a semi-automated,
machine learning-supported workflow for neuronal observation winnowing.

1.5 Summary of contributions

• We analyzed the domain-specific (ecephys studies of the primate visual cortex)
work practices using the design study methodology and provided an account
of it using the concept of user goals (Section 3.3)

• We assembled and perfected a number of encodings of neuronal behavior at-
tributes that are already familiar to domain experts into a terse layout that
allows multiple observations to be compared and judged (Section 3.4), show-
ing that these representations lead to identification of relevant observation
categories (Section 3.4.1)

• We developed (Section 3.4.2) and validated a new encoding for neuronal re-
sponses to sinusoidal drifting gratings stimuli

• We developed an online tool prototype for allowing domain experts to compare
and judge multiple neuronal observations (Section 3.5)

• We studied expert decision dynamics in a specific dataset of V2 recordings,
and discovered they often focus on conflicting evidence on the face of noise
and uncertainty — an extensive account of decision behavior is provided in
Sections 4.1-4.3 and a selection of debatable cases is presented in Section 4.5.2

• We showed that modifying preprocessing parameters can yield a great vari-
ety of results, with different approval statistics by users and therefore severe
implications for how cognitive work is traditionally approached (Section 4.1.3)

• Finally, we showed that user decisions are amenable to approximation by ma-
chine learning, which may greatly enhance their performance by allowing neu-
ronal observations to be ranked automatically and assigned a score that indi-
cates if they need manual review (Section 4.4).
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Chapter 2

Data and methodologies

This chapter introduces the raw materials, methods, and methodologies that were
fundamental for developing this research. It provides necessary context for under-
standing the remaining of this thesis, and we advise the reader to at least skim
through all sections, whilst placing greater attention on the areas that are less fa-
miliar to him/her. For instance, Ecephys data and algorithms (that is, our raw
materials and basic processing methods) are covered in detail in Section 2.1 and
should be easily comprehensible for readers from the medical sciences but less so for
engineers and computer scientists, who will find its content helpful for successfully
grasping the data semantics throughout the remainder of the thesis. In the following,
Section 2.2 reviews design study literature, which is relevant for understanding the
work methodology that we adopted towards our collaborators, and is fundamental
for understanding Chapter 3 and the qualitative discussions in Chapter 4 and Chap-
ter 5. Finally, Section 2.3 provides a brief summary of important ML concepts and
methodologies that were foundational for our investigation of predictability of user
decisions (discussed in Section 4.4) and the corresponding discussion in Chapter 5.

2.1 The dataset and its preparation

In this section, we describe the general characteristics of the dataset that are impor-
tant for understanding the data abstraction discussion in Section 3.2. This includes
describing how we processed the original data, which is an important information
for readers from the problem domain, detailing the visual stimulus types used in the
original experiments, and defining the fundamental functional attributes that relate
to them. Nevertheless, for raw data acquisition procedures, which are completely
outside the scope of this thesis, we refer the reader to PERES et al. [68] (subject
V206 ). We will henceforth refer to this dataset as the V206 Dataset or simply the
dataset. A complete listing (with notation and definitions) of all variables in the
dataset is presented in Appendix A.
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2.1.1 Visual stimulus types

A visual stimulus s may be characterized by its spatiotemporal stimulus intensity
function, Is(x, y, t), which associates a normalized luminosity level in the [0, 1] range
to each point (x, y) of the visual field, at time t. We indicate an individual stimulus
by a vector symbol, like s, to indicate the parametrical nature of stimuli. When
discussing several stimuli {s1, s2, . . .} with a common intensity function that also
varies with si, we say that they constitute a stimulus type or stimulus family. Let
us introduce two types of visual stimuli employed by the LFCOG during acquisition
of the dataset.

Moving bars

These stimuli consist in light or dark bars moving at constant speed against a gray
background, crossing a fovea-centered region of the visual field from one side to
the other, as illustrated in Figure 2.1b, and is useful for studying both On-Off and
texture-like RFs. The mathematical formulation of the stimulus intensity function,
I(x, y, t), for such a stimulus is

I(x, y, t) =
1

2
+

1

2
A

{
1− 2 exp

[
−
(
3(x cosΘ + y sinΘ + r − vt)

l

)2
]}

(2.1)

where A ∈ [−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1] represents the contrast between the bar and the back-
ground, Θ is the direction of bar movement (orientation is perpendicular) in radians,
l is the bar width in degrees1, 2r is the excursion — the distance covered by the bar
— in degrees and v is the bar’s constant speed in ◦/s. The stimulus duration, in
seconds, is given by T = 2r

v
. Note that negative A values result in a dark bar and

positive values result in a light bar.
Figure 2.1 provides an schematics view of the stimulus and an example with

specific parameters. As a consequence of Equation 1.6 and Equation 2.1, it will
elicit stronger responses when it crosses the boundaries of an On-Off RF, or the
transitions between excitatory and inhibitory regions of texture-like RFs, when in
the same orientation as their preferential one. Usually, when probing a neuron’s
RF, this stimulus will be parametrized with multiple, equally-spaced Θ values in
the range [0, 2π). Therefore, this stimulus type is useful for locating RF centers,
estimating their sizes, preferential direction and orientation, and even for estimating
their response latencies. From the description above, we may finally describe a
moving bars stimulus s as a vector s = (r, A,Θ, l, v)⊺.

1At 1
2 l away from the bar center in the direction of movement, the equivalent to 1.5σ away from

a standard Gaussian’s center, the bar contrast with the background is roughly A
10 .
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Figure 2.1: Dark moving bar stimulus schematics and intensity function. Coordinate
axes represent the visual field around the fovea. Parameters used on (b): A = −0.5,
Θ = 45◦, l = 3◦, v = 10◦/s, 2r = 30◦, at time t = 1s (a while before it crosses the
center of the fovea).

(a) Moving bars stimulus schematics (b) Spatio-temporal moving bars stimulus
intensity function with specific parameter.

Drifting sinusoidal gratings

A drifting sinusoidal gratings stimulus (we call it gratings, for short) consists in a
series of alternated light and dark stripes (sinusoidal gratings) that move perpendic-
ular to their orientation at constant speed (drifting), as illustrated in Figure 2.2b,
and is useful for studying both On-Off and texture-like RFs. The mathematical
formulation of the stimulus intensity function, I(x, y, t), for such a gratings stimulus
is

I(x, y, t) =
1

2
+

1

2
A cos [2Kπ(x cosΘ + y sinΘ)− 2ωπ t] (2.2)

where A ∈ (0, 1] represents the contrast between the dark and light stripes, Θ

is the direction of drifting (stripe orientation is perpendicular) in radians, K is
the spatial frequency in radians per degree, and ω is the drifting speed in rad/s.
Unlike the stimulus type, the excursion is not necessary for defining the stimulus
intensity function. Figure 2.2 provides an schematics view of the stimulus and an
example with specific parameters. As a consequence of Equations Equation 1.6 and
Equation 2.2, it will elicit stronger responses when the stripes’ orientation match
the texture-like RFs own orientation, or when the RF has a omnidirectional On-Off
shape. Since the stripes cover the entire visual field, a preferential stimulus will
cause the neuron to spike repeatedly rather than in a located fashion, as a stimuli.
When mapping a neuron’s RF, this stimulus will be typically parametrized with
multiple, equally-spaced Θ values in the range [0, 2π), and a variety of values for the
other parameters. Therefore, this stimulus type is useful for estimating preferential
direction and orientation, spatial frequency, speed, and contrast of general texture-
like RFs.
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Figure 2.2: Drifting gratings stimulus schematics and intensity function. Coordinate
axes represent the visual field around the fovea. Parameters used in (b): A = 0.5,
Θ = 25◦, and K = 1.5rad/◦ (and ω value not relevant).

(a) Sinusoidal drifting gratings stimulus
schematics

(b) Spatio-temporal sinusoidal drifting
gratings stimulus intensity function with
specific parameters.

In the remainder of the text, we will abbreviate this stimulus type as simply
gratings.

Although the definition of the stimulus intensity function given by Equation 2.2
models luminosity, making it suitable for black/white stripes, it can be extended
for stripes of alternated colors, c1, c2 ∈ C — where C is some colorspace — by
interpreting it as a blending factor between c1 and c2. In that case, the stimulus
luminosity on each point of the image plane depends on both the contrast and the
chosen colors. With that in mind, we may finally describe a drifting sinusoidal
gratings stimulus s as a vector s = (A,Θ, K, ω, c1, c2)

⊺.

Moving bars stimulus set details

The moving bars stimulus set covered a fovea-centered, 30◦-wide circular area of
the visual field in each eye. The 30◦ × 0.3◦ bar drifted at 10◦/s (thus taking 3 s

to swipe the entire screen) on 8 equally spaced, cardinal drifting directions, Θ ∈
{0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦, 270◦, 315◦}. No inter-trial time was inserted and each
stimulus was repeated over 10 trials, in a total of 80 trials, and approximately 4
minutes per recording session.

Gratings stimulus set details

The gratings stimulus set also covered a 30◦ area of the visual field. Stimulus param-
eters (direction Θ, contrast A, spatial frequency K, speed ω, and colors c) assumed
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values according to variation groups, in which Θ plus up one other parameters var-
ied while the others remained constant, except for one variation group where spatial
frequency and drifting speed varied jointly. In all variation groups, Θ varies through
8 equally-spaced cardinal directions, that is

Θ ∈ {0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦, 270◦, 315◦}

These variation groups, which include stimulus sets for studying sensitivity to all
parameters. are described in Table 2.1,

Table 2.1: Secondary stimulus parameters values and variation groups. The values
of each parameter — contrast, spatial frequency (SF), speed (Spd) and colors —
that vary with motion direction while other secondary parameters remain constant
are surrounded by boxes. The 3 rows at the bottom include tuples where spatial
frequency and speed vary together. Colors are indicated as B/W (black and white)
and Bl/Gn (blue and green).

Contrast SF (1/◦) Spd. (Hz) Colors
0.06 0.5 3.0 B/W
0.12 0.5 3.0 B/W
0.5 0.5 3.0 B/W
1.0 0.5 3.0 B/W
1.0 1.0 3.0 B/W
1.0 2.0 3.0 B/W
1.0 1.0 1.0 B/W
1.0 1.0 3.0 Bl/Gn
1.0 1.0 10.0 B/W
1.0 1.0 30 B/W
1.0 0.5 1.5 B/W
1.0 2.0 6.0 B/W
1.0 4.0 12 B/W

Other than direction, the other parameters appeared in a total of 13 combina-
tions, and one “neutral stimulus” consisting of a gray screen without any gratings
was included, so a total of 105 stimuli were presented. Each trial lasted for 2 s,
and 250 ms of 50% gray screen was inserted before and after stimulus presentation.
With 10 trials per stimulus, each recording session lasted approximately 44 minutes.

2.1.2 Spike detection and sorting

Let us report general procedures performed in the area, which we applied to the
raw data shared by our collaborators. Processing digitally sampled extracellular
signals starts with the application of digital signal processing (DSP) techniques
for separating recorded signals into multiple frequency bands that reflect different
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neuronal dynamics before spike detection can take place [74, 80]. Usually, the input
raw signal, also known as wideband (WB), is first low-pass filtered to remove the
local field potential (LFP) — a low frequency electric potential fluctuation that
appears where cell bodies and axons are partially aligned, creating a dipole in the
extracellular medium [81] — from the high-frequency, jagged wave known as spike-
continuous (SPKC) signal. The latter contains the mixed activity of closer neurons,
and spikes manifest as fast, high-amplitude variations that are said to ride that wave.
Finally, spikes are isolated by applying a voltage amplitude threshold to the SPKC
signal, usually set to a multiple k σ̂ of the signal’s estimated standard deviation σ̂,
with k ∈ [3, 5] being typical values. After spikes are aligned by some criterion (e.g.,
the time of threshold crossing, or of lowest voltage before repolarization) waveforms
are extracted by clipping the SPKC signal inside a fixed range around the spike
times.

The next step in processing is separating the multi-unit spike trains into single-
unit spike trains, in a process known as spike sorting. REY et al. [74] defines the
spike sorting problem, reviews existing approaches and their limitations. In sum-
mary, each neuron’s waveform has a distinct shape, determined by its morphology
[82] and an amplitude that depends on the neuron’s distance to the recording elec-
trode, which makes it possible, in theory, to separate the confounded responses back
into the original neurons based on their appearance. The term single-unit is due
to the uncertainty in this process, after all the resulting spike trains may feature
missing, excess, or swapped spikes, therefore the resulting entities are not properly
neurons, but neuronal behavior units. As an alternative, single-units are sometimes
called putative neurons, since they represent possible cell behavior. Nonetheless, we
will most often refer to multi- and single-units as summative and individual obser-
vation, respectively, in an attempt to abstract domain jargon and emphasize the
most important features (we are dealing with uncertain observations, and they can
reflect individuals or groups).

Separating individual spikes is important because close-by neurons do not al-
ways behave similarly, therefore not separating spikes could not only lead to im-
precise identification of RFs but also to completely miss on complex dynamics like
inhibition, competition, modulation, and sparse firing. One of the earliest tech-
niques, based on template matching was described by ABELES and GOLDSTEIN
[83]. Sorting can usually be improved by the application of stereotrodes [84] or
tetrodes [85]. Those may compensate for cases in which spikes elicited by different
cells are too similar to be distinguished, or when bursting neurons produce spikes
with decreasing amplitudes. Early techniques used spike amplitudes, then template
matching to separate spikes, but these approaches are either inefficient at handling
scenarios with ambiguous spike amplitudes, or require inconvenient manual inter-
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vention. Nonetheless, spikes are indeed sometimes sorted manually FISCELLA et al.
[8].

Later methods started to apply dimensionality reduction algorithms like principal
component analysis (PCA) or wavelets onto waveforms features as a way to remove
noise. Then cluster the low-dimensional points using manual cluster cutting or a
clustering algorithm like k-means. The latter plays out well with the assumption
that spike variability is due to additive noise and stationary Gaussian background
noise — but requires a way of guessing the proper number of clusters.

Spike detection

Spike detection was implemented for WB and SPKC signals according to the Omni-
plex®; user guide [80]. The data Plexon Inc. data files extension (PLX) data files
related to the moving bars stimulus only contained filtered spikes — that is, discrete
event signals — but those related to the gratings stimulus contained both WB and
SPKC signals — that is, continuous voltage signals — that can be processed to
obtain spike trains. In the following paragraphs, we will describe the spike detection
procedures employed on those data sources. All source-code relative to this phase is
available in the vizpike.pipeline.detection Python module and command line
interface (CLI)2.

We refer the reader to SMITH [86] for a comprehensive introduction to the field of
DSP. In summary, the basic definitions we need are: x(t) is an input, time-dependent
signal, h(t) is a time-dependent transfer function (it describes how fast and intensely
the system’s output reacts to its input), y(t) is an output, time-dependent signal
produced by filtering x with h, that is

y(t) = (h ∗ x)(t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
x(τ)h(t− τ) dτ

We follow the convention of using capital letters to denote the Laplace transforms
of the time-dependent functions, which constitute functions of the frequency domain,
i.e., X(s), H(s), and Y (s), more specifically,

X(s) =

∫ T

0

x(t)e−st dt

where T in this context indicates the signal duration. Filters are rather com-
monly specified in terms of their frequency-domain transfer function, H(s). In that
case, by the convolution theorem, the filtering operation corresponds to

2Available at https://gitlab.com/lcg/neuro/v2/vizpike/-/tree/develop/src/vizpike/
pipeline/detection via the __init__.py (module) and __main__.py (CLI) files, respectively.
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Y (s) = H(s)X(s)

Producing a SPKC signal from an input WB signal involves filtering out low
frequencies that correspond to the LFP. We did so by applying bidirectional filtering
with a high-pass Bessel filter of order 2 and a 300 Hz cutoff frequency. By applying
the filter twice (back and forth), the corresponding filter has zero phase and double
the order of the original filter (therefore, the applied filter had an effective order of 4).
The n-th order Bessel filter is an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter characterized
by the following transfer function (in frequency domain):

Hn(s) =
1

a0

[
n∑

k=0

ak

(
s

ω0

)k
]−1

where
ak =

(2n− k)!

2n−kk!(n− k)!
, withk = 0, 1, . . . , n

and ω0 is the cutoff frequency. Therefore, the filtered SPKC, time-dependent signal
VSPKC(t) is computed as VSPKC(t) = (h ∗ y)(T − t), where y(t) = (h ∗VWB)(t), where
T represents the signal duration, in this context.

Detecting candidate spikes from a SPKC signal using the threshold method [74]
is described next. Given a threshold as a multiple kσ of the signal’s empirical
standard deviation σ, and the signal’s empirical mean µ, all sample times ti where
the threshold µ− kσ is crossed, that is

V (ti) ≥ µ− kσ and V (ti + 1/ν) < µ− kσ

are considered to be candidate spike times. Then, waveforms wi are extracted by
clipping the signal between 8 points before ti and 23 points past ti, so the resulting
waveforms are the vectors

wi = [V (ti − 8/ν) · · ·V (ti + 23ν)]⊺

The candidate spikes are then filtered based on their waveforms, being removed
if they fail to pass the following chain of conditions:

• At least one sample must happen past threshold crossing (that is equivalent
to require repolarization past spiking),

• The signal must be eventually positive before threshold crossing,

• The signal must contain a global minimum (valley) and a positive global max-
imum (peak) that are not at the edges (first or last samples),
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• No samples may overlap with a previous waveform.

Finally, waveforms are clipped from the input signal again after realigning the
spike times ti (originally obtained from threshold crossing) at the waveforms’ re-
spective global minima, i.e.,

ti ← argmin
−8≤k<23

V (ti + k/ν)

This contrasts with the spike trains directly recorded in the PLX data files, which
keep spikes aligned at threshold crossing. We did so because that is one option
available in Ple [80, 87] that is expected to improve feature extraction during spike
sorting, described below.

This processing was conducted with 1 ≤ k ≤ 6, which covers the most typical
range of values [74]. Nevertheless, we decided to only use k ∈ {3, 5} during the user
study, as reported in Section 3.5.

Spike sorting

Spikes were sorted using the same algorithm described as “PCA + K-means scan” in
Ple [80, 87], which are variants of the general workflow described in [74]. This work-
flow consists in using PCA to project waveform features into a 2- or 3-dimensional
space that retains most of the variance while reducing noise, then clustering those
points by similarity (translated into Euclidean proximity in the projected subspace)
using the K-means clustering algorithm.

The Ple [80, 87] softwares use the waveforms themselves as input features to
PCA but REY et al. [74] also reviews studies using derived features instead, hence
we implemented both options (features are described in the next paragraph), besides
processing all data files with both d = 2 and d = 3 projection dimensions. With
either type of feature, we normalized the data by subtracting the mean and dividing
by the standard deviation in each dimension — that process is local to each instance
of spike detection. Regarding the number of clusters, which must be specified for
the K-means algorithm, those softwares offer a K-means scan option that is not
specified in their manuals. Therefore we applied the Davies-Bouldin score[88] which
is one of the three more common indices used for evaluating clustering quality when
the ground truth is unknown [89] (the other two are silhouette coefficient and the
Calinski-Harabasz index). It is defined as

1

k

k∑
i=1

max
i ̸=j

1

∥µi − µj∥

(∑
x∈Ci
∥x− µi∥
|Ci|

+

∑
x∈Cj
∥x− µj∥
|Cj|

)

where k is the number of clusters, Ci is the i-th cluster, and µi is the i-th cluster’s
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centroid.
The waveform features listed in Table 2.2 were computed from descriptions in

Ple [87]. Notwithstanding they are not used as PCA features in the respective soft-
awre but rather as secondary clues for manually adjusting parameters in various
spike sorting methods. Numerous definitions are symmetrical for valleys (waveform
minima) and peaks (waveform maxima), so we describe them only once. In the
definitions, n represents the number of samples per waveform and w1, . . . , wn indi-
cate the samples. Where not qualified as local, peak and valley refer to the global
maximum and minimum, respectively. Note that there exist cases where some of
these features are ill-defined (for instance, when argmaxj wj = n, there is no peak).
In order to obtain better precision, we upsampled all waveforms by a factor of 4x
(from 32 to 125 samples) via cubic interpolation.

Table 2.2: Waveform features used in spike sorting

Feature Definition

Valley/peak count Number of local minima/maxima with
negative/positive voltage values.

Valley/peak tick argminj wj and argmaxj wj.
Valley/peak magnitude minj wj and maxj wj.

Valley/peak FWHM

The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) is
the sample distance between the points
where the waveform crosses half the
respective extreme value (peak/valley).

Waveform area
∑n

j=1∥wj∥
Waveform energy

∑n
j=1w

2
j

Waveform non-linear energy
∑n

j=1w
2
j −

∑n−2
j=1 wjwj+2

Amplitude maxj wj −minj wj.
Peak-valley separation argmaxj wj − argminj wj.

2.1.3 Mapping of V1 and V2 receptive fields

FIORANI et al. [56] presented a quantitative method for mapping RFs in the vi-
sual cortex. Before that, researchers had often determined RF location and limits
qualitatively (that is, by manually relating response to stimulus3) since the seminal
ecephys experiments investigating RFs in the visual cortex [39–41, 53, 54] In the pro-
posed method, they combine a standard moving bars stimulus with back-projection,
a digital processing technique commonly used in computerized tomography to recon-
struct a 2D function from multiple 1D projections [90]. Traditional back-projection

3A short video strip that shows HUBEL and WIESEL [41] performing this
procedure based on an audio representation of spike trains is available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOHayh06LJ4.
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uses the inverse Radon transform [91] to map a usually dense , i.e., a series of in-
tegrals of a function f(x, y) along multiple sweeping radial directions, back to the
original function. In a similar way, they presented multiple moving bar stimuli to a
test subject and used the recorded responses to reconstruct the sensitivity at each
point of the visual field, resulting in a matrix representation, dubbed response map,
analogous to the theoretical Equation 1.5.

They employed a relatively low number of stimuli (6 or 8, typically) since many
factors, like bar movement speed, covered amplitude of visual field, mapping reso-
lution, and number of trials required for statistical reliability needed to be balanced
out in order to keep the experiment sessions short, avoiding excessive tissue dam-
age and allowing other stimulus types, such as the previously described sinusoidal
drifting gratings. In short, the method involves the following steps:

1. For each movement direction, the stimulus intensity function (Equation 2.1)
is convolved with the estimated mean firing rate, obtaining a 1D projection of
the sensitivity along that direction

2. A 2D response map is generated by extrusion of the 1D profiles along the
corresponding direction. Z-normalization is applied to allow discerning back-
ground, or spontaneous neuronal firing, from foreground, or non-spontaneous
firing.

3. All 2D maps are averaged into a final response map, z : [−E,E]2 → R, where
2E is the amplitude of the visual field that gets stimulated.

4. If the Z-normalized map peaks at a value of zmax then the RF’s center is
assumed to be at the peak’s location, argmax(x,y) z(x, y) and its area is defined
as the set of points (x, y) containing the center and having z(x, y) ≥ αzmax

and αzmax is dubbed response cutoff.

2.1.4 Functional attribute derivation

Receptive field mapping

RFs were mapped using the method described in FIORANI et al. [56] and summa-
rized in Section 2.1.3 with minor deviations. Our estimated response maps had a
resolution of 512× 512 pixels and we used a Gaussian kernel

Kσ(t) =
1√
2πσ2

exp

{
−1

2

t2

σ2

}
with an aperture of 6σ = 150 ms for estimating the basal firing rate r0[K].

Latency was determined similarly to PERES et al. [68] but using binary search in
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the range of [0, 200] ms with a maximum resolution of 5 ms to find the latency value
that maximized the response map’s peak.

We employed α = 0.5 for computing the RF’s region and contour (Section 2.1.3).
In some cases, multiple connected component satisfying z(x, y) ≥ αzmax may be
observable in the response map. In this case, we still consider the RF’s area to
be the connected component that contains the response peak zmax but derived an
additional quantity, that we dub response disparity, defined as the difference between
zmax and the largest peak in the remaining connected components. This quantity
was not visualized during the user study but it was used for classifying neuronal
observations in Section 4.4.

Besides the RF’s center and contour, we derived a few more attributes from
the response map, including but not limited to: perimeter, area, area of convex
hull, and peak disparity (difference between response peak and second largest local
minimum). Only a few of these attributes were encoded during the user study (see
Section 3.5). Furthermore, Appendix A contains a complete list of derived attributes
and derivation rules.

Gratings functional properties

Unlike the moving bars stimulus, which allows for localized interpretation of observed
responses, sinusoidal gratings cover the entire stimulated portion of the visual field,
such that the RF is stimulated during the entire duration of the trial. Therefore,
the trial-averaged mean spike count P̄ (or similarly, the mean firing-rate R̄) and the
tuning curves R(s) become the most relevant indicators of selectivity. Nonetheless,
a few additional functional attributes can be used to indicate preference for drifting
direction and gratings orientations. We describe these attributes in the following.

Circular variance for direction (circular variance for direction (CVD)) is an in-
dex used to characterize the sensitivity to stimulus direction and is considered ad-
equate for contrasting different neuronal populations because it is less sensitive to
noise [92]apud [68]. It ranges from zero to one, with a value of zero indicating selec-
tivity to a particular observed direction and a value of one indicating no selectivity
between observed directions. It is defined as

CVD = 1−
∥∥∥∥∑θ Rθe

iθ∑
θ Rθ

∥∥∥∥ (2.3)

where Rθ is the total response (i.e., the mean spike count) observed with direction
θ and the sum is computed over the set of all directions. Since the gratings stimulus
set featured multiple parameter stimuli (θ, A,K, ω, c) for a given θ, the sums were
actually computed over (θ, A,K, ω, c) ∈ S, where S is the set of all stimuli. In other
words, all directions θ were weighed by responses to all stimuli in which they were
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the stimulus direction.
The circular variance for orientation (circular variance for orientation (CVO)) is

similarly defined as

CVO = 1−
∑

φRφe
2iφ∑

φRφ

(2.4)

but since φ ∈ [0, 180◦), the exponent in the numerator is 2iφ rather than iθ, so
as to map the set of orientations into the unit imaginary circle.

Two additional indices were also computed, based on PERES et al. [68]: direction
index (DI) and orientation index (OI). The first is defined as

DI =
Rmax −Rop

Rmax +Rop

(2.5)

and the second as

OI =
Rmax −R⊥

Rmax +R⊥
(2.6)

where Rmax represents the response in the direction/orientation with maximal
response, Rop represents the response in the opposite direction and R⊥ represents
the response in the orthogonal orientation.

Besides the orientation/direction indices and circular variances we just described,
we also computed active versions of these properties by discounting the observed
spontaneous firing. We did so by computing the basal firing rate RB as the mean
firing rate during inter-trial periods and trials of the neutral stimulus (see Sec-
tion 2.1.1). The mean firing rate was computed independently for each of those
periods and they were averaged using their duration as a weighting factor. The
final active indices were computed using the previously presented definitions, but
replacing each response with its difference with RB. Again, these indices were not
visualized in the design study but we used them as features for predicting approval
rates in Section 4.4.

2.1.5 Original dataset structure

Out of 3 test subjects (V202, V204, and V206), we only processed recordings of one
of them (V206, a Sapajus apella adult male specimen). Responses were recorded
using the MAP Software (RRID:SCR_003170) 4 by Plexon Inc. with 64 electrodes
recording from area V2 in both hemispheres simultaneously — a 16x2 MEA on
the left hemisphere, and a 8x4 MEA on the right hemisphere — and signals were

4See https://scicrunch.org/resolver/RRID:SCR_003170 for the research resource identifier
pertaining to this hardware/software system.
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digitized at 40KHz. Various recording sessions were performed, usually alternating
between moving bars (Equation 2.1) and drifting sinusoidal gratings (Equation 2.2)
stimulus sets at each depth before pushing the MEAs deeper, sometimes with mul-
tiple repetitions of the same stimulus set and with independent movement of each
MEA. Each session included 10 trial-shuffled presentations of each stimulus in the
stimulus set. Furthermore, moving bars data files included only recorded spike trains
for each electrode, whereas gratings files also included WB, LFP, and SPKC sig-
nals, beyond spike sorting performed with the Plexon Offline Sorter software (Plexon
Inc., Dallas, TX, RRID:SCR_000012) 5. We initially selected a subset of 4 moving
bars-gratings recording session pairs in which the insertion depths coincided on both
hemispheres. This selection included the left-by-right insertion depths of 500µm by
1500µm, 700µm by 1500µm, 1800µm by 2600µm, and 2200µm by 3000µm. Conse-
quently, we processed eight data files containing double-hemisphere, simultaneously
recorded signals with 32 electrodes by hemisphere. We processed the eight selected
data files in PLX format[93] using a custom Python library 6 with a common range
of parameters that we will describe later in this section.

2.2 Design study literature review

Research in information visualization is a thriving field with lots of opportunity
for applied and inter-disciplinary research. However, despite the many new stud-
ies published every year in well-known visualization and human-computer interac-
tion/interfaces (HCI) conferences such as IEEE Vis, EuroVis, CHI, and PacificVis,
its major challenges have been, for many years, to produce not only original and
aesthetically pleasing visualizations for specific domains but generalizable solutions
and taxonomies that blend together into a truly scientific discipline, while properly
accounting for the human factors that impact the validity of studies. Many works
have focused on highlighting the challenges and pitfalls of designing and evaluat-
ing visualization systems, and the proposal of design study and design evaluation
frameworks that aim to facilitate conducting new studies or evaluating and com-
paring existing ones, while unifying vocabulary and taxonomy, has become both
a road map for applied research and a role model for high-level research by more
experienced authors.

In this thesis, we report research on processing and visualization of visual cortex
data. We mainly followed MUNZNER [94]’s nested model for visualization de-
sign and evaluation, BREHMER and MUNZNER [95]’s action-target task analysis

5See https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_000012 for the research resource identifier per-
taining to this hardware/software system

6Documentation hosted at https://lcg.gitlab.io/neuro/python-plx.
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framework, and MUNZNER [96]’s guidelines for attribute and interaction encoding,
though a number of different works contributed ideas for our modeling and design
choices. While not solely a thesis on information visualization, an iterative design
study was a fundamental part of this research, therefore this section is concerned
with discussing the associated design study and validation literature before we report
our own work in the remainder of this chapter.

2.2.1 Conventions

Some words used in the viz literature are overloaded with meaning and may bear
conflicting ideas in different studies. The word task is used with different meanings
in the viz literature [94], sometimes referring to domain-specific activities, others to
abstract operations, sometimes regarding low-level operations on data items (e.g.,
locate anomalous samples), others pertaining to high-level objectives (e.g., confirm
hypothesis). MUNZNER [94], BREHMER and MUNZNER [95], MUNZNER [96]
use the words task and operation to describe abstract actions performed by a user
on abstract data and the word problem to describe a domain-specific activities, both
on high and low level cases. LAM et al. [97] uses the word goal to describe abstract,
high-level objectives a user has, and task for the low-level operations on abstract
data listed by MUNZNER [94], BREHMER and MUNZNER [95], MUNZNER [96].
We use the words goal and task with LAM et al. [97]’s meanings and save the words
assignment or activity to refer to visualization activities (comprised of multiple goals,
each divisible into lower-level tasks) performed by the study participants during the
user study reported in Section 3.5.

The terms domain problem and problem domain are commonplace in the viz
literature, and since they are easily mistaken for each other, their distinction should
be stressed: problem domain refers to a field of study to which a referred problem
belongs, whereas domain problem is a particular problem inside an application field.
Finally, we use the terms field study and user study (or lab study) to designate work
performed inside the domain experts work environment (as reported by SHNEIDER-
MAN and PLAISANT [98]) and inside of a controlled setting, respectively.

2.2.2 Design study definition

According to SEDLMAIR et al. [99], a design study is a problem-driven research
methodology comprised of the following elements/activities:

Real-world problem At the heart of a design study is a contribution toward solv-
ing a real-world problem. Hence real users and real data are mandatory.
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Analysis Translating user requirements, jargon, data, and activities into an ab-
stract form (usually further divided into data and task abstraction) is a nec-
essary step to achieve generalizable results.

Design Creative but informed consideration of alternatives from a broad design
space.

Validation Proving effectiveness of each contribution, from the very abstraction to
results obtained by on-site usage of a tool.

Reflection Discussion of limitations and future work are what effectively turns the
design activity into a research field.

At some point, the very fitness of information visualization for the given problem
must be questioned, since a fully automatic or at least a semi-automatic solution
could be available [99]. More precisely, when task clarity is crisp (that is, the analysis
process can be formalized in detail) and information is explicit (that is, data is digi-
tized and structured), an algorithmic approach (possibly based on machine learning)
is more appropriate. When the information is solely in the experts’ heads, nothing
can be done (because there is not enough data). However, when either the task is
somewhat fuzzy, or the information is somehow underrepresented in the computer,
or a bit of both, the design study methodology becomes appropriate. Nonethe-
less, viz may always be used to communicate and inspect outcomes of information
processing systems usage, even the fully automated ones.

2.2.3 Design frameworks

Abstract visualization design frameworks, such as MUNZNER [94, 96]’s action-
target task analysis framework, provide a common abstract vocabulary that facili-
tates transferring knowledge between different domains, getting past domain-specific
jargon, and choosing proper encodings based on existing work. The design process
is rarely strictly linear [94, 99], so going back and forth between analysis stages may
be done several times before deploying a new iteration of the proposed solution.

Alternatively, SEDLMAIR et al. [99] proposed a nine-step framework for con-
ducting relevant and successful design studies, coarsely divided into three stages that
go from collaboration winnowing and role definition (that is, to identify opportuni-
ties and determine if the project is promising and realistically realizable) to the core
design study phase, which involves prototyping, building and deploying visualization
systems, and conducting user studies and thence to the analysis phase, in which re-
flections are made and the study is published. The nine-stages in SEDLMAIR
et al. [99] do not align perfectly the design stages proposed by MUNZNER [94], and
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they are in fact complementary approaches. While the first is more concerned with
conducting successful research by listing a sequence of logical steps that must be
followed in a study and identifying typical pitfalls that may be committed in each
step, the second one is a nested abstraction and validation model that focuses on
how to properly identify and validate contributions in different layers. Both studies
anticipate the possibility of backtracking study steps but the nine-stage emphasizes
it more strongly. All the same, these frameworks are not meant to be taken to heart
but rather to provide guidance and prevent known mistakes and anti-patterns to be
applied.

Nested design studies

In the nested framework, the output of one more abstract layer constitutes the
input to the next, lower-level one. These layers also work as attention scopes for the
modeling process and help identify different contributions. They are listed below
from outer to inner:

Domain problem characterization The topmost layer involves understanding a
specific application problem domain (ecephys in our case), mapping its vocab-
ulary, methods, objectives, and challenges, so that a precise description of the
data, algorithms, data analysis activities, and other non-functional require-
ments may be produced. Most of problem domain characterization for this
thesis has been laid out in Chapter 2, although a listing of requirements is
only explicitly elicited in Section 3.3, which discusses the next layer.

Task abstraction Map the inputs into a domain-agnostic list of low-level visu-
alization operations on abstract data (e.g., identify trends, locate outliers,
derive distribution mean). This stages implicitly requires the data to be de-
scribed in abstract terms as well, a process that is discussed in greater de-
tail in MUNZNER [96]. LAM et al. [97] addresses some of the challenges in
bridging higher-level visualization objectives (e.g.,discover observation, iden-
tify main cause, evaluate hypothesis), which they refer to as goals, to sequences
of low-level tasks by proposing a few archetypical goals and listing sequences
of corresponding tasks in existing works.

Data encoding and interaction design In this stage, visual representations and
interaction paradigms are chosen to represent the data and to support perform-
ing the tasks that operate on them. The mapping from data items (e.g., rows
in a dataset or nodes in a graph) and their attributes (or, equivalently, di-
mensions) into visual elements that represent them is called encoding. Data
items are usually represented by marks (i.e., geometric entities such as dots,
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symbols, lines, and polygons) and their attributes are represented channels
associated with the marks (e.g., horizontal and vertical position, color, length,
area, tilt). There are usually many ways of encoding the same set of attributes
and a great deal of literature covers standard choices, best-practices and even
the artistic factors related to it, such as the influential works of TUFTE [100]
and WILKINSON [101]. We address data encoding and interaction design in
Section 3.4.

Algorithm design The last and lowest-level step in the analysis cycle involves
choosing proper algorithms to carry out the actual data encoding and inter-
action processing. Although it may at first sound like an exhausted research
sub-field, many applications require real-time, costly operations such as mul-
tidimensional projections, matrix reordering, dynamic (often animated) graph
layouts, and filtering/navigation in large datasets that constitute active re-
search problems. Most data processing described in this thesis (Section 2.1)
was performed a priori due to design study choices (Section 3.5).

Implementation This is the level at which systems design techniques and actual
programming tools are employed to materialize the design. Visualization and
graphical user interface software libraries may be used to speed up the imple-
mentation of the application’s main structure and more prosaic plots. Most
challenges here are of technical rather than scientific merit, so this layer is
typically not discussed by design studies.

Nested validation

The five scopes of attention and work for nested design studies also work as vali-
dation scopes. A design study will usually claim contributions in one or more of
the four outer scopes, but each one of them has different inputs and outputs, so
they will require different validation procedures. The implementation scope tends
to present engineering challenges with lesser potential for novelty or academic pub-
lishing, and it usually requires verification rather than validation — i.e., verifying
an implementation is about checking that the built software meets its requirements
correctly, whereas validating a design study is about checking that the requirements
gathered exist and are relevant (but not necessarily complete) — therefore we do
not discuss it.

Validating a scope requires that the scopes inside it are validated first. When
no contributions are claimed at a scope and it uses techniques validated elsewhere,
then its validation may be skipped altogether. A set of threats/pitfalls should be
watched for before advancing scopes, while a more formal validation approach must
be adopted when closing a scope, before validation can be resumed at the enclosing
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one. Since the nested process is rarely strictly linear, we can assume these checks and
procedures are to be performed when crossing the boundary between two adjacent
scopes, not when incidentally backtracking because of some change in priorities
or requirements, for instance. Another way of seeing this is that it is advisable to
perform downstream advancement checks while working on a project but mandatory
to follow upstream validation when reporting and discussing a finished project. The
diagram in Figure 2.3 illustrates the nested process, featuring downstream checks
when descending scopes and upstream validation when ascending scopes.

Figure 2.3: Overview of nested design study and validation framework. In this
framework[94] Design specification follows a downstream path from higher, more
abstract levels down to lower, concrete levels, whilst observing some concerns. Val-
idation follows the reverse upstream path.

Now, let us present a more exhaustive list of the downstream checks and upstream
validation procedures, combining advice from the nested framework and the nine-
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stage one. We will list the scopes from least to most enclosed and inform the outgoing
procedures related to each.

Visualization solution to domain problem This scope is not identified in the
original nested framework but it may be related to first three stages (the pre-
condition phase) in the nine-stage framework. The main early advancement
threats at this scope, reunited in Pitfalls 3-14, are committing to a collabora-
tion when a viz problem does not exist (either the identified problems are not
recurrent, existing methods are good enough, or a fully automated solution is
possible), or there is not enough data, or the people involved are not fitting
(they may lack expertise or access to the data, for example).

Domain problem characterization The early advancement threat is under-
standing the domain problem incorrectly. Pre-validation involves observing
and interviewing the target users in order to correctly understand the prob-
lem, which requires appropriate observation techniques (like interviews, con-
textual inquiry, fly-on-the-wall, etc.), a right dose of domain understanding
(not too little, nor too much), and proper interaction with domain experts
(i.e., enough time with the right people must be available). These correspond
to Pitfalls 15-18.

On the opposite direction, once a system has been built and the data/task
abstraction have been validated, adoption rates and other practices from the
longitudinal study methodology[98] should be applied to make sure the con-
structed visualization system has ecological validity — that is, real users have
successfully adopted the system for performing real tasks in the absence of di-
rect interference by the visualization researchers. This is a reportedly harder
form of validation, because many factors might influence the final adoption
rate of a system and lead to false negatives. In particular, if work prac-
tices are very cemented and a visualization system provides borderline but
not paradigm-shifting advancements, it could remain unadopted despite being
valid. It might also be the case that secondary features (like the ability to
export results to a standard format) are missing from the tool but present in
a commercial software application. That is a failure of requirements gathering
that may have slipped past other steps of the study and hinder tool adop-
tion but by no means imply that the domain problem has been improperly
characterized.

Data/task abstraction The premature advancement threats involve choosing in-
correct abstractions, which should be countered by watching for Pitfalls 19
(incorrect level of abstraction) and, again, 15-18. Nonetheless, checking that
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abstractions are correct before advancing may be harder than checking that
the problem was understood well since no tool exists as of yet. Adhering
to data/task abstraction taxonomies [95–97] is helpful, but being able to do
rapid prototyping at the next scope and past it (Pitfall 12), making it possi-
ble to iterate faster and restart from scratch if necessary, is a game changer.
Otherwise, a big risk is assumed because a lot of time needs to be invested
in subsequent scopes before validation becomes possible. Validation typically
takes the form of field studies, which differ from laboratory ones by being
performed in the domain experts’ environment, to verify that the constructed
system leads to effective results by real users operating on real data (this re-
lates to Pitfall 25). Complementary anecdotal evidence of usefulness, usually
in the form of interviews, may be collected. Pitfall 26 (considering positive
feedback as sufficient proof of success) applies. These procedures may seem de-
ceptively similar to those performed for the domain problem characterization
scope but whereas that phase is concerned with measuring a tool’s long-term
adoption rate and aggregated value, this phase intends to make sure that users
can make meaningful work with tool in their native environment, which may
involve measuring time-and-error quantities, or evaluating the quality of in-
sights produced. Therefore, a higher level of obtrusiveness is acceptable for
the purpose of collecting evidence. In other words, late validation of domain
problem characterization seeks to answer wether one has built the right tool
(that is, tool for solving a useful, relevant problem), while late validation of
data/task abstraction validation seeks to answer wether one has built the tool
right.

Data/interaction encoding The preliminary threats involve choosing ineffective
encoding/interaction techniques, or not properly exploring the design space.
Advancing requires justification of chosen encodings, which assumes having
enough knowledge of the viz literature (failure to do so is Pitfall 2). Mock-up
sessions with viz experts are a way of pruning the design space and discarding
bad alternatives. Pitfalls 20-23 relating to the proper consideration of the
design space and rapid prototyping apply. Regarding the later, paper and
wireframe protoypes, Wizard of Oz testing, and iterative informal user studies
are ways of accelerating the process and detecting dead ends earlier.

Late validation depends on how innovative the proposed design is. When stan-
dard data/interaction encoding schemes are used, careful citation of the liter-
ature and justification of choices suffices. When new encodings are proposed,
both informal user studies and laboratory studies that propose well-define
tasks and measure time-and-error are appropriate.
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Algorithm design The main advancement threat is choosing an expensive algo-
rithm in terms of computation, memory, or both. Pre-validation is usually
straightforward by means of computational complexity analysis. However, this
is usually only relevant for a viz publication if a new data derivation or en-
coding scheme (like a multidimensional projection or graph layout algorithm)
is being proposed. Late validation may usually amounts to measuring system
time/memory.

System implementation That scope is usually not relevant from a viz viewpoint
but there might exist contributions worth publishing in a software engineering
journal or conference. Nonetheless Pitfalls 22 (non-rapid prototyping) and 23
(inadequate usability level) should be watched for, since they might impact up-
stream validation. Rather than validation, this level requires verification that
the requirements (covering data processing, tasks, encodings, and algorithms)
have been properly implemented.

2.2.4 Contributions of design studies

Contributions to viz a design study can make on different layers include [94]:

Domain and problem characterization Framing a specific, new domain prob-
lem as a viz problem.

Data/task abstraction Proposing new ways of performing an abstract task that
go beyond a specific application domain (e.g., finding trends in time series,
locating outliers).

Data/interaction encoding Proposing new ways of representing information and
interactions for new/existing data-types

Algorithm New ways of processing/deriving, or laying out data (e.g., graph and
matrix ordering, multidimensional projections, clustering)

As previously explained, validating the contributions at each of these levels
presents different challenges. Validating algorithms is usually the easiest, as it
amounts to proving it’s correctness, theoretical optimality, and/or empirical perfor-
mance using benchmarking datasets, all of which do not involve the human factor.
Some specialists have historically called for more fields studies [94, 98], arguing that
the field would benefit more from problem domain characterization studies. Not
surprisingly, this is possibly the hardest validation case of all, since the success of
viz solution usually depends on long-term, unobtrusive evaluations of tool adoption
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— as done by SHNEIDERMAN and PLAISANT [98] for example — besides re-
quiring that either all inner layers are validated as well (thus claiming additional
contributions and making the study too broad and hard to understand), or that all
techniques used for the inner layers are already validated by existing studies (which
is a rather uncommon situation) [94]. Nonetheless, rather than just reporting find-
ings and their known implications (commonplace in the natural sciences) the process
of writing and reflecting about a design study is part of the process of making sense
about the findings and revealing insights about future directions (a process more
common in the social sciences) [99].

2.2.5 Task analysis

Task analysis is a broad term used for the process of understanding how special-
ists in a given problem domain accomplish their research goals and translating that
perception into an abstract description formal The broader activity of getting ac-
quainted with a domain and understanding its practices is sometimes referred to as
cognitive work analysis (CWA), whence task analysis refers to modeling lower-level
cognitive operations that work on well-defined data to produce certain outputs (like
derived data). This activity usually involves translating domain jargon to general,
abstract descriptions more familiar to computer science.

Asking users to introspect about their questions (what they want to know) and
procedures (how they seek to answer it) is a notoriously insufficient requirements
gathering technique [99, 102]. Therefore, design studies may approach the challenge
of CWA in a variety of ways, some of which include:

Just talking Promoting formal meetings and encounters between viz specialists
and domain experts with the aim of discussing work practices and collaboration
goals, and eliciting requirements.

Fly-on-the-wall The viz researcher observes the daily labor activities of the do-
main experts and takes as many notes as possible without interfering or asking
questions, in an attempt to observe untempered working conditions.

Contextual inquiry Unlike the previous method, this allows the viz researcher to
interrupt the observed specialists to ask for clarification.

SEDLMAIR et al. [99] argues that contextual inquiries work better than the
other two methods, because it allows to observe assumptions and procedures that
specialists take for granted and would fail to report when just talking, while still
obtaining clarification about steps that could be misinterpreted due to lack expertise
and vocabulary when using fly-on-the-wall. Nonetheless, all of these approaches may
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let silent cognitive processes that unfold silently inside the observed worker’s mind
to slip unaccounted for. They criticize ethnography-based approaches, saying that a
viz researcher should only learn so much about a particular domain as necessary to
propose effective visualizations, at the risk of either spending too much time learning
about the field or focusing on concerns beyond the scope of visualization at some
point — this is a pitfall (PF-18) that I fell into.

Multi-level action-target task typology

The multi-level action-target task typology proposed by BREHMER and MUN-
ZNER [95], MUNZNER [96] identifies three fundamental aspects of task analysis:
what, why, and how. In this taxonomy, an abstract task corresponds to a complete
specification of the what (input and output targets), why (action), and how (en-
coding). The what aspect corresponds to the inputs/outputs of each visualization
task, and should be described in terms of abstract data types, like graphs, tables,
or continuous sampling fields, for instance. We perform this data abstraction in
Section 3.2. The why aspect is comprised of multiple levels of specification that
translate the question a user is trying to answer through visualization into a general
vocabulary. On a first level, a user could be either seeking to produce data (that
is, to derive an attribute, to make an annotation, or to record their reasoning pro-
cess), or to consume data (that is, to discover something, to present, or to aimlessly
explore a dataset). On a second level, the way they search for information depends
on wether they know what they are looking for, and where to look for it, resulting
in four modalities, if we consider those as binary statements. On the third level,
they distinguish between cases where a user wants to simply identify visualization
targets, compare multiple such targets, or summarize them. The correct specifica-
tion of the targets (inputs and outputs) is also fundamental for the subsequent step,
as they could be looking for an specific attribute, trends, outliers, distributions, or
relationships, for instance. Finally, the how aspect pertains to how the selected
targets (attributes) and actions (operations) are encoded into a user interface.

One challenge with such frameworks is that they may seem overspecified and
difficult to apply, and still miss on the abstractions necessary to translate some
problem domains. After all, what’s the point of following a difficult recipe if I may
need to add unforeseen ingredients and steps? On this line of thought, LAM et al.
[97] approached the challenge of bridging lower-level analysis tasks to higher-level
analysis goals. They described an additional abstraction layer, consisting of higher-
level analytic user goals, pondering that reasoning in terms of low level abstract
tasks (e.g., identify outliers, sort, locate) is difficult in the absence of contextual
information (for example, "what is the goal of doing a certain task w.r.t. the domain
situation?" and "how does this task sum up to others in order to answer a certain
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question?"). They proposed to reverse the analysis direction by:
1. Identifying higher-level goals, like exploring and explaining, then 2. Unfold a

goal into series of steps and loops that can be directly mapped to low level tasks,
such as browsing, and comparing attributes.

This methodology was developed as a result of analyzing a number of IEEE VIS
studies (2009-2015) and relating their task analyses to their goals, and serves as a
complement, for instance, to the bottom-up Action-Target task analysis typology of
MUNZNER [94], BREHMER and MUNZNER [95], MUNZNER [96].

Bridging from higher-level goals to tasks

No matter what form of CWA is employed, bridging from a broad, sometimes tacit
understanding of work in a particular domain to an extensive list of lower-level visu-
alization tasks operating on well-defined data types using a catalogue of battle-tested
data encoding and interaction modes is notably difficult. That is why LAM et al.
[97] proposed the identification of user goals as higher-level analysis objectives that
can be mapped into sets of of lower-level tasks, like the action-target task typology
[95, 96]. Their list is non-exhaustive, and we rely on the idea of user goals to frame
an ecephy problem as a visualization problem, rather than using their particular
taxonomy. After all the plethora of analysis frameworks and task/encoding tax-
onomies available in the literature cannot prevent the peculiarities of an application
domain to creep in and prove existing methodologies insufficient.

2.3 Fundamentals of machine learning

Let us review some fundamental concepts of ML, based on IZBICKI and DOS SAN-
TOS [103]. Our context is the prediction of neuronal observation approval rates from
functional attributes, that is, we mean to regress the former from the latter. The
approval rate y ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R corresponds to the output, or target variable, and the
functional attributes x ∈ Rn comprise the inputs, or features. A pair (x, y) is called
an observation (in this section, we will use this word denote feature-target pairs that
rather than neuronal observations). A dataset D is comprised of m observations,
that is D = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)}.

A regression function, indicated by r : Rn → R, approximates the value of the
target variable with a precision that is quantified by a loss function, indicated by
l(r;x, y) 7→ ϵ, with ϵ ∈ R, that is usually required to be a non-negative, mono-
tonically increasing function of ∥r(x) − y∥. A typical choice to satisfy that re-
quirement, and the one adopted in this exposition, is the quadratic difference, or
l(r;x, y) = (r(x) − y)2. The so-called cost function represents the average value of
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the loss function over D, that is

L(r;D) = E[l(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ D] =
1

m

m∑
i=1

(r(xi)− yi)
2

A train-test split of the dataset is a random partition of D into sets Dtrain and
Dtest, known as training and test sets, therefore these sets fulfill

Dtrain ∩Dtest = ∅ (2.7)

Dtrain ∪Dtest = D (2.8)

This partition is fundamental for the process we will describe next.
Consider the linear regression, one of the simplest regression models, which can

be expressed as

r(x) = θ0 + θ⊺x = θ0 +
n∑

i=1

θixi

where the coefficients θ0, . . . , θn are referred to as model parameters. To sim-
plify notation, it is customary to indicate θ⊺ = (θ0, . . . , θn) and consider that a
leading 1 is prepended to x, allowing us to write r(x) = θ⊺x. In order to ob-
tain a regression function that makes the best predictions, one seeks the value of
θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rn+1 that minimizes the loss (that is the prediction error) over known in-
puts, that is L(r;D), where Θ represents the parameter space. A training algorithm
consists of an optimization algorithm that produces a sequence of parameter vectors{
θ(k)
}
k≥0

corresponding to regression functions
{
r(k)
}
k≥0

where it is desirable that
L
(
r(k);Dtrain

)
≥ L

(
r(k+1);D

)
although the model’s performance, measured by L

may oscillate over training epochs, indexed by k. Depending on the shape of the L

function, we may either obtain a guaranteed a global minimum, or specify halting
criteria (preferably at a local minimum) in order to return a solution θ̂ ↔ r̂. In the
specific case of linear regression, the minimization of L has a closed-form solution.
In general however, optimization algorithms use the gradient of L with respect to θ

and one or more heuristics to search for incrementally better solutions.
Since we only have access to a finite sample of data, the solution’s optimality is

affected by factors such as

• Sample size m and sample quality,

• Dimensionality n of feature space,

• Complexity of L(r;D), and
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• Vastness of Θ,

therefore the training algorithm may produce a solution that scores well on a
dataset D but not on a separate dataset D′. In essence, obtaining parameters

θ̂ ≈ argmin
θ∈Rn+1

E[l(rθ;x, y)|(x, y) ∈ D] (2.9)

where the ≈ sign is there to highlight that, in general, we may not obtain a
globally minimal solution, does not assure that rθ̂ is also minimal for arbitrary ob-
servations (x, y) /∈ D. That is why the training algorithm evaluates only L(r;Dtrain),
leaving L(r;Dtest) for estimating the final cost, or fitness, of the solution found. In
other words, the optimal regression function r̂ minimizes the cost on the training
set but its actual performance on unseen data is estimated using the test set. When
L(r;Dtest)≪ L(r;Dtrain), rθ̂ is said to overfit the training data — it is particularly
good at explaining an specific sample but not at extrapolating those results to an
unseen sample — and when L(r;Dtrain) ≪ 0 it is said to underfit the data — it is
not powerful enough to even explain a specific sample. In the latter case, L(r;Dtest)

and L(r;Dtrain) might even have similar values.
As we mentioned before, linear regression allows for a closed-form solution of θ̂

on the right-hand side of Equation 2.9 but in the general case, we employ stochastic
optimization methods for finding a candidate solution whilst avoiding overfitting. In
that scenario, parameters that control the training process or the very structure of
the parameter space Θ (e.g., regularization coefficients, stochastic gradient descent
(SGD)’s learning rate, or the number and size of layers in an ANN), known as
hyperparameters, must be estimated prior to training. Thence, it is customary to
save the test set to be used only for a final comparison of one or more trained
models (in which case it is also known as hold-out set) and to estimate optimal
hyperparameters by performing preliminary training sessions that are evaluated on
the basis of an additional fraction of the training set set aside as a validation set.
Alternatively, the method known as k-folding splits the training set into k equally
sized portions, or folds, and for each tuple of hyperparameters, trains k models on
each of the k subsets of k − 1 folds, then estimates the fitness of the corresponding
tuple by averaging over the cost of the k validation folds left out of each sub-model.

Finally, let us introduce three metrics that will be important for discussing the
performance of majority-approval classifiers. A classifier r(x) is a regression function
that predicts a discrete rather than a continuous outcome variable Y . A binary
classifier is such that Y ∈ {0, 1}, where Y = 0 is said to be negative outcome and
Y = 1 is said to be positive outcome. A binary classifier’s precision, P , is the ratio
of predicted positive outcomes that are indeed positive, and its recall , R, the ratio
of positive outcomes that are predicted as so. Formally,
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P =

∑
i r(xi)yi∑
i r(xi)

R =

∑
i r(xi)∑
i yi

(2.10)

where all sums are computed over Dtest. Ideally, one seeks a binary classifier with
R = P = 1, that is, a model that flags no false positive outcomes (r(xi) = 1, yi = 0),
nor false negative outcomes (r(xi) = 0, yi = 1). It is customary to unify these
metrics using a third one, the so-called F1 score, which is simply the harmonic
mean of precision and recall:

F1 =
RP

R + P
(2.11)

Note that these metrics are commonplace when comparing binary classifier per-
formance on the test set not during training. For training purposes, the most com-
mon loss function for binary classifiers is rather the binary cross-entropy.

2.3.1 AutoML

ML is thriving field with a long history of developments and a large arsenal of
techniques. As such, training and evaluating a model that accurately predicts the
value of target Y given observed features X with the best available knowledge re-
quires procedures that vary considerably with model type, feature semantics, and
dataset size, among others. To make the application of ML more accessible to a
wider audience and to facilitate preliminary exploration of the solution space, the
field of automated machine learning (AutoML) has emerged with the proposal of
intelligently searching for promising models [104]. Some of the procedures typically
performed by AutoML software packages include

• Data preparation (e.g., dealing with missing values, splitting data into training
and test sets),

• Feature engineering (e.g., scaling, demeaning, encoding qualitative variables,
and deriving new features by combining old ones, as in dimensionality reduc-
tion),

• Hyperparameter search (i.e., searching parameters that affect learning or
change the model structure itself),

• Training and evaluation,

• Search space pruning (i.e., proactively aborting unpromising search branches
based on previous results),

• Ensembling (i.e., combining lower performance models to obtain a more pow-
erful one),
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• And neural architecture search (i.e., a specialized type of hyperparameter
search for neural networks).

Ultimately, the quality of results will depend on the algorithm’s ability to select
promising model classes and eliminate non-performant hyperparameter, the avail-
ability of computational power and search time, user-specified configurations (such
as the ability to ignore certain classes of models, or hints about exploitable data prop-
erties), and naturally on the very volume, dimensionality, quality, and predictability
of the data.

We employed an AutoML framework based on Bayesian optimization, Auto-
sklearn [105], to test the potential of various regression methods performance. The
software tested ensembles of various types of models (KNN, Adaboost, random
forests, gradient boosting), for about 13 hours of searching with 2 CPUs allocated
to each regression problem (moving bars and gratings stimulus types vs. summative
and individual observation sets).
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Chapter 3

Design study

Our collaboration with neuroscience domain experts from the LFCOG started out
as series of informal encounters to discuss visualizations of functional attributes in
the previously described (Section 2.1.4) dataset of neuronal observations of the pri-
mate V2, as a way to gain knowledge into the domain’s goals and practices. As
the encounters went by, it became increasingly clearer that winnowing plausible RF
evidence from implausible observations was a key part of the process albeit not an
analysis objective per se. Therefore, we proposed and developed a visualization web
tool for performing an annotation task, with the goal of aiding domain experts in
deriving a dataset of plausible neuronal observations from a larger mass of possi-
bilities. That tool allowed domain experts to approve/reject neuronal observations
selected from a slice of the V2 Dataset based on condensed functional attribute
visualizations that were familiar to them, while juxtaposing observations derived
with different parametric attributes, so that we could later provide insight on the
influence of these parameters on approval rates and population distributions.

By describing the data acquisition and pre-processing procedures in the ece-
phys field, Section 2.1 already laid the ground for an abstract description of the V2
Dataset. Therefore, this chapter will start (Section 3.2) by abstracting the data,
(i.e., describing the main attributes, attribute categories, dimensions, and cardinal-
ities) in the V2 Dataset before discussing the user goals in the terminology of LAM
et al. [97]. After discussing these goals, which are a form of top-down analysis, it will
unfold them into sequences of tasks (Section 3.3) in the context of the action-target
design framework [94, 96]. Together, these two sections provide a domain problem
characterization of neuronal population studies from ecephys recordings performed
by our collaborators from LFCOG, in viz terminology. In the sequence, Section 3.4
discusses data and interaction encoding and how these evolved from an informal
design study to a (laboratory) user study. These three sections correspond to the
questions what/why/how of the action-target framework. Then, Section 3.5 reports
the user study in itself, describing the proposed task, its assumptions and hypothe-
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ses, dataset and participant selection, the assembly of developed encodings into a
web interface, and the telemetry process. The evaluation of this study in qualitative
and quantitative terms, including its nested validation and usage data analysis, and
a discussion about its limitations and future directions are the subjects of the next
chapter.

3.1 Methodology

As previously reviewed, the nested design study framework [94, 96] identifies five
main scopes of attention and work for design studies: domain problem characteriza-
tion, data/task abstraction, data/interaction encoding, algorithm design, and imple-
mentation. The scopes are entered in order, producing outputs that serve as inputs
to the next scope. The output of the domain problem characterization scope is an
abstract description of a domain-specific problem, translating jargon into abstract
terms more familiar to visualization and computer science. From that abstract de-
scription, the data/task abstraction can produce mathematical descriptions of data
and cognitive operations (tasks) being performed on it. Then, proper encodings are
chosen among existing techniques or new ones are developed to represent the ab-
stract data/task descriptions, producing a specification of a user interface, including
how data should be translated to pixels, animations, or other interactive features,
and how the system should react to user actions. Thence, algorithms may be de-
signed (notably when new encodings are proposed), and finally, an implementation
is produced.

Realistically, these scopes are rarely entered once, in strict order, and do not
constitute a full picture of a design study. Many more steps, from the very es-
tablishment of a collaboration between domain experts and viz researchers to the
publishing of results are involved, and a design study will frequently backtrack to
deal with changes in requirements, modeling, and deadlines [99]. For instance, it
is reasonable to picture data being revisited many times to cope with the identi-
fication of new attributes (which might have been previously neglected) and even
being performed in parallel with domain problem characterization. In fact, the risk
of committing any fatal failures while running through the scopes fast-forward and
building a system that is ultimately invalid is elevated, which is why MUNZNER [94]
identifies preliminary checks to be performed before advancing scopes and SEDL-
MAIR et al. [99] lists pitfalls associated with each of a finer-grained, nine-stage
design study framework. It is nonetheless useful to think of a design study in terms
of these scopes because they set semantic boundaries that help us to identify differ-
ent potential contributions and set preconditions for successful validation. We will
describe our approach to risk prevention and validation later in this section.
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As we mentioned, the nine-stage framework [99] paints a more detailed picture
than the nested framework [94, 96] of the design study process by identifying issues
related to collaboration establishment and results publishing. Nonetheless, we be-
lieve the terser format and the semantic boundaries of the nested framework are more
appropriate for reporting a design study and discussing its validation. Therefore,
the content of this chapter is organized in a way that seeks to reflect these scopes,
while still reporting on insight gained from backtracking, with Section 3.2 discussing
the data abstraction, Section 3.3 discussing domain problem characterization task
abstraction, and Section 3.4 discussing data/interaction encoding. We use the con-
cept of user goals by LAM et al. [97] to characterize the domain problem rather
than discussing it in a separate section, since they provide a straight bridge between
the ecephys background introduced in Chapter 2 and well-established abstract tasks
[95, 96]. The section on data/interaction encoding reports on our preliminary, it-
erative informal user study, justifying some changes in encoding and some findings
that helped restrict the domain problem characterization. The final form of the
visualization tool is presented in Section 3.5, which also sets some evaluation goals
addressed later in Chapter 5.

3.2 Data abstraction

In this section, we describe the structure of the V2 Dataset in viz terms. Let us
briefly recall the V2 Dataset structure described in Section 2.1. At a bare level, it is
composed of ecephys recordings acquired from visual cortex area V2 with multiple
electrodes, over multiple experiments, with a variety of visual stimuli. It may be
organized as tabular data with several indexing columns and it is possible to define
the item (row) level in multiple ways, depending on the entities that we are inter-
ested in studying. The lowest possible level could be defined as that of a spike train
(a time series) detected at a specified location in the visual cortex, during some
repetition of a visual stimulus, given specific preprocessing parameters. On a higher
level (a more aggregated one), we could define each row to contain the evidence of
a hypothetical, individual neuron (single-unit in the domain jargon). That implies
that lower-level attributes must be stacked into vectors or matrices (for instance,
matrices of spike trains) or summarized in another way to become columns at this
abstraction level. At an even coarser level, rows with identical acquisition con-
ditions may be further aggregated, resulting in summative, hypothetical neuronal
observations (multi-units in domain jargon). As we will describe soon, the two later
abstractions are the most convenient to address the users’ objectives. As the dataset
itself may be parametrized by the application of domain-specific algorithms that act
on the bare data, changing the algorithms’s parameters generates new collections of
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rows without changing the bare data. Therefore, it can be seen as a virtually infinite
table, with those algorithms’ parameters acting as range indices. If the items are,
indeed, hypothetical neuronal observations (either individual or summative), since
the attributes affect the number and quality of generated hypotheses, if follows that
parametrization is a key factor when analyzing populations, their distributions, and
related uncertainties.

The attributes we just recalled may be grouped into the following categories.

Metadata Identification and temporal attributes, like the test subject name, and
the experiment date/time, and the stimulus type.

Anatomical Specify the location of a recording in the brain (recording site). This
is one of the core attribute types for the user goals.

Physiological Incidental characteristics of the anatomical recording sites. They are
obtained by post-mortem analysis of the visual cortex tissue whence recordings
took place. This is one of the core attribute types for the user goals.

Parametrical These are free parameters that the users may tweak in order to ob-
tain different results. They may be further divided into: detection parameters,
which affect how responses are obtained from raw signals; sorting parameters,
which impact the splitting of detected responses into multiple individuals; and
functional parameters, which affect the computation of functional attributes,
described below. Parametrical attributes have a considerable impact on the
data volume to be analyzed and the conclusions that may be drawn from
visualizing that data. Their impact will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

Stimulus Provide a precise parameterized description of visual stimuli.

Chronological Specify when a stimulus repetition took place and for how long.
Each repetition of a stimulus is called a trial in the ecephys domain.

Response Describe how, given an acquisition/signal processing parametrization, a
hypothetical cell reacted to presented stimuli, on a bare level. Basically, the
spike trains and corresponding waveforms. These are not directly visualized,
but rather derived into the next category of attributes.

Functional Functions of the response that indicate how selective a hypothetical
neuronal observation (either individual or summative) is to a particular set
of stimuli. Many functional attributes summarize stimulus and response by
representing the later as a function of the former, usually by aggregating over
all possible chronological instantiations (trials) of a stimulus. This is one of
the core attribute types for the user goals.
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As we mentioned previously, the granularity of the dataset (i.e., the definition
of the row/item level) depends on the user goals. The basic study entity that
the domain experts are interested in is that of a neuronal observation. Therefore,
considering that most metadata attributes are constant in the dataset, and that
functional attributes effectively summarize stimulus, chronological, and response
attributes, we may finally abstract the dataset as a virtually infinite table, where
anatomical and parametrical attributes are the indexing columns (or free variables),
and physiological and functional attributes are the dependent columns/variables.
Figure 3.1 summarizes the data acquisition and derivation phases, highlighting the
attribute categories that we described.

With this modeling, by fully specifying anatomical, and parametrical attributes,
one gets a collection of a few single-units acquired at identical conditions, or equiv-
alently, their corresponding multi-unit. That is, the union of these attributes works
as a compound index or key to multi-units. In order to break the aggregation and
fully index individual single-units, an uppercase letter (A, B, C, ...) is assigned to
each row in a multi-unit group by the spike sorting algorithm, in no particular order.
This derived attribute has no deeper meaning other than distinguishing individuals,
so it is not placed in any attribute category. The set of parametrical attributes has
infinite cardinality and non-trivial topology, since some attributes are discrete (like
the number of PCA dimensions used during spike sorting), others are continuous
(such as the signal threshold for spike detection) and yet others are co-dependent
(for instance, filter cutoff parameters only make sense if spikes are detected from a
wideband signal). Therefore, this set of attributes may not be easily represented as
a grid.

Due to the choices made in the user study (Section 3.5), only a subset of these
attributes was selected from the original dataset, and their values were obfuscated
to the study participants, so we will not be concerned with this issue. Nonetheless,
the high cardinality aspect is an important feature to keep in mind when dealing
with similar datasets produced in the ecephys field. Consider, for instance, that the
average number of individual observations (single-units) found through spike sorting
in this dataset is 3.85, and that there are 64 distinct recording sites (electrodes)
and 39 recording sessions were performed in total. Then, adding a single extra
parameterization to the search space during a visualization session would generate
approximately 9600 new individual observations, on average.
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The response attributes have semantics of matrices of time-series. That is merely
a formal consequence of our abstraction placing neuronal observations at the item
level. Since spike trains are recorded for each repeated presentation (trial) t of all
stimulus variations (e.g., all directions of a moving bar) s, the time-series of response
attributes need to be indexed by [s, t]. In fact, most of those attributes are never
directly visualized (except for spike waveforms). It is just relevant to understand
they pose an intermediate type of information that is used to derive the functional
attributes, which are indeed visualized.

Table 3.1 presents functional attributes common to both stimulus types. Most
properties have function semantics, which is expressed using the notation A →
B to indicate a function from set A to set B. For instance, a common case is
{s1, . . . , sm} → R, which indicates a function from stimuli to real numbers — these
attributes are computed by averaging over trials (see Section 1.1.1) to get rid of
the trial index in response matrices R[si, ej]. Table 3.2 lists moving bars functional
attributes relevant for the design study, and Table 3.3 does the same for gratings.
See Section 2.1.3 for details on how the response map is estimated from firing rates
and how the other properties can be derived from it.

Table 3.1: Functional attributes common to all stimulus types. S indicates the
stimulus set, T corresponds to trial duration, R≥0 indicates the non-negative real
numbers, and n is an arbitrary positive integer.

Functional attribute Domain Description

Spike counts S → R≥0
Average number of spikes per
stimulus.

Firing rates S × [0, T ]→ R≥0
Per-stimulus time-varying firing
rate function (see Section 1.1.1).

Basal firing rates R≥0
Estimated spontaneous firing
rate (r0 term in Equation 1.6)

Active responses S → R
Integral of firing rate function
minus basal firing rate over trial
duration.

Tuning curves R→ R≥0
Functions from stimulus
parameters to mean firing rates.

Mean waveforms Rn Sample-wise mean of waveforms.
Waveforms
deviation Rn Sample-wise standard deviation

of waveforms.
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Table 3.2: Moving bars functional attributes. Vx × Vy indicates the visual field
domain and R≥0 indicates the non-negative real numbers.

Functional attribute Domain Description

Response map Vx × Vy → R
Z-normalized reconstructed
response intensity over visual
field.

RF center 2D point RF center, estimated from
response map peak.

RF boundary 2D polygon RF boundary, estimated from
vicinity of response map peak.

Perimeter, area,
major axis, minor
axis

R Geometric derivations of RF
boundary.

RF latency R≥0

Estimated delay between
stimulus and response (volume
under response surface).

Total response R Integral of response map over
visual field.

Polargram (of active
firing) [0◦, 360◦)→ R Fraction of active firing taking

place within RF boundaries

Table 3.3: Gratings functional attributes

Functional attribute Domain Description

Preferred
orientation [0◦, 360◦)

Orientation with the highest
average response

Preferred direction [0◦, 360◦)
Direction with the highest
average response

Orientation index (0, 1]
Discrepancy between response in
preferred orientation and its
perpendicular orientation

Direction index (0, 1]
Discrepancy between response in
preferred direction and its
opposite direction

Direction circular
variance [0, 1]

Variance of direction selectivity,
with a value of 0 indicating
selectivity to one exclusive
direction and a value of 1
indicating omnidirectional
response

Orientation circular
variance [0, 1] Likewise for orientation

Active derivations N/A Active firing rate versions of all
attributes above
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3.3 Cognitive work analysis, requirements, and

tasks

Our CWA was mainly based on think-aloud sessions with two focal participants and,
occasionally, other members of the LFCOG that participated in the user study later
on. We employed several discussion sessions presenting on-screen digital prototypes1,
as reported in Section 3.4.1, mostly with familiar representations of neuronal obser-
vations, and used those as departure points to discuss domain procedures, concepts,
and investigation strategies. We found that to be the most affordable alternative
to contextual inquiry in the face of scarce expert time, since it was only possible
to meet the experts for a couple of hours a few times every year. Additionally, we
got acquainted with academic writings of the group and other neuroscience liter-
ature (reported throughout Chapter 2), as recommended by LLOYD and DYKES
[106]. In this section, we describe the user goals, their chaining, and the abstract
visualization tasks that unfold from them.

3.3.1 Overall goals and requirements

From our observations (conversations and readings), we identified the following main
activities in their workflow, as illustrated by Figure 3.2:

1. Design experiments for data collection — choosing stimulus sets and cor-
responding protocols to drive neuronal populations, based on prior knowledge
about adequate stimulus types, and depending on the kind of analysis that is
intended.

2. Collect data by

• Preparing the laboratory, recording/stimulation equipment, and test sub-
jects,

• Recording summative responses (signals) at multiple anatomical locations
(recording sites), and

• (Occasionally) sacrificing test subjects before extracting neural tissue and
performing histological analysis to determine physiological attributes at
each recording site.

The outputs of this phase vary but typically include raw signals, either as spike
trains or wideband signals, and per-recording site physiological attributes.

1Original prototypes available at https://lcg.gitlab.io/pasad/dsc/journal/f8d10c1c21/
lab/E007/report.html.
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3. Derive

• Putative summative/individual responses (spike trains) from per-
recording site recordings, and consequently,

• Corresponding neuronal observations and their functional attributes.

That involves tweaking spike detection parameters (when wideband signals
rather than preprocessed spike trains are used as inputs), performing spike
sorting, and (possibly) applying other methods (like the RF mapping method
described in Section 2.1.3) to obtain summative and individual functional at-
tributes.

4. Winnow neuronal observation populations at various aggregation levels (i.e.,
individual, summative, or arbitrary populations) based on available functional
attributes. During this analysis, unpromising summative profiles are dis-
carded, while the ones that seem composed of actually plausible individuals
are inspected in more detail.

5. Explore and characterize population distributions (and investigate hy-
potheses). Single and joint distributions of attributes such as functional,
anatomical, and physiological are compared in search for new or expected
features and relations.

6. Publish summarized results, in the form of tables, plots, and numbers that
encode population statistics.

Figure 3.1, presented in the previous section, focused more on the data acqui-
sition and transformation aspects of the ecephys workflow, whereas in this section
we are more concerned with how work is performed by specialists. Let us therefore
look back at that figure and establish a few correspondences between the data gath-
ering/processing steps illustrated there (which we will refer to by using the same
letters as in that figure) and the work Activities described here, in Figure 3.2 (which
we will refer to by their title). Designing experiments predates data acquisition but
implies making decisions about things like the type and variety of stimuli (a) that
will be presented, the species of test subjects (b) as well as the number of specimen,
the anatomical locations surveyed (c), and the characteristics of electrode matri-
ces (d). Acquiring data was implied by the transition from (c-d) to (e). Deriving
observations involves, as we mentioned, spike detection and sorting and functional
attribute computation, which were represented as steps (e-g). The ability to replay
those steps depends on which signals and attributes are saved along the process. For
instance, if only spike trains rather than wideband continuous electric potentials are
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Figure 3.2: Domain-specific workflow. Activities 1-2 require planning ahead, as they
condition what analyses will be possible down the road. Activities 3-5 constitute
analytical user goals, in viz terminology, and may be iterated multiple times be-
fore the analysts deem results as satisfactory — a single reverse arrow is presented
between activities Activity 6 involves more mundane actions like gathering most
interesting results and planning paper layout but the visual presentation of results
also constitutes an interesting locus for viz activities.
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saved, then replaying spike detection is not viable, whereas the ability to perform
spike sorting depends on having waveformss available. The remaining work Activ-
ities, starting with winnowing observations, will be performed from the computed
functional attributes (g).

We now focus our attention on consequences and issues of the present modeling
of ecephys work, focusing on Figure 3.2 and on the preceding description of activities
once more. Our high-level description is not concerned with low-level operational
details (e.g., what equipment is used in Activity 2, or in which order the data is
iterated while performing in Activities 3-4) and although it constitutes a logical
sequence (the outputs of an activity are inputs to the next one), iterations are not
precluded at any particular point. Nonetheless, iterating makes more sense in the
places indicated by upstream arrows, such as deriving observations again because
the partial results are sparse or seem ill-defined, or designing new experiments after
completing a publishing cycle. The self-referential arrow involving exploration only
emphasizes that exploratory data analysis (EDA) is in itself an iterative process
that keeps going until either no more interesting patterns are apparent in the data
or once enough evidence has been collected to support all proposed inquiries.

In terms of how suitable a design study methodology is to this problem, we first
highlight that activities 1-2 are completely outside of the viz scope. Activity 3, as
we previously discussed, depends on a finite set of parameters that may assume an
infinite set of values, thus dramatically affecting the data volume to be analyzed
during Activities 4-5. Very importantly, Activities 3-4 (and, to some extent 1-2
as well) — which are traditionally reported in materials and methods sections of
domain-specific publications — are performed only because they have to be, being
necessary mean to the ultimate goals represented by Activities 5-6. The fact that
some but not all of the focal participants eventually developed analysis programs
in Matlab for performing derivation activities only adds to that interpretation. We
are not considering cross-dataset activities here, such as comparing different species,
hemispheres, brain areas, or test subjects — these are all constant dimensions in our
dataset (except for hemisphere), so we regard them as metadata — but nothing stops
these aspects from being addressed by ecephys studies, which would have profound
implications in terms of visualization design.

Some of the verbs used in our activity sequence (derive, explore, characterize),
are employed in MUNZNER [96]’s action-target task typology to describe low-level
visualization tasks (i.e., cognitive/interactive operations on well-defined attributes
encoded into visual representations, optionally producing outputs) but we use them
with a higher-level meaning to describe work phases that may include several chained
visualization tasks. For instance, the focal participants reported different procedures
for finding plausible observations (activity 4), like browsing all recording sites from
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a given recording session, or browsing multiple depths of a single electrode (which
goes through multiple recording sessions). Nonetheless, the activities show some
fractal resemblance to MUNZNER [96]’s tasks, in that they have a what-why-how
structure, what being the nouns and why being the verbs and the how being un-
specified sequences of lower-level tasks. What we call activity is thus similar to
the concept of user goals proposed by LAM et al. [97]. As a matter of fact, we
initially attempted to use their taxonomy to describe the activities, but we found
out their goals presented an intermediate abstraction level between activities and
tasks. Therefore, in order to prevent overspecification, we refrained from using their
terminology. However, we do follow their definition of population: a subset of data
items (summative or individual neuronal observations) that may be obtained by
attribute filtering or other selection mechanism.

Finally, an additional set of non-functional requirements might include

• Maximizing the size of the derived dataset while keeping high plausibility

• Minimizing repetitive labor

• Reconciling analyses by different users

• Facilitating the act of revisiting the data — it must be possible to reevaluate
recording sites with poor results.

3.3.2 Restricting the study scope

The goals and requirements listed previously paint a very broad picture of the work
performed by the domain experts. We initially envisioned an all-encompassing solu-
tion for satisfying all gathered requirements2. The envisioned solution would include
several views of the dataset and the possibility of

• Interactively navigating throughout recording sites by filtering on anatomical,
physiological, parametrical, or functional attributes, or a combination thereof
comparing multiple selections of data (different recording sites and parameters
for instance),

• Analyzing relationships between attributes in different categories,

• Annotating and saving selections of observations

• Allowing comparisons across different users’ annotations and selections,

• Filling up missing pieces of data with simulated values and using those in
comparative selections or summative analyses.

2This diagram presents a preliminary version of CWA conducted with the focal participants.
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In summary, the envisioned system would combine elements of exploratory data
analysis, computer-assisted collaborative work (CACW), visual analytics (multi-
dimensional projections and machine learning), and simulation. While seemingly
overspecified, the listed features are commonplace in general-purpose EDA and an-
alytics software [75, 76].

Nevertheless, some reasons led us to focus our attention onto Activity 4 (win-
nowing observations). Aside from secondary pragmatical reasons, the greatest moti-
vation for focusing on this locus of expert work is because it might have the greatest
impact when considered in the context of the loop 3-5 (i.e., derive, winnow, ex-
plore), since the ability to easily compare, rank, and judge observations (all of these
being aspects of winnowing) would allow to tighten that loop and increase analyst
awareness about how changing parameters leads to changes in availability of high-
quality observations and, consequently, in population statistics. In contrast, when
those activities are performed, as they currently are, in an isolated and chained
fashion, the amount of work required for reprocessing and comparing alternative
derivations (not to mention the temporal gap) impairs the realization of interesting
relationships between parametrical and functional attributes. We may even argue
that, in the worst case scenario, the need for manually keeping track of different
versions of data files and applying different tools at each stage in order to replay
the derive–winnow–explore cycle discourages experts from iterating at all, possibly
leading to data underutilization.

Furthermore, restricting the work focus proved beneficial for the following sec-
ondary reasons:

Prototyping cost – such a complex system would require either complex Wizard
of Oz prototyping, use of a generic visualization software that does not support
encoding all of the attributes, or an entire development team.

Risks to evaluation – the identified requirements unfold into a rather large set
of goals (in the sense of LAM et al. [97]), which in turn span several lower-
level tasks (in the sense of MUNZNER [94], BREHMER and MUNZNER [95],
MUNZNER [96]), therefore creating a complex validation scenario (considering
the multi-layered view of SEDLMAIR et al. [99])

Computational costs – because of the challenges laid out in Section 1.4, allowing
free-form exploration of the dataset would require either impractical prepro-
cessing and storage of a large range of parametrical attribute plus fast retrieval
and caching methods, or high-performance processing (possibly via paralleliza-
tion in expensive hardware) for real-time tweaking of parametrical attributes.
We believe those points may be addressed in a future study, as they would
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comprise contributions to the inner, algorithmic level of MUNZNER [94]’s
nested design and validation model.

Data quality – finally, the informal design study conducted with the focal par-
ticipants revealed, as narrated at the end of Section 3.4.1, that the original
state of the V2 Dataset might require reprocessing before moving on to the
exploratory aspect of visualization.

At some point, we considered explicitly encoding parametrical attributes in a
user interface and allowing the experts to use them for browsing and comparing
derivations, including aspects of Activity 4 in our study. However, besides the
aforementioned reasons, we ultimately chose to obfuscate these attributes and to
only encode functional attributes explicitly with the intent of measuring the rele-
vance of parameters in user choices (see Section 4.1.3 for a discussion of that) and
to avoiding biases towards specific parameters that could complicate this analysis.

Before moving on to a deeper discussion of the design study, the next subsection
lists a few low-level tasks that unfold from user goals associated with Activities 3-5.

3.3.3 Abstract tasks

Some abstract tasks (in MUNZNER [96]’s sense) that may be related to derive–
winnow–explore cycle include:

• Search a high-dimensional space (of parametrical attributes like spike detec-
tion and sorting options) for plausible neuronal observations at each recording
site

• Compare different parametrical settings for each recording site or functional
attributes of different selections of the entire population

• Annotate the best (or a few of the best) parametrical option(s) for each site
— we emphasize that

– There is not a clear definition of best

– The high-dimensional space contains continuous dimensions, so it is not
possible to precompute all points, furthermore tweaking the settings for
a selection in order to reevaluate the findings must be a responsive oper-
ation

• Overview observations at the summative (multi-unit) level before visualizing
them at the individual level

• Browse/locate a neuronal population for further analysis.
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In particular, all tasks performed as part of the derivation goal can be seen
as possessing a recording objective, since it must be possible to replay the exact
same sequence of steps — i.e., selecting a corpus of signals, deriving responses and
functional attributes, deriving individual observations, and winnowing observations
— and to branch it off at any point by changing intermediate parameters. On the
technical side, combining step recording and caching would be necessary to make the
system viable in a long timescale while achieving responsiveness, after all derivations
might be slower than real-time and the amount of unique derivation sequences could
grow infinitely. Regarding caching, numerous concerns would need to be addressed,
such as expiration policy, time-to-leave, number of caching levels, etc.

3.4 Data encoding

In this section, we discuss the encodings of dataset attributes and the process of de-
signing them by means of an informal user study conducted with focal participants.
We report the issues and impressions raised during a series of encounters, and how
we addressed them and produced improved versions that were combined into a web
application employed in the user study. Abstractions discussed in Section 3.2 and
Section 3.3 are presented in their final forms but this section includes a historical
view of the study.

3.4.1 Informal study: preliminary encodings

We met with the focal participants in a series of in situ and online encounters to
discuss how to process, visualize, and interpret the recordings in the V2 Dataset,
with the occasional presence of other participants of the late user study. From a
chronological perspective, we started by re-implementing the RF mapping method
described in Section 2.1.3 and applying it on a few moving bars recordings of the
dataset to obtain enough material (tables, plots, statistics, etc.) to discuss in those
meetings. The initial visualization prototypes were presented on static screens, and
were focussed on encodings similar to those used in studies by the LFCOG [47, 56–
61], like response maps and polargrams.

Over time, we started to introduce new plots, like waveform plots (common in
the context of spike sorting, therefore usually seen as preliminary user goal), and
gratings polar diagrams. While allowing domain experts to propose visualizations
themselves is a common pitfall in design studies[99], we did this to reduce friction
in initial meetings and make room for conversations about the dataset’s features.
This process allowed to identify a few fundamental attributes and encodings for
conducting the neuronal hypothesis winnowing goal. We also discarded response
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attributes that provided somewhat useful information but cluttered the view as the
static visualization panels started to grow large. This included, for instance, trial
ranks that helped indicate when "a cell died" during a gratings experiment (more on
that on Section 3.4.1) but provided no further clues otherwise. Next, we will discuss
each encoding used throughout this phase of this study. Note that the data used
in this phase only considered spike sorting results already included in the original
dataset, so parametrical attributes are not discussed.

Waveforms

One response attribute that is common across all stimulus types is the set of spike
waveforms. Each waveform wi = (wi1, . . . , win) is a vectorized representation of
spike format (electric potential samples over a short sampling period) that lends
itself to splitting a summative spike trains into a few multiple individual ones based
on spike appearance, as described in Section 2.1.2. Commercial spike sorting tools,
such as Plexon©’s Offline Sorter™or Omniplex® [80] typically plot waveforms by
overlaying voltage-by-sample time line plots and using line colors to encode the
observation’s identity, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Waveforms plot. Representing a sample of 100 waveforms of every
individual observation in the same summative group. The green waveforms show
the highest resemblance to a stereotypical textbook spike waveform [1], followed by
the orange ones, with smaller amplitude and longer repolarization intervals.

In addition to plotting each waveform with 50% transparency as a way of improv-
ing perception in high density and high overlay regions of the plane, each waveform
was linearly upsampled from 32 to 125 points (twice doubling) and the number of
waveforms per individual observation was restricted to 100. Despite these amend-
ments, it is hard to ensure the visibility of individuals, specially when there are more
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than three of them inside the same group or when their waveforms are considerably
similar. Therefore, Section 3.4.2 describes a summarized alternative.

Moving bars-specific encodings

The automatic RF mapping method by FIORANI et al. [56] described in Sec-
tion 2.1.3 produces an intermediate functional attribute that is convenient for visual
feature identification tasks: the response map, illustrated in Figure 3.4. Recall it is
a heatmap that encodes the normalized reverse-correlated response strength at each
point of the visual field, calculated by back-projecting the Z-normalized firing rate
over all stimulus directions. Beyond obviously encoding point-wise responses, it in
fact combines multiple features that follow from its definition and from the mapping
algorithm itself:

Location The RF is located around the peak in the response map. If there is no
RF, than either there is no peak, or there are several local maxima with similar
values.

Area Wether the RF is narrow or wide can be inferred from the surroundings of its
peak.

Direction selectivity An omnidirectional RF appears as sharp peak surrounded
by radial ridges of similar height, whereas a direction-selective RF shows shal-
lower ridges perpendicular to directions in which its response is weaker.

Signal-to-noise ratio If the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is high, the non-RF re-
gions of the map should feature low response

Figure 3.4: Response map design used during initial user study

In the initial phase of they study, we encoded response maps using a spectral
colorscale — which is highly discouraged for continuous data, specially signed data,
due to its lack of inherent ordering, irregular luminance, hue-induced artifacts, and
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hostility for color-blind people [107] — only as a ways to reduce the number of new
encodings presented to the domain experts, since they employed this scale in some
of their works. Section 3.4.2 presents them with a diverging colorscale that was used
in the final user study.

Gratings-specific encodings

We initially proposed to encode the responses to gratings stimuli by using circular
sector plots, with each sector defined by a range of polar coordinates, [r, r +∆r]×
[θ, θ+∆θ], as illustrated in Figure 3.5. Stimuli were mapped into angles θ, stimulus
repetitions (trials) were encoded into radii r, and the response intensity (either the
spike count or the firing rate) was encoded into sector colors using a red-to-blue,
sequential colorscale with its midpoint (white) set at the estimated basal firing rate.

Figure 3.5: Early proposal for encoding summative responses to gratings stimuli.
Radii map to trials, angles to stimulus drifting direction, and sector colors to re-
sponse intensity. Same-direction stimuli are displaced about the polar axis depend-
ing on other stimulus parameters to avoid overlapping, an additional outer ring
encodes the drifting direction, and radial lines emphasize the separation between
directions.

As described in Section 2.1, for each of the 8 cardinal drifting directions, the
gratings stimulus set included 13 combinations of the other parameters targeted
at studying different response properties, which motivated the adoption of drifting
direction as the primary attribute for mapping stimuli onto the polar axis. More
precisely, given a gratings stimulus s = (Θ, A,K, ω, cFG, cBG)

⊺ and some ordering
function of the non-direction parameters o : (A,K, v, cFG, cBG)→ {0, . . . , 12}, then
s was mapped to a starting angle of

θstart(s) = Θ +
2π

8 · 13
o(A,K, ω, cFG, cBG)−

2π

16
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and a final angle of

θend(s) = θstart(s) +
2π

8 · 13
Consequently, any group of 13 stimuli with common drifting direction Θ was

mapped into a Θ-centered angular slice [Θ− π
8
,Θ+ π

8
].

As for the radial component, per the adopted experimental protocol (described
in Section 2.1), one trial of every 104 stimuli was presented in shuffled order before
the next round of trials took place (with a different shuffling). Therefore, while we
cannot infer anything about the ordering of stimulus trials with the same radius,
given two sectors with midpoints (r, θ1) and (r + 1, θ2), we may affirm that (r, θ1)

happened before (r+ 1, θ2), which means the radial axis encodes temporal ordering
of same-stimulus trials.

Care must be taken with circular sector plots to avoid reduced attention effects
in the inner sectors due to their reduced area. We choose that design nonetheless
because it allowed for a straightforward mapping between the angular channel and
the semantics of drifting direction and because the number of trials was sufficiently
small to remove the center portion of the polar plane without cluttering the view
excessively.

The subsequent review of this design with the domain experts revealed a few
insights — for instance, Figure 3.5 was interpreted as a summative observation with
evident orientational preference — however it also elicited a few points of confusion,
as the experts tended to:

• Believe there were excess angles — they pondered 8 directions and 10 trials
should have corresponded to 80 rather than 1040 sectors (10 for each for 104
stimuli), or

• Interpret displaced angles as intermediate drifting directions, rather than dif-
ferent parametrical variations of the same drifting direction, and

• Miss on information about the other stimulus parameters (A,K, v, cFG, cBG)

not encoded in the diagram.

We pondered this design possibly failed because it had relied on the expert’s
memory about the stimulus set, ignoring the fact that they routinely work with a
variety of sets designed for different purposes. In the following, we proposed an
additional design with extra legends and multiple stimulus orderings to test if the
ability to reorder stimuli (possibly in an interactive manner) could ease interpreta-
tion of the graphs and facilitate other insights. The result is shown in Figure 3.6: the
top plot is the same as before, but the bottom one reorders stimuli based on other
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parameters first and drifting direction last. An additional outer ring was included
in both cases to partially encode the other parameters using a qualitative colorscale.

Figure 3.6: Second proposal for encoding summative responses to gratings stimuli.
The mapping from stimuli to polar angles remains the same in the top plot, but
prioritizes other parameters over drifting direction in the bottom plot. This differ-
ence is emphasized by the outer rings, which cycle alternately between these plots.
Variation groups encoded by the outer ring are further explained in Table 3.4.

However, the ordering of the bottom plot was reportedly hard to grasp because
the cardinalities of secondary parameter relationships are not trivial in this stimulus
set, as shown in Table 3.4 (a similar description was already given in Table 2.1 as
well). The color of the outer ring encodes which of the non-direction parameters
vary while others remain constant, which defines a variation group. Depending
on the number of values of the varying parameter, there is a different number of
direction cycles; for instance, as contrast varies over {0.06, 0.12, 0.5} the cardinal
directions cycle three times under the green segment of the outer ring corresponding
to contrast variation. However, a fourth contrast value of 1.0 exists in the stimulus
set and could be included into this variation group but that is also the contrast
value that remains constant while the varying parameter is a different one, therefore
the variation groups overlap. To worsen things, the sf. varies with speed variation
group features two jointly varying parameters, K and ω.

The encoding of trials into the radial axis was initially considered interesting
because it endowed the participants to raise hypotheses about data quality and con-
sistency, as shown below, in Section 3.4.1. When the bottommost plot was included,
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Table 3.4: Groups of gratings parameters varying with direction. For each of the
eight equally-spaced cardinal drifting directions, there are thirteen combinations of
the remaining parameters that correspond to the rows in this table, where the first
four columns indicate the these parameters’ values: cont. (contrast), SF (spatial
frequency), spd. (speed), and background/foreground colors. With respect to col-
ors, B/W indicates black/white and Bl./Gn. indicates dark blue/green For each
parameter, there is a subset of rows where it assumes several values but all others
have constant values, which defines a variation group. The last column indicates to
which variation groups each row belongs.

Cont. SF (1/°) Spd.
(Hz.) Colors Varying params.

0.06 1 3 B/W contrast
0.12 1 3 B/W contrast
0.5 1 3 B/W contrast
1 0.5 3 B/W sf., sf./speed

1 1 3 B/W contrast, sf., speed,
sf./speed, color

1 2 3 B/W sf., sf./speed
1 1 1 B/W speed, sf./speed
1 1 10 B/W speed, sf./speed
1 1 3 Bl./Gn. color
1 0.5 1.5 B/W sf./speed
1 2 6 B/W sf./speed
1 4 12 B/W sf./speed
1 1 30 B/W speed, sf./speed

the same encodings as the previous design were kept to reduce cognitive effort but
that resulted in loss of semantics for the polar axis. This design could indeed orig-
inate new conclusions, such as the hypothesis that the summative observation in
Figure 3.6 is not only sensitive to a narrow range of orientations, but also selective
to higher contrast values and lower drifting speeds. Nonetheless, the aforementioned
issues motivated a total of gratings selectivity plots, discussed later in Section 3.4.2.

Overview panel

The stimulus and functional attribute encodings described thus far were combined in
a static overview panel, illustrated in Figure 3.7, for visualizing responses to moving
bars and gratings stimuli in a single recording site. In the moving bars case, only
the summative response map (Section 3.4.1) was represented but in the gratings
case, both polar sector plots (Section 3.4.1), and waveforms plots (Section 3.4.1)
were included. Furthermore, gratings activity was broken down by individual, with
the leftmost column containing the summative observation, its consecutive column
containing an unsorted observation (that is, the observation formed by all spikes
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discarded during the spike sorting process), and the following columns containing
actual individual observations. In the next subsection, we report some hypotheses
and issues raised by the study participants based on this type of panel.

Figure 3.7: Early overview panel for a recording site. A summative response map
is shown on the top left, followed by four columns, each containing three rows of
gratings activity plots. From top to bottom, polar sector plots followed by waveforms
plots, and from left to right, summative activity, unsorted activity (corresponding to
spikes that were discarded by the sorting procedure), followed by individual activity.
Various detail panels are available online at https://lcg.gitlab.io/pasad/dsc/
journal/f8d10c1c21/lab/E007/reports.

Early findings and hypotheses

Instances of the detail panel previously presented were generated for all recording
sites in a selection of four gratings-moving bars recording pairs, and some panels
were discussed with the study participants over videoconferencing sessions. Due to
the sheer amount of screen space taken by the panels, in each discussed case, we
present here only the summative activity rearranged into a single row, to the left
of the respective response map3. Table 3.5 summarizes these cases and points to
the relevant figures. Each figure is accompanied by a summary of the explanation
provided by the focal participants.

Let us report and reflect on a few claims and concerns put forth by the domain
experts, and a few realizations of our own. They confirmed and reiterated the
importance of showing the following information: response maps for judging the
existence of RFs, and waveforms for judging the overall quality of data. They also
claimed that analyzing multi-unit activity (at least in the moving bars case) tends

3The full figures are available online at https://lcg.gitlab.io/pasad/dsc/journal/
f8d10c1c21/lab/E007/reports/report-223-246.run.html.
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Table 3.5: Categories observed by domain experts when inspecting early encodings
of functional attributes

Figure Description

Figure 3.8 Response map reveals a sharp RF and gratings plot reveal
orientation-tuning.

Figure 3.9 Response map reveals a sharp RF but gratings plot reveal no
tuning.

Figure 3.10 Response map reveals a sparse RF and gratings plot reveal
orientation-tuning.

Figure 3.11 Response map reveals no RF but gratings plot reveals
orientation-tuning.

Figure 3.12 Response map reveals no RF but gratings plot reveals
omnidirectional tuning for spatial frequency and speed bands.

Figure 3.13 Response map reveals no RF and gratings plot suggests electrode
drift or cell death amidst the experiment.

Figure 3.8: Evidence of an orientation-selective RF. The summative activity of two
sorted units reveals orientation-selective RFs that respond to both moving bars (with
a sharply-located center) and gratings stimuli. Only one other recording site in a
total of 64 available in this experiment pair was found to have similar properties.

Figure 3.9: Evidence of a RF with no gratings tuning. Although RFs were found
using moving bars stimuli and feasible waveforms were recorded during gratings
stimulation, no tuning was observed with gratings, neither in single, nor in multi-
unit activity. The salt and pepper pattern — that is, mostly low activity, with very
few evenly spaced trials showing an elevated spike count — might hide a considerable
amount of information, because it stretches the colorscale.

to give results that are consistent with later identified single-units, so in principle,
it makes more sense to first overview the summative activity when performing a
winnowing goal, and to eventually choose to visualize individual details.

Nonetheless, analyzing information in individual trials in the gratings polar sec-
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Figure 3.10: Inconclusive RF evidence with weak gratings tuning. Response
maps do not show conclusive RF locations but gratings activity is slightly orien-
tation/speed/spatial frequency-selective.

Figure 3.11: Inconclusive RF evidence with time-located orientation tuning. Re-
sponse maps provide no RF indication but gratings activity is slightly orientation-
selective, although higher response is only seen in the final trials.

Figure 3.12: Inconclusive RF evidence with a soft spatial frequency selectivity. Re-
sponse maps provide no RF indication but gratings activity is slightly selective to
some ranges of spatial frequency and speed, regardless of drifting direction.

Figure 3.13: Evidence of large RF with time-located, inconclusive gratings response.
This cell presents a well-located RF, given its response map. However, gratings
activity suggests the electrode may have drifted or the cell may have died during
the experiment, since responses drop after the first two trials.

tor plots proved to be challenging, for a few reasons. First, the encoding of more
than three attributes (stimulus direction as angle, trial as radius, and response in-
tensity as color) by using a partition of the angular channel with color marks to
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represent additional stimulus attributes (variation groups) was not easy to grasp.
Second, it is already expected that trials fluctuate, therefore the ability to spot a
seemingly rare condition like the previously mentioned "silence periods" did not pay
off the cost of increasing the amount of information and making stimulus preferences
hard to see. In other words, the "show as much information as possible" mantra did
not come true.

The focal participants were remarkably impressed by the sparsity of plausible
RF observations in the four pairs of recording sessions involving moving bars and
gratings stimuli. We had not re-implemented spike sorting until this point, so the
individual response profiles visualized so far used spike sorting information recorded
in the PLX data files themselves. Despite the combined efforts we made to improve
the curation of the V2 Dataset, the metadata available was not detailed enough
to reconstruct all aspects of preprocessing, and the former graduate student that
had been responsible for it had graduated and was no longer available to collabo-
rate in this effort. Both participants raised serious concerns about the quality of
spike sorting, and, User 4 emphasized that spike detection might have used poorly
chosen SPKC signal thresholds (see Section 2.1.2). We later realized that in all
cases analyzed by the specialists, most spikes responsible for noticeable features in
the summative profiles were marked as discarded by the spike sorting procedure,
which supported their concerns. That can be seen in Figure 3.7, where the motion
direction-selectivity shown by the summative profile is completely retained in the
unsorted panel and the actual individuals (5a and 5b) show no selectivity at all,
with just a few high spike counts trials.

It was then that the user goals of deriving and winnowing neuronal observations
(introduced in Section 3.3.1), allowing users to reprocess raw recordings and reevalu-
ate the resulting populations, became evidently necessary for a successful viz system
for this domain. After all, spike sorting is expected to be an error-prone phase, so
counting on the possibility of needing to adjust it is more realistic than conceiving a
downstream work methodology in which this step is performed only once early on,
then never again.

We purposefully left some attributes out of the overview panel — i.e., gratings
indices like the CVO, CVD, OI, and DI, and RF latency (moving bars case) —
because they were standalone scalars rather than 1D/2D functions that would not
stand out in the face of other juxtaposed panels. On a few occasions, the domain
experts asked us about the values of these attributes, so we wondered wether they
could be really relevant for decision-making. At some point, we investigated the
possibility of feeding all known functional attributes to multidimensional projection
algorithms like k-means and t-SNE [108] as a way to locate clusters of look-alike
neuronal activity, inspired by visualization tools of other application areas within
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the neuroscience field[109]. However, since the tests performed did not result in any
meaningful categories that could resemble those identified manually in Table 3.5,
these attributes remained excluded from the design space.

3.4.2 Enhanced and new encodings

We started our study with the typical viz premise that all available information
should be presented. However, throughout the informal study, it became clear that
the most interesting information was getting cluttered by excess, non-informative
features, which led us to redesign some of the encodings. Meanwhile, we conducted a
deeper task analysis of the domain (see Section 3.3) and concluded that a user study
about the user goal of winnowing observations would be a promising contribution in
the direction of facilitating the domain work and providing insights about the data
characteristics. The user study is discussed in deeper detail in Section 3.5, while we
will discuss below the encodings used for that study, and how they differ from the
ones in the informal study.

Waveforms

However informative the overlaying of waveforms may be, it tends to produce oc-
cluded views in some fairly frequent conditions, namely:

• With more than a few hundred spikes,

• In the presence of too many outlier spikes, or

• When the number of individuals is greater than two, or when their distinction
is subtle.

Therefore, in order to present a cleaner visual while still providing clues on
the quality of the sorting (in terms of separability and cohesiveness of clusters),
we proposed to encode each individual observation’s waveforms {w1, . . . ,wm} by
filled regions representing their most common shapes. Figure 3.14 illustrates the
proposed alternative. Each filled region is defined between one standard devia-
tion above and one standard deviation below the mean waveform. The waveform
mean w is computed by averaging the vectors, that is 1

m

∑m
i=1wi, and the waveform

deviation s is computed as the vector of sample-wise standard deviations, that is
sj =

√
1

m−1

∑m
i=1(wij − wij)2. Furthermore, transparency is added to the regions

and a vertical dashed line indicates the sample time used for aligning the waveforms
during spike detection (see Section 2.1.2).

Unlike other functional attribute encodings, it does not make sense to plot sum-
mative waveforms, since their filled regions would overlap all individual regions and
provide too much of a spread region to be useful for any judgement.
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Figure 3.14: Waveform summary of one summative and three individual observa-
tions. The upper and lower limits of each filled region are defined as one standard
deviation above and one standard deviation below the mean waveforms of each ob-
servation.

Moving bars-specific encodings

We introduced few changes in relation to the previous response map design, namely:
we changed the normalized response encoding to a blue-to-red, diverging colorscale,
which encodes the response sign (excitatory vs. inhibitory) into hue (red vs. blue,
respectively), and we plotted the RF contour, computed as the set of points around
the peak with response greater or equal than 75% of the peak’s value and annotated
this value on the plot. The result is show in Figure 3.15.

So-called polargrams are also frequently used in studies by the LFCOG, so we
included them in the web tool, without any changes to the original design [56].
Polargrams are polygons in polar coordinates, {(θi, ri)}i, where the azimuth, θi,
varies with stimulus drifting direction, and the radius, ri, represents the proportion
of spikes fired when the bar moves inside the RF’s contour. The result is show in
Figure 3.16.

Gratings polar diagrams

The representation of gratings responses was redesigned after the impressions col-
lected in the informal user study. The main issues with the previous design (Sec-
tion 3.4.1) were:

• Ambiguous/confusing encoding of stimulus variables into azimuths

• Excessive elements packed into small-area polar sectors

• Loss of semantics when changing stimulus ordering along the polar axis
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Figure 3.15: Response map plot. It encodes the Z-normalized response rZ(x, y),
estimated by the back-projection algorithm described in Section 2.1.3, in each point
(x, y) of the visual field using a continuous diverging colorscale defined between -3
(dark blue, most inhibitory response) and 3 (dark red, most excitatory response).
The isoline at the response threshold rε =

3
4
max(x,y) rz(x, y) that defines the RF is

drawn with a solid black line on top of the map, and the value of rε is annotated
near it with a line pointing to the RF’s center.

Figure 3.16: Receptive field polargram. Each point encodes the fraction of spikes
that are fired while the bar passes through the estimated RF region relative to the
total number of spikes fired when the bar moves in the respective direction. Those
quantities are averaged over trials.

• Arguable value of mapping individual-trial spike counts rather than mean firing
rates — despite the reported hypotheses of electrode drifts and cell death, the
cases that motivated these were rarely seen and the domain experts argued
that analyzing individual trials is rarely interesting due to the expected nature
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of inter-trial variability.

The proposed alternative, illustrated in Figures 3.17-3.18, employs four faceted
plots that encode the secondary stimulus parameters into the radial axes while
keeping drifting direction in the polar axes and representing the mean firing rate
in the polar sectors’ colors. By replacing per-trial spike counts with mean firing
rates, these plots were turned into 2D tuning curves (discussed in Section 2.1.1),
where tuning is represented by color, rather than height on the y-axis. Since the
radial parameters are unevenly distributed across their respective ranges and sector
area was not intended to encode anything, we laid them out as ordered categorical
variables, i.e., using equal radial steps. Due to parameter overlap across variation
groups, as previously mentioned in Section 3.4.1, some sectors in different plots
encode the same mean firing rate. In each plot, the colorscale was centered at the
estimated basal firing rate, which causes the darker blue tones to encode physically
impossible, negative values. Therefore, most plots are predominantly red, with blue
tones indicating inhibitory responses, similar to response maps.

Figure 3.17: Grating response encoding: direction, contrast, and frequency

(a) Responses to gratings stimuli by drifting
direction and contrast level

(b) Responses to gratings stimuli by drifting
direction and spatial frequency

As a consequence of the proposed design,

• If the cell is direction/orientation-tuned, that should be consistent along all
plots

• If the cell is selective to narrow ranges of the other parameters, that will be
evident in their respective plots.

Downsides of this approach include:

• Grasping directional/orientational selectivity requires inspecting multiple
plots.
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Figure 3.18: Grating response encoding: direction, speed, and colors

(a) Responses to gratings stimuli by drifting
direction and drifting speed

(b) Responses to gratings stimuli by drifting
direction and stripe colors

• The stimulus set is not a dense Cartesian product of the parameter ranges,
but if that were the case, the proposed faceting would not cover co-variation
of parameters (that is, the design is not extensible to dense stimulus sets) —
in fact, we already left out cases in which spatial frequency and speed vary
together.

Responsiveness

All enhanced encodings of stimulus-response relationships just described were meant
for usage in an interactive web application rather than in a static report (as the ones
in the informal study). Therefore they were implemented using standard plot wid-
gets from the Plotly graphing library that includes support for zooming and panning
idioms, where applicable (Figures 3.19a-3.19b). Additionally, mouse-hovering over
graphical elements, i.e., pixels in response maps, points in polargrams, polar sectors
in gratings plots, or curve points in waveforms plots, brought up a pop up window
with encoded values and other attributes (e.g., all stimulus parameter values, in
gratings plots) — examples in Figure 3.19b and Figure 3.20a. In gratings plots,
zooming and panning were replaced by domain range selection using click-and-drag,
as illustrated in Figure 3.19c-Figure 3.19d. Finally, waveforms plots, the only type
of plot in which individual rather than summative activity was presented, allowed
to turn on/off individual waveform regions (Figure 3.20b).

3.5 User study

After the informal design study with the focal participants cast doubts on the qual-
ity of the initial preprocessing (data derivation) of the V2 Dataset, we decided to
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Figure 3.19: Details-on-hovering and click-and-drag zooming response panels

(a) Zooming in a response map (b) Zoomed in response map and detailed
attributes on mouse hovering

(c) Restricting gratings stimulus parameter
ranges (spatial frequency) using click-and-
drag

(d) Restricted gratings stimulus parameter
ranges (spatial frequency).

focus on the deriving and winnowing goals (Figure 3.2). However, even the most
modest selection of parametrical attributes would result in a handful of alternative
hypothetical neuronal observations per anatomical location, and the dataset already
contained 256 distinct positions (32 electrodes on each of two hemispheres, in four
moving bars-gratings recording pairs), so the total number of hypotheses that a
user would need to winnow before being able to conduct any population analysis
(exploration goal) would be staggering. Therefore, instead of building a visualiza-
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Figure 3.20: Gratings details-on-hovering and waveforms toggling

(a) Detailed gratings stimulus-
response attributes on mouse
hovering

(b) Turning on/off individual waveform regions.

tion system allowing free navigation between the user goals (as previously discussed
in Section 3.4.1 and illustrated in Figure 3.2), we assembled the encodings discussed
in Section 3.4 into a web application for performing summative observation win-
nowing. By doing so, we nonetheless had to make a few assumptions, and in doing
so, reduced the possible scope of validation (that is, we sacrificed any prospects of
evaluating ecological validity), effectively conducting a laboratory study rather than
a field study as originally intended.

Some implicit hypotheses worth mentioning:

• The selected attributes and their encodings are sufficient to lead to informed
decisions by domain experts

• Screening can be done individually — i.e., hiding contextual information and
correlations — without loss of objective rigor by the participants.

The main goals of the user study can be stated as:

• Qualitatively validate the data abstraction and encoding,

• Determine the level of agreement between researchers,

• Find reasons for disagreement that could highlight, which functional attributes
and their features are critical for decision-making,

• Estimate the uncertainty in downstream population characterization as a func-
tion of user disagreement, and
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• Obtain a derived dataset for usage in a subsequent exploratory study (Activ-
ities 5-6 in Section 3.3.1).

Below, we detail how we selected a slice of the V2 Dataset for this study, then
describe details about web application layout, access, and presentation.

3.5.1 Dataset selection

We selected the same slice of the dataset that had been previously discussed with
the focal participants because we knew it contained interesting cases. We regarded
any biases caused by the focal participants being shown revisiting this data as neg-
ligible since: the two studies were separated by around two years; we used different
encodings, even if the most striking difference was the colorscale (as with response
maps); and gratings encodings contained a different scope of information, and only
resembled the previous designs w.r.t direction encoding

In order to extract statistical relevance for studying agreement between experts
and the predictability of their decisions, both discussed in Chapter 4, we needed a
fairly large number of decisions, without severely impacting the ability to attract
participants. The initial processing of the dataset, described in Section 2.1 contained
over 15000 summative observations and nearly 58000 individual observations but as
explained in Section 3.2, the number of parameter combinations is virtually infinite,
and the dataset may be viewed as a search space. Therefore we chose a single
recording setting with constant depths in each hemisphere. The selected setting
contained 64 electrodes (recording sites) but if we accounted for all parameters
available for the chosen recording depths, we’d still get nearly 1500 summative
observations and over 5600 individual observations. Hence we selected narrower
parameter ranges for each stimulus type:

• Moving bars (4 parameter combinations) — two recording sessions on the
same left-right hemisphere depth pair, using embedded spike detection with
embedded spike sorting (that is, using derivations recorded in the original
dataset), either employing waveforms samples or waveforms features as the
sorting feature space.

• Gratings (6 parameter combinations) including: embedded spike detec-
tion with embedded spike sorting; embedded spike detection with recon-
structed spike sorting (see Section 2.1.2) using waveforms samples as the
sorting feature space; and reconstructed spike detection (see Section 2.1.2)
on wideband/spike-continuous channels (3 or 5 sigma threshold) with recon-
structed spike sorting (Section 2.1.2) using waveforms sample as sorting feature
space.
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In all cases, firing rates were computed by convolving mean spike trains with
150ms-wide Gaussian kernels, and basal firing rates were computed by stringing
together all spike trains of inter-trial periods and neutral stimulus trials, in the
gratings case. In some cases, no spikes resulted from the selected configuration,
which resulted in fewer observation per stimulus type than the aforementioned totals.
We ruled out winnowing at the individual level and allowed participants to make
decisions only at the summative hypothesis level (that is, multi-units) to reduce the
amount of work. Still, 603 observations had to be analyzed over 64 screens (around
9.4 observations per screen, on average, being 5.8 for gratings and 3.6 for moving
bars).

The plots in Figure 3.21 break down the cardinality of the hypothesis sets by
anatomical position using a matrix format. Each cell is colored according to its
physiological attribute (CytOx band type).

3.5.2 Participants profile

Six users agreed to participate in the study, all of them being either active members
of the LFCOG, or previous members of it. Five of those users were professors
in ecephys departments and one of them was a graduate student. Two other ex-
members of the laboratory were contacted but one did not have availability during
the study period, and another one never responded.

3.5.3 Web application

The improved visual encodings of stimulus and functional attributes discussed in
Section 3.4 were combined into a web application4 with the intent of allowing domain
experts to screen a set of summative observations for further analysis, a goal that
was presented in Section 3.3. As discussed previously in this section, by omitting
and shuffling anatomical, parametrical, and physiological attributes, the application
could reduce the effects of crosstalk, biases, and beliefs in the selection process.

The designed application featured one screen (Figure 3.22) for each recording
site where overviews of all available summative observations were initially presented
on two columns, one for the moving bars and another for the gratings stimulus
types. Each row featured the available alternatives, corresponding to different para-
metrical attributes in shuffled order. Each alternative’s identity was indicated by
an opaque numerical identifier — corresponding to the alternative’s index in a re-
lational database — and the frame’s color indicated the user’s decision about that

4Made temporarily available between February 2022 and August 2022 at https://vizpike.
pasad.dev. All source-code is open-sourced under the MIT license (https://opensource.org/
licenses/MIT) and available at https://gitlab.com/lcg/neuro/v2/vizpike.
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alternative: green for approved, red for rejected, and gray for not yed decided. That
component was presented on top of a stack of action buttons represented by icons:

• opening up a details view with (approve, discard) in colored label

• approving the observation

• discarding the observation

On the top, additional user interface (UI) components allowed logging out of
the system, navigating to adjacent or unfinished screens, and assessing progress and
current location in all screens that comprised the study. In the overview panel, most
textual elements were stripped off from the plots as a way of fitting them all into a
single full-screen-mode, 1920x1080 browser , enough for all screens in the user study
— where the maximum amounts of moving bars and gratings alternatives per screen
are 4 and 6, respectively — without scrolling, which is an undesirable UI element.

The details panel, illustrated in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24, was opened by
clicking on details buttons and presented larger versions of the respective stimulus
plots, with no textual elements (axis labels and ticks) removed.

In this design, not all functional attributes were encoded, whereas some of them
were implicitly encoded, for instance:

• RF latency is one of few one-dimensional attributes, so it would not stand out
amidst the plots,

• Mean firing rates, basal firing rates and spike counts are redundant in the
presence of Z-normalized responses in the moving bars case,

• Spike counts are proportional to mean firing rates in the gratings case, there-
fore redundant,

• Tuning curves encode similar properties to what is conveyed by the relative
strength between response map ridges and polargrams, therefore redundant,

• Gratings preferred directions and orientations are immediately conveyed by
polar sector colors, and

• Other gratings indices, such as direction/orientation indices and circular vari-
ances are conveyed by the relative strengths of polar sectors centered in dif-
ferent azimuths.

We took additional measures to make collected usage statistics more reliable.
First, all assignment items (individual screens) were shuffled for each participant,
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as well as the observations within them (that is, the top-to-bottom ordering of ob-
servations), as a way to reduce the impact of experience, fatigue, and positional
anchoring bias on judging observations in and throughout assignment items. Since
the assignment included only the winnowing goal, any contextual information that
could lead to correlated decisions and mental shortcuts (e.g., "the ten first elec-
trodes seem to be really low-quality", or "the 3 sigma threshold is worse than 5
for gratings observations"), were omitted. In other words, the anatomical attributes
(electrode positions, hemisphere, and MEA depth) corresponding to each screen and
the parametrical attributes (relative to spike detection and sorting) associated with
each observation were not only shuffled, but completely omitted.

The web application was made publicly available at https://vizpike.pasad.dev
but accesses was restricted via username-password credentials shared privately via
e-mail with each participant. Figure 3.25 shows the application login screen, and
Figure 3.26 shows the user dashboard, presented after a successful login. The dash-
board listed the tasks assigned to a user in a table, with each row containing the
task’s title, its screen count, completion level, and a link for continuing it from the
first unfinished screen. All progress in screens was automatically saved at every user
action.

Three instructional videos (in portuguese), in a total of approximately 28 min-
utes, were shared with each participant, advertising the purpose of the study, ex-
plaining each plot, how to navigate between assignment items (anatomical posi-
tions), and illustrating how to annotate summative observations as approved or
rejected. These videos can be watched on the YouTube platform at the URLs be-
low:

• Vizpike - research introduction

• Vizpike - presenting plots

• Vizpike - navigation and multi-unit selection

Data collection

The following metrics were computed by the system during user sessions:

• Login time

• Type (approval, rejection, detailing), time and target of actions

• Time of arriving/leaving each screen

These attributes are used for analyzing user behavior and computing metrics
like the approval rate of each summative observation, the time required by a user to
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make a final decision about an observation, ant the number of times a user revisited
their decision, for instance. These and other metrics of user behavior are discussed
in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.23: Details of a moving bars observation. The details panel is opened
between the progress bar and the overview panel, and contains: a response map, a
polargram, and a waveforms plot. The detailed observation is highlighted with a
light blue frame on the overview panel.

Figure 3.24: Details of a gratings observation. The details panel is opened between
the progress bar and the overview panel, and contains: one polar sector plot for
the responses to each pair of jointly varying stimulus parameters (from left to right,
contrast by direction, spatial frequency by direction, speed by direction, and color
by direction), and a waveforms plot. All sector plots are normalized the same way,
so a single color bar is presented, besides the right-most plot.
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Figure 3.25: Web application login page

Figure 3.26: Web application dashboard. Presented after logging into the system,
this table contained the user’s assignments, the number of screens (assignment
items), their completion level, and a link to resume the assignment from its first
unfinished item.
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Chapter 4

Quantitative and qualitative results

This chapter presents and discusses qualitative and quantitative results of the user
study reported in Chapter 3. Section 4.1 presents general statistics of the dataset
implicitly derived by the winnowing activity (like the counts of approved vs. rejected
observations), Section 4.2 focuses on user actions and behavior (like the time spent
on each screen and the average number of actions required for making a decision),
Section 4.3 discusses the similarities and differences in user decisions, setting the
stage for a discussion of how to predict user decisions using machine learning meth-
ods, which is the subject of Section 4.4. Finally, Section 4.5 covers the evaluative
interviews conducted with participants of the user study after they completed the
assignments, corresponding to the qualitative part of the results.

4.1 General results

In this section, we detail and discuss numbers of the dataset implicitly derived by
means of the user study. These results shed light on the overall quality and usability
of the data.

4.1.1 General approval and rejection

Table 4.1 gives the rounded-off percentages of observations that were unanimously
approved/rejected, or approved/rejected by the majority of users, or approved by
exactly 50% of the users (branded as disputed), by stimulus type. The number of
observations per stimulus is shown besides the stimulus name.

Let us first consider the naive stance that a 50% majority is an adequate criterion
for saving/discarding an observation to/from a cleansed dataset used for posterior
analysis (consider it inclusive on approval). Therefore, we are binary-classifying the
data as majority-approved or majority-rejected, which leads to approving 58% of
gratings observations and 32% of moving bars ones. It seems at first that gratings
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Table 4.1: Major and unanimous approval/rejection rates by stimulus type

Unanimous Major
Stimulus Obs. Approved Rejected Approved Rejected Disputed

Gratings 371 22% 11% 30% 31% 7%
Moving bars 232 15% 23% 14% 44% 3%

observations offer higher quality in general but it is noteworthy that 7% of their
approvals are disputed, whereas moving bars dispute is less than half of that, in
relative terms.

Let us now consider that the majority groups may contain false negatives or posi-
tives. Unanimous rejections corresponded to about 16% of the dataset and majority
rejections corresponded to about 36% of the dataset, indicating that up to about
half of the dataset might need to be discarded. Conversely, unanimous and majority
approvals corresponded to and 19% and 24% of the dataset, respectively, meaning
that one fifth of the data contains excellent observations and about one additional
fourth might be usable. The bottom line is that by considering uncertainty in the
majority groups, only 38% of the moving bars observations and 33% of the gratings
ones (35% of the entire dataset) would be safely categorized as saved/discarded,
requiring some disambiguation procedure to be employed on the rest of the data.

A final stance that we consider is presented by Table 4.2. This time, observations
with at most one disagreeing vote are kept in the unanimously approved/rejected
groups. That leads to an increase in “unanimous decisions” from 33% to 60% in the
gratings case and from 38% to 75% in the moving bars case. Majority groups shrink
accordingly while disputed groups retain their size. A disambiguation procedure
remains necessary to deal with about 209 observations, or about 35% of the entire
dataset.

Table 4.2: Major and unanimous approval/rejection rates by stimulus type. With a
tolerance of up to one disagreement.

Unanimous1 Major
Stimulus Obs. Approved Rejected Approved Rejected Disputed

Gratings 371 33% 27% 19% 15% 7%
Moving bars 232 25% 50% 4% 18% 3%

Whatever the case, if we consider that user approval statistics in this dataset are
minimally representative of other datasets, then non-unanimous decisions amount
to a considerably portion of data, which has severe implications for the analysis. We
will get back to this topic in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4.

1Tolerance of one vote off.
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4.1.2 Approval by anatomy and physiology

Figure 4.1 shows the average approval rate per anatomical location ai and stimulus
type. Adjacent locations are encoded as adjacent squares and each matrix represents
a hemisphere and its corresponding MEA arrangement for signal acquisition. The
top row plots correspond to the moving bars stimulus type and the bottom ones to
the gratings stimulus type. Some locations have mean approval close to zero indi-
cating low availability of high quality observations in those locations, specially in
the left hemisphere — in which exactly three locations feature zero mean approval
of moving bars observations. In the left hemisphere there is a relatively weak cor-
relation between approvals of gratings and moving bars observations on the same
location (with Pearson’s r = 0.28), but that relationship is more expressive in the
right hemisphere (with r = 0.62).

Note that the differences in hemispheres could be caused by the very shape of
the acquisition devices, since recording locations on the left hemisphere have a lower
average number of neighboring locations, which may have unfavorably sampled the
nearby neuronal populations. All the same, the higher correlation on the right
hemisphere echos a statement made by the focal participants during the informal
study, that moving bars observation quality is an indicator for gratings selectivity.

Now, instead of considering the mean approval rate, Figure 4.2 shows the ratio of
observations that received major approval in each anatomical position ai, following
the same conventions as the previous figure. By removing the often misleading
concept of averages and accounting only for more popular observations (even though
we know from the previous discussion this is a fuzzy line) we see that: some positions
with low average approval indeed would have all of their observations discarded;
whereas others with modest average approval would have most of their observations
approved, or at least set aside for additional scrutiny.

In this interpretation, the spatial clustering of high approval locations becomes
clearer, and a striking number of locations seem to offer no usable observations (40
in the moving bars case and 17 in the gratings case, counting both hemispheres).
Correlation coefficients between the fraction of majority-approved observations of
moving bars and gratings observations on the same sight are now less significant
on the left hemisphere (r = 0.11) but still significant on the right one (r = 0.55).
The number of locations featuring at least one majority-approved observation is
51 for gratings and 27 for moving bars stimuli, which stresses the concentration of
higher-quality observations in few recording sites, in the latter case.

Finally, considering the physiological attribute of CytOx band type, there is not
much to be said regarding the impact of this attribute on observation approval rates,
since there very few recording sites per CytOx band type, limiting any conclusions
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we might derived from correlations, beyond the fact that this attribute is already
highly correlated with spatial positioning.

4.1.3 Parameters’ influence

One of the hypotheses we set for investigating in the user study is whether parametri-
cal attributes influence the approval rate of observations considerably. If confirmed,
that would impact the selection of the parameter space when deriving the analysis
dataset and, consequently, have a significant impact on the volume of data to be
analyzed and, possibly, on the interpretation of the selected population.

We computed the influence of all available parameters on the approval rate of
summative observations using the ϕK correlation coefficient [110]. This correlation
coefficient ranges between 0 and 1 and unlike Pearson’s r, Spearman’s ρ, Cramér’s
V , and Kendall’s τ , works with ordinal, categorical, and continuous variables, cap-
turing non-linear dependencies, and resorting to Pearson’s r in the case of bi-variate
Gaussian data. Since many parameters are single-valued or have co-dependencies
with others (e.g., a signal level threshold for spike detection does not make sense if
the input is a pre-detected spike train, rather than a wide-band signal), we used the
ϕk = 1 condition to rule out redundant parameters. Let us look at the results by
stimulus type.

Moving bars

In the moving bars case, only two parameters had cardinality greater than one: the
sorting feature space (see Section 2.1.2) and the recording session (see Section 2.1).
This is mainly due to restrictions in the raw dataset, since wide-band signals were
not recorded from the moving bars stimulus, thus restricting the pre-processing
possibilities further than in the gratings case. The sorting feature space shows
ϕk = 0 with the approval rate. But the recording session shows ϕK = 0.2, with a
majority approval rate that varies from 39% to 27% between the first and second
recordings, respectively.

We know from previous conversations with the focal participants that, on some
occasions, notably when an in situ evaluation shows a small number of RFs, a
stimulus set is repeated after softly shaking the MEA in place. Therefore, even
though allegedly these sessions contain recordings of the same anatomical positions,
they can be off by a couple of micrometers, so it is expected that they yield different
approval rates. Interestingly, contrary to the expectations of the experimenter who
decided to record a second take, in this case the first session gave the best results
— that is, it resulted in more observations being majority-approved.
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Gratings

In the gratings case, three independent variables stand out with substantial correla-
tion with the approval rate: raw signal type ( whether WB, SPKC, or pre-recorded
spike train, with φk = 0.38); spike detection threshold ( only applicable to the first
two signal types, with φk = 0.43); and the waveform alignment mode ( at threshold
crossing or at global voltage minimum, with φK = 0.18). Table 4.3 summarizes
the impact of these variables on the unanimous (one off tolerance) and majority
approval/rejection rates. In

Table 4.3: Parameter influence on unanimous and majority approvals for gratings
observations

Unanimous2 Majority
Variable Value Ap. Rj. Ap. Rj. Disp.

Spike de-
tection

Original 11% 9% 7% 5% 2%
SPKC 34% 30% 15% 16% 5%
WB 32% 24% 20% 12% 11%

Waveform
alignment

Valley 33% 27% 18% 14% 8%
Thr. cross. 11% 9% 7% 5% 2%

Spike det.
threshold

3.0 48% 14% 18% 15% 5%
5.0 19% 40% 17% 14% 10%

4.1.4 Influence on functional attributes

Figures 4.3–4.4 show φk correlation coefficients [110] between parametrical and func-
tional attributes of both stimulus types, by hemisphere. Much like for approval,
experiment repetition has a non-negligible impact on some moving bars attributes.
Gratings parametrical attributes have a more significant impact on their respec-
tive functional attributes. The relations between basal rate or total spikes and the
spike detection threshold are trivial, since a higher threshold leads to less spikes
being detected. Likewise, the relationship between the spike sorting method and
the number of individuals is also trivial, since one of the methods consists in using
a pre-recorded sorting information shipped with the original PLX data files. How-
ever, other correlations around 0.65 (involving CVD and DI, for instance) and others
ranging approximately from 0.25 to 0.45 show substantial impact of parametrical
attributes

2Tolerance of one vote off.
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4.2 User behavior

In this section, we show and discuss some measurements of user actions while per-
forming the proposed activity. As explained in Section 3.5, three types of user actions
concerning the targets were registered: approving or rejecting an observation, and
opening its details view. Beyond its type, each recorded action was associated with
two other pieces of information: a timestamp, and the target’s identity. Further-
more, we recorded the time of arrival in each screen and the login date, allowing us
to compute the time spent on each screen and to group actions based on their session
(that is, everything taking place between two login events). As previously described,
each of the M = 64 screens in the system corresponded to a single anatomical lo-
cation ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , and featured one summative observation Hij, 1 ≤ j ≤ N , for
each of the preprocessing parameters pj available for each stimulus type. Since both
stimulus types are treated similarly, we will use this shorthand notation to address
both cases, despite N and the very dimensionality and semantics of the parameter
spaces being different in each case.

In this and future sections, we will makes frequent use of the two-sided, two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to compare empirical distributions. After all,
it is a non-parametric test for assessing whether two independent samples originate
from different distributions that is independent of the underlying distribution [111].
Given m samples X1, . . . , Xm from a random variable X and n samples Y1, . . . , Yn

from a random variable Y , with respective empirical cumulative distribution func-
tions (ECDFs) F (x) and G(y), this test determines whether X and Y have different
underlying distributions by verifying that√

nm

n+m
Dmn > H−1(1− p)

where Dm,n = maxx |F (x)−G(x)| is the maximum vertical distance between the
empirical distributions, 1 − p is a confidence level for rejecting the null hypothesis
(that X and Y are identically distributed), and H−1(x) is the inverse Kolmogorov-
Smirnov distribution. Intuitively, as both sample sizes grow large, if X and Y have
an identical, unknown distribution T (x) the empirical distributions F,G should
converge to T , and therefore it would become increasingly unlikely to draw samples
resulting in empirical distributions too far apart. Although the KS statistic can
be used for other purposes, like testing whether a sample comes from a particular
reference distribution, or whether ∀xF (x) ≥ G(x), whenever we refer to the KS test
or statistic, we mean the two-sided, two-sample version just defined.
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4.2.1 Assignment completion

Five users completed the entire assignment, whereas User 8 judged most of the
moving bars observations (97%) but only about half (52.8%) of the gratings ones.
We will take this asymmetry into account whenever we compute any statistic over
the population of observations, or when training machine learning models, later in
Section 4.4.

4.2.2 Session duration

The plots in Figure 4.5 summarize how many times users logged into the system,
how long they spent on each screen, and how long they spent in total before logging
out. The top plot concatenates all same-session screen times as stacked bars without
any filtering, whereas the following plot excludes screen times longer than 5 minutes,
which likely represent pauses — after all it approximately corresponds to the 93.6%
percentile of screen times. Users 3-6 performed the whole activity set in one long
session, while users 7-8 logged in multiple times with shorter sessions. User 5 was
fastest according to the bottom graph, performing the entire activity set in about 75
minutes (on average, about 1 minute and ten seconds per screen) while User 7 was
the slowest. All the same users 3-6 spent a similar amount of time performing the
entire activity set. User 8 is not comparable since they did not perform the entire
activity set.

Next, Figure 4.6a shows the individual screen time distributions for each user,
facilitating a direct comparison between scree time distributions. It illustrates the
time needed to evaluate all parametric variations pj of both stimulus types. Again,
screen times above 5 minutes (which represent merely 2.6% of registered screen
times) were considered outliers, thence purposefully omitted.

The variation in user distributions is considerable, suggesting different task ex-
ecution patterns. For instance, User 5 shows [Q1, Q3] = [16s, 30s], whereas User 3
shows [Q1, Q3] = [37s, 137s], where Q1, Q3 represent the first and third quartiles,
respectively. In part, this variation is explained by the number of times the users
queried the details view, since Users 3 and 7, who show the largest median times,
are the ones who performed this action more frequently. More specifically, User 3
opened the details view 33 times, User 7 did it 14 times, users 4 and 8 did it only
twice, and User 5 never used it. Indeed, if we remove the screens in which the details
view was opened at least once and the first action in each screen (which includes
screen loading times), we obtain the distributions in Figure 4.6b, of which only User
3 ends up being noticeably different.

In terms of KS statistics, all pairs of users present values greater or equal than 0.2,
with most corresponding p-values smaller than 1% — in other words, pairs of ECDFs
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Figure 4.5: Time spent by users on each screen they visited. The vertical axis
represents the user’s login time and the boxes stacked along the horizontal axis
represent how long they spent on each visited screen before logging out of the current
session. In the bottom plot, screen visits longer than 4 minutes were excluded.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of screen times per user. The first action in each screen
was excluded in both cases.

(a) Boxplots of screen times per user

(b) Boxplots of screen times per user excluding details viewing
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differ, at some point by at least 20%, with a probability that equal distributions
would give rise to such a result smaller than 1%. More specifically, the only cases
where p is not at the third decimal place are: users 3/6, with KS = 0.202 and
p = 0.115; users 3/7, with KS = 0.219 and p = 0.074; and users 5/8, with KS = 0.219

and p = 0.068.
The following analyses in this section will show that screen time variability is

mostly a product of the variability in the time required to judge individual obser-
vations by the number of items per screen, and that other factors (like experience,
details viewing, and divergence from consensus) do not account for much of it.

4.2.3 Time-to-decision

In general, users did not postpone their decisions in any given location very fre-
quently. In more than 4 out of 5 times, all decisions pertaining a location were
made in the first visit of its screen, with less than 30 cases, counting all users, in
which a screen was completely skipped to the next one, and less than 50 cases in
which a screen was partially fulfilled before navigating to the next one. Further-
more, they rarely spent more than 6 seconds after the last decision before moving
on, which corresponds to less than one extra second per observation, suggesting they
did not often perform extensive reevaluation of the work done on each screen before
proceeding.

Let us analyze how long users took to make a decision (approval or rejection)
about a particular observation, which we refer to as time-to-decision (TTD). To
compute this metric, we first calculated the time-to-action as the difference between
the timestamps of consecutive actions. Then, all actions related to a particular
observation — which include viewing details, and possibly pressing approve/reject
buttons multiple times — were aggregated to obtain the TTD. Table 4.4 provides
TTD summary statistics, aggregated for each stimulus type and action (approve
vs. reject). Decisions about moving bars observations were mostly taken in under
4 seconds, in adherence to the user reports (shown later in Section 4.5) that claim
waveform plots and response maps allow for quick judgement of observation quality,
even ignoring polargrams in some cases. Gratings observations, on the other hand,
require more careful inspection of multiple tuning curves, which is reflected in a
higher decision times in most percentiles. The maximum values are outliers that
likely correspond to events such as a user temporarily interrupting work without
logging out of the system.

Figure 4.7 provides detailed ECDFs for each user, stimulus and action types.
User 5 was the fastest in most cases, making all of their moving bar rejections in
under 10 s. Users fall into three broad groups with moving bars-related observations,
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Table 4.4: Time-to-decision statistics per stimulus and action types

TTD (s)
Min. 25% 50% 75% 95% 99% Max.

Stimulus Action

Gratings Approve 0.5 2.4 4.6 9.9 31.7 82.4 880.7
Reject 0.3 1.9 4.2 9.5 27.8 76.4 3691.4

Moving bars Approve 0.3 1.2 2.0 5.0 28.3 111.9 224.7
Reject 0.0 1.1 1.5 3.0 10.3 60.1 103.4

considering how long they take to make 90% or more of their decisions: in less than 5
seconds (Users 4, 5, 6); between 10-15 seconds (User 8); and between 25-40 seconds
(Users 3, 7).

• Users 4-6 took less than 5 seconds to make over 90% of their decisions, and
less than 15 seconds to make the vast majority of them.

• User 8 was more cautious, taking 10-15 seconds to make 90% of their decisions,
and 15-25 seconds tom make the remaining ones.

• Finally, users 3 and 7 took 25 seconds to make 90% of their decisions, and
25-40 seconds to make the remaining ones.

In general, users took longer with gratings-related observations, which was al-
ready expected due to the greater number of views associated with each, and again
can be fit into three groups:

• Users 4 and 8 were most assertive, making about 90% of their decisions in up
to 15 seconds, and most of the remaining ones in 15-30 seconds.

• Meanwhile users 3, 6, and 7 only made 60-75% of their decisions in under 15
seconds, up to 90% of them in 15-30 seconds, and up to 40 seconds to make
the remaining 10%.

• User 5 shows a distinctive uniform distribution of time-to-action, which we
have not identified the cause for.

In summary,

• For both stimulus types, some supposedly harder decisions may take twice as
long as easier ones.

• Some user groups are able to make the vast majority (≥ 99%) of their decisions

– For moving bars observations in up to 15 seconds,
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Figure 4.7: Time-to-decision distributions per stimulus and decision

– But gratings observations will take 25-30 seconds, in the hardest cases.

• Users showing fast decision-making for one stimulus type do not necessarily
replicate that behavior for the other type.

Those points open up additional questions:

1. Do approval/rejection decisions have different time-to-action distributions?

2. How much are decisions affected by opening the details view?

3. Is there a relationship between time-to-decision and consensus/disagreement
around respective observations?

We will address these three questions in the following paragraphs. Regarding the
first question, Table 4.5 shows that some distribution are not easily distinguishable
There, time-to-decision CDFs were computed separately for approved and rejected
observations, and broken by user and stimulus, as before.

In the moving bars case, all users were consistently faster in rejecting than ap-
proving observations. For example, user 5 took less than 5 seconds to perform nearly
all rejection decisions, compared to 10-15 seconds to perform nearly all approvals,
and user 3 took less than 15 seconds to perform 90% of their rejections, compared to
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nearly 35 seconds to perform the same percentage of their approvals. Nonetheless,
users 4 and 6’s rejection distributions are not drastically sharper than their approval
counterparts, and despite rejecting faster than approving, user 7 was more cautious
when rejecting than remaining users, dedicating 25-40 seconds to the 10% hardest
decisions. Interestingly, in the gratings case, there was not, in general, a strong
trend to make one type of decision faster. In particular, users 4 and 8 made most of
their decisions, of either type, in under 30 seconds, user 5’s approval distribution is
slightly non-uniform, contrary to its rejection distribution, but it both top at about
40 seconds, and user 7 was indeed faster when rejecting observations, as in the mov-
ing bars case, but not by much, since they took up to 30 seconds to make 90% of
either type of decision. All the same, decisions about moving bars observations were
faster in all cases, except for user 3’s approvals.

Table 4.5: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for per-user approval vs. rejection time-to-
decisions distributions. Bold cells indicate cases where the p-value shows a consid-
erable chance that approval and rejection follow the exact same distribution.

Stimulus Gratings Moving bars
User KS p KS p

3 0.244 0.001 0.143 0.481
4 0.087 0.497 0.289 0.004
5 0.120 0.151 0.187 0.145
6 0.246 0.000 0.249 0.070
7 0.195 0.007 0.091 0.892
8 0.106 0.710 0.330 0.000

The distributions we just discussed are not considerably affected by repeated
actions (caused by double clicks, for instance), or wavy decision patterns (e.g., ap-
prove, reject, approve, etc.), since 95% of all decisions involve a single user action.

Impact of viewing details

Pertaining the influence of viewing details on the TTD, the user study contains
insufficient data for doing any relevant estimations. After all, User 3 opened the
details view more than all other users together but that still only happened in 17
(4.36%) of their gratings decisions and 16 (6.27%) of their moving bars decisions.
User 5 did not open the details view at all and users 4/6 did not use it for their mov-
ing bars decisions. Figure 4.8 shows that User 3 opened the details view throughout
the assignment, whereas User 7 concentrated most usage on the first 200 screens.
Considering all 53 times any details panel was opened, only three observations were
opened by any two different users, and all of the remaining 50 openings correspond
to distinct observations.
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Figure 4.8: When users opened the details view. The horizontal axis represents
the order in which observations were judged by each user. Each dot represents an
opening of the details view for the observation that was judged at that point.

Consensus and divergence

Finally, time-to-decision of particular observations is not strongly correlated with
general consensus nor personal divergence around that particular observation. Ta-
ble 4.6 shows Spearmann rank-order correlation coefficients for both cases. By gen-
eral consensus we mean the fraction of users that approved a particular observation,
and by personal divergence the fraction of users that disagree with a certain user
pertaining a particular observation. Put another way, should we hypothesize that
users’ TTDs were influenced by whether target observations received a lot of overall
support or whether the user diverged from the majority regarding the targets, there
would not be a strong evidence in the data to support that claim. The only con-
sistent indication is that these coefficients, with the exception of one, are positive,
indicating that highly consensual and highly debatable observations tend to lead to
longer decisions.

Table 4.6: Spearmann’s rank-order correlation coefficients between consen-
sus/disagreement and time-to-decision

User 3 4 5 6 7 8

Consensus 0.01 0.11 0.12 0.32 -0.07 0.13
Disagreement 0.26 0.20 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.18

Experience’s influence

Finally, we consider the impact of user experience (that is, the time they have
been using the system since login) on TTD. Table 4.7 shows Spearmann correlation
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coefficients between TTD and user experience for all approval/rejection decisions
and for all users. All coefficients are negative and most have magnitudes below
0.2, suggesting a only slight tendency for faster decisions as experience increases.
The strongest trends are associated with users 3 and 6, which tended to approve
observations faster as they became experienced, and user 8, who tended to reject
observations faster.

Table 4.7: Spearmann’s rank-order correlation coefficients between experience and
time-to-decision per decision type

User 3 4 5 6 7 8
Decision

Approve -0.28 -0.18 -0.10 -0.41 -0.08 -0.12
Reject -0.06 -0.03 -0.11 -0.14 -0.02 -0.26

4.3 Decision similarity

4.3.1 Overall similarity

How similar are the decision records of different users? Figure 4.9 presents an
overview of inter-user decision similarity (IUDS): for each user pair, we count the
number of identical decisions they took and divide by the number of observations
that both decided on, thus accounting for User 8’s incomplete case and obtaining a
number between 0 and 1. Formally, if Ai represents the set of observations approved
by user i, Ri represents the set of observations rejected by them, and Di = Ai ∪Ri,
then

IUDS[i, j] =
|(Ai ∩ Aj) ∪ (Ri ∩Rj)|

|Di ∩Dj|

Therefore, from a frequentist point-of-view, IUDS[i, j] is the probability of users
i, j making the same decision about any observation, given that they both made a
decision about it.

Most pairs of users disagree on about one third of observations (the median IUDS
is 0.67). Users 6 and 7 are the most disagreeing, making different decisions almost
half of the time. In summary, users judged observations in unique ways.

4.3.2 Per-stimulus, per-decision similarity

The next plot shows a breakdown of IUDS by decision and type of stimulus. Besides
filtering observations by stimulus type, when we compute the approval and rejection-
related indices we account only for the sets of approvals or rejections performed by
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Figure 4.9: Overall decision similarity

any one of the users, respectively. In other words, the approval IUDS for users i, j

is

IUDSA[i, j] =
|(Ai ∩ Aj)|

|(Ai ∪ Aj) ∩Di ∩Dj|

and their rejection IUDS is

IUDSR[i, j] =
|(Ri ∩Rj)|

|(Ri ∪Rj) ∩Di ∩Dj|

Therefore, IUDSA[i, j] and IUDSR[i, j] represent the probability of users i, j re-
spectively agreeing on an approval or rejection decision, both conditioned on the fact
that one of them already made that decision. As a consequence of their definitions,
these indices are not complementary w.r.t to 1 or to the overall IUDS.
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We can see that moving bars decisions are overall more similar between different
users than gratings decisions, with all user pairs agreeing on more than half of their
decisions and users 3-5 forming a highly coherent block where pairs agree on at least
85% of their decisions. But when we consider the approval and rejection similarities
separately, we obtain smaller indices with some user pairs agreeing upon as little as
27% of their approvals but agreeing upon at least half of their rejections (with the
exception of users 7 and 8).

Gratings decision indices are more nuanced and overall less consistent than mov-
ing bars indices. Gratings approvals are frequently more similar than rejections,
with more values above 0.5. Even if we disregard user 8 — a notable case, since
they performed a partial task regarding gratings observations — it is still more
common (7 out of 10 cases) for user pairs to agree with each on other on less than
50% of rejections. Interestingly, users 4-6 still represent a coherent group regarding
rejections, compared to the moving bars case.

4.3.3 Population vs. decision consensus

We define consensus to be the rate of agreement between all participants regarding
a decision about an observation h. More specifically, the approval consensus, cA(h),
is the fraction of users that approved h and rejection consensus, cR(h) = 1− cA(h),
is the fraction of users that rejected h — both relative to the number of users that
judged that observation. In a scenario of collective validation of observations, we
could choose minimum consensus thresholds as a way to categorize observations
as finally approved or finally rejected, indicated by the A and R sets, respectively.
Formally,

A(c) = {h ∈ H | cA(h) ≥ c}R(c) = {h ∈ H | cR(h) ≥ c}

where H is the set of observations. Those definitions are convenient for treating
the absence of a few decisions by user 8. However, they impose an ambiguity at
exact values of c, since the number of participants is relatively small.

The plots in Figure 4.11 show how portions of the population would be allocated
into the categories defined above as we varied c. They also include two additional
categories: that of ambiguous observations, or A ∩ R, and that of undecided obser-
vations, or A ∪R. Note that these last two categories are mirrored about the 3/6
consensus, which is just a consequence of their definition: if we admit that a unit
is approved or rejected with half or less than half of the votes, then we will have
ambiguity in the classification, however if more than half of the votes are required
for placing an observation in either of A or R sets, there will be no ambiguity but
some observations will not match the criteria for entering any of the sets.
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Figure 4.11: Allocation of summative population by minimum consensus and stim-
ulus
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These plots bring up a few interesting insights regarding the stimulus types.
For gratings observations, the sizes of the A(c) and R(c) sets drop gradually as we
increase c, which indicates there are not many observations that cause a divergence
between a few specialists and the majority but rather that most observations have a
uniform chance of gathering approvals, resulting in a nearly constant negative slope.
Could this mean that gratings observations were overall harder to judge thus leading
to looser decision criteria?

In contrast, moving bars observations show a completely different tendency, with
sharp drops followed by plateaus in the size of the A set as we move from c =1/6
to c = 1/5 and from c = 2/6 to c = 2/5 and in the size of the R set as we move
from c =4/6 to c = 4/5 and from c = 5/6 to c = 6/5. That suggests we could use
alternative c thresholds for defining the A and R sets. For example, if we choose
the limits of the sharpest drop prior unanimity, that is A(2/5) and R(4/5), then
32% of observations would be approved, 50% would be rejected, and 18% would be
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undecided but there would be no ambiguous decisions, as these sets are disjoint. In
lay terms, that corresponds to being more optimistic towards approval (2 out of 5
votes would suffice for approval) and more cautious towards rejection (at least 4 out
of 5 votes would be necessary for rejection).

One might ask what is the advantage of choosing different thresholds for each
set. We ponder that choosing thresholds near drops in |A(c)| and |R(c)| could lead
to a better appreciation of controversial decisions. In other words, by not merely
relying on a blind majority rule, we could force more disagreeable observations into
review — possibly by a different subset of participants — or requiring participants
to provide justifications for their most controversial choices. That would be specially
useful in a collaborative setting, as it would allow partitioning the observation sets
and distributing them to different subsets of participants, reducing the total amount
of work whilst requiring peer review in hard cases.

Finally, we considered whether a users’ consensus adherence, i.e., their decision
similarity to all other users, could drift over time, as a possible indication of fatigue.
We computed Ui’s consensus adherence as the fraction of users that agree with Ui

pertaining each observation judged, ordered these points by time, then smoothed
the resulting series using a sliding Gaussian window with an aperture of 10 decisions.
The fact that some users logged in multiple times was ignored when performing this
convolution. We obtained the following Pearson correlation coefficients between
decision rank and consensus adherence (rounded off to the third decimal place): -
0.079 for User 3; 0.002 for User 4; -0.016 for User 5; -0.080 for User 6; -0.002 for User
7; and 0.037 for User 8. With these low magnitude correlations, and considering
that anatomical positions were randomly ordered, we may conclude that activity
time was not a determinant factor for users deviating from majority consensus.

4.4 Decision predictability

Section 4.1 showed how a significant portion of the observations in the dataset were
rejected, with many anatomical positions showing very little or even no acceptance at
all, and the previous section discussed how considerably dissimilar were the decisions
made by different users. In this section, we study whether the functional attributes
may be used to predict the mean approval of summative and individual observations.
We aim to answer the question of whether a semi-automated winnowing system may
use a collection of user decisions as a training set for regressing future approval rates.

For that purpose, we tested a few well-known ML models for predicting ap-
proval rates, besides using an AutoML software library that automatically tests and
combines different model types. We employed dedicated models for each stimulus
type, taking only functional attributes as input and completely ignoring anatomical,
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physiological, or parametrical attributes because:

• Doing otherwise would make for an unfair comparison with users’ decisions,
since that information was purposefully omitted from them, and

• These attributes are incidental to the dataset collection and construction, thus
may reflect tendencies in the data that are not generalizable (e.g., an electrode
at a specific position provided lower quality recordings because it hit a vein,
causing inflammation), therefore, even if they could improve prediction per-
formance, that improvement would not be generalizable, and therefore not
meaningful for answering the proposed question.

For both stimulus types, the summative and individual annotated datasets were
randomly split into training and testing portions following a 3:1 ratio. Doing so
is paramount when training any ML model, since its average performance on the
training dataset is most probably better than in a batch of unseen samples [112].
Besides evaluating the regressors using the mean squared error (MSE) metric (the
standard in regression problems), we also consider the performance of the predicted
approval rate for classifying observations as majority-approved or majority-rejected.
In other words, we also converted the trained regressors into classifiers.

4.4.1 Dataset preparation and model validation

The aim of this part of the study was to stablish soft bounds on the feasibility of
predicting neuronal observation approval by a group of study participants. With
that purpose we trained and evaluated regression models of the following classes:

• RLR, corresponding to the r(x) = θ⊺x predictor with a regularization term λ

added to the cost function to avoid overfitting and penalize redundant features,
that is L(r;D) = 1

m

∑
∥y − r(x)∥2 + λθ⊺θ

• GBR [113], which fits an ensemble of shallow regression trees (each considered
a weak predictor) with the aim of generalizing better

• SVR [114], which augments the input features x by replacing them with func-
tions, or kernels (ϕ1(x), ϕ2(x), . . .)

⊺, that depend only on the Euclidean dis-
tance (radial basis function (RBF) kernel) or inner product (polynomial kernel)
between x and respective support vectors {v1,v2, . . .} ⊂ {x1, . . . ,xm}, and

• AutoML ensembles comprised of several models classes[105].

The number of data points was not staggering in any of the specific datasets,
so we did not concern with precise performance estimates but rather with assessing
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the very possibility of assisting user decisions using ML in an impactful manner.
In that sense, we employed AutoML — which uses sophisticated hyperparameter
search strategies to ensemble many models together whilst avoiding overfitting —
to obtain a ceiling score and, following Occam’s Razor principle [112], chose a few
simpler model classes based on their characteristics:

• Linear regression for being the simplest regression model in conceptual terms,

• Gradient boosting for its ability to avoid overfitting and yet provide inter-
pretable models,

• Support vector machines because their semantics are adherent to the problem
— in a lower-dimensional analogy, consider that picking a few high-approval
landmarks should be enough to trace a boundary around a core interval of
functional attributes that favor approval, with observations becoming less fa-
vored as they move afar from the core.

Table 4.8 lists the size of Dtrain, Dtest sizes in each of the studied datasets.

Observations Stimulus Train size Test size Features
Summative Moving bars 173 58 23
Summative Gratings 278 93 15
Individual Moving bars 579 193 22
Individual Gratings 1090 364 15

Table 4.8: Train-test split sizes for regression models

Furthermore, we evaluated hyperparameters using k-fold cross-validation (CV),
with k = 5, over Dtrain in all cases. Fitting hyperparameters this way is necessary
to avoid overly optimistic scores due to biasing them to Dtrain [115] and k-folds
were the best choice given ∥D∥ is not very large to consider a three-way partition
into train-validation-test sets. GBR, RLR, and SVR hyperparameters are detailed in
Table 4.9. For each model, the search space was explored exhaustively, by computing
CV scores over the Cartesian product of all relevant hyperparameter options.

Input features were normalized to either lie in the [0, 1] range or to have zero
mean and unit-variance (procedures described in Appendix B) for the RLR and
SVR classes but not for GBR, which does not require normalized features, nor
AutoML, since the software package performs feature transformations itself. Except
for the AutoML model, handled by its software package, all models were trained
and evaluated using the Scikit-learn Python library [116].
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Dimensionality reduction

In high-dimensional datasets, there are often correlated dimensions, which hinders
the performance of ML algorithms since correlated features tend to overshadow
the contributions of uncorrelated ones, specially in the presence of regularization.
Therefore, it is customary to reduce input dimensionality, most commonly through
PCA, which maps n input features into d ≤ n uncorrelated features with unit-
variance. That allows us to save computational power, and reduce model complexity
at the expense of model interpretability, since the input features are now linear
combinations of the (already scaled) original dimensions.

The AutoML package automatically preprocesses data, which already includes
scaling features, as we previously mentioned, and reducing their dimensionality.
Furthermore, for GBR classifiers we may include a feature subsampling hyperpa-
rameter which leads to randomly choosing a subset of features when training base
regression trees, therefore it is not necessary to scale or dimensionality-reduce input
features. Consequently, a PCA transformation of scaled functional attributes was
only applied to obtain input features for RLR and SVR.

Figures 4.12-4.13 show detailed correlation matrix plots of the target variable
and the input functional attributes, providing visual clues of the relative amount
of redundancy in the datasets and hinting at the predictive power of the available
dimensions. Figures 4.14-4.15, also in the appendix, contain scatter plots of the six
first principal component dimensions of each dataset. Tables 4.10-4.11 below show
the cumulative amount of variance that is accounted for by principal components of
the normalized feature sets after applying a PCA transformation. Only two in every
component is shown, for brevity. Same-stimulus summative and individual datasets
have similar characteristics, with cumulative variance ratios that differ by at most
10−3 past the 9th component, suggesting that a substantial number of dimensions
might be discarded. Nonetheless, rather than choosing the number of dimensions
kept off heuristics based on the cumulative amount of variance, we included the
number of kept components as a hyperparameter of the RLR and SVR regressors.
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Figure 4.12: Correlation matrix of moving bars functional attributes

Figure 4.13: Correlation matrix of gratings functional attributes
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Table 4.10: Ratio of cumulative variance retained by principal components in moving
bars dataset

Obs. PC1 PC3 PC5 PC7 PC9 PC11 PC13 PC15 PC17 PC19

Sum. 0.597 0.834 0.937 0.984 0.992 0.995 0.997 0.998 0.999 1.0
Ind. 0.555 0.816 0.93 0.981 0.988 0.994 0.997 0.998 0.999 1.0

Table 4.11: Ratio of cumulative variance retained by principal components in grat-
ings dataset

Obs. PC1 PC3 PC5 PC7 PC9 PC11 PC13 PC15 PC17 PC19

Sum. 0.447 0.692 0.838 0.927 0.953 0.97 0.984 0.993 0.998 1.0
Ind. 0.489 0.704 0.853 0.946 0.971 0.982 0.991 0.996 0.999 1.

4.4.2 Regression models compared

Table 4.12 summarizes the performance of the best model of each family, in terms
of training/test scores (approval rate MSE), and majority approval precision, recall,
and F1 scores. For the majority approval classifiers, given that r(x) ≈ y is the
regressed approval probability, we chose approval decision thresholds r(x) ≥ y0 to
maximize the F1 score, not necessarily y0 = 1/2. For details about the CV-selected
hyperparameters. of the optimal models, see Table 4.13, which follows the same
notation as Table 4.9.

Train and test MSE metrics are also plotted as per-model overlaid bars in Fig-
ure 4.16 Except for the gratings RLR models, train score is always better than test
score. In terms of approval rate prediction, moving bars models are more precise
than gratings models and models for individual observations are nearly as perfor-
mant as models for summative observations, with the exception of gratings RLR.
The worst performance, in general, corresponds to SVR models, and ensembles pro-
duced by AutoML and GBR are nearly equivalent.

4.4.3 Ternary classification and ranking

Let us consider two additional applications of regressed approval rates:

• Observation ranking — that is, given two competing observations, possibly
with identical anatomical attributes but with slightly different parametrical
attributes, which observation has a higher approval probability?
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Table 4.12: Approval regression scores for all models. L(Dtrain) and L(Dtest) repre-
sent MSE on the train and test datasets, respectively. P and R represent precision
and recall scores, and p indicates the optimal decision threshold for maximizing the
F1 score, also shown. For each sub-problem, bold numbers highlight the best metric
achievable, considering differences only in the third decimal place to be ties.

Model L(Dtrain) L(Dtest) p ≥ F1 P R

Su
m

m
at

iv
e M
B

AutoML 0.0 0.009 0.4 1.0 1.0 1.0
GBR 0.0 0.013 0.425 0.97 0.941 1.0
SVR 0.015 0.017 0.325 0.914 0.842 1.0
RLR 0.023 0.023 0.375 0.914 0.842 1.0

G
ra

ti
ng

s AutoML 0.009 0.032 0.3 0.86 0.754 1.0
SVR 0.021 0.032 0.45 0.857 0.8 0.923
RLR 0.046 0.033 0.475 0.889 0.857 0.923
GBR 0.013 0.035 0.4 0.87 0.839 0.904

In
di

vi
du

al M
B

GBR 0.049 0.061 0.4 0.683 0.672 0.694
AutoML 0.024 0.062 0.35 0.712 0.671 0.758
RLR 0.064 0.062 0.45 0.738 0.75 0.726
SVR 0.054 0.064 0.45 0.704 0.826 0.613

G
ra

ti
ng

s AutoML 0.014 0.046 0.375 0.828 0.735 0.948
SVR 0.043 0.048 0.375 0.841 0.742 0.972
GBR 0.009 0.052 0.4 0.817 0.747 0.901
RLR 0.062 0.06 0.475 0.795 0.765 0.826

Table 4.13: Approval regression scores for all models. L(Dtrain) and L(Dtest) repre-
sent MSE on the train and test datasets, respectively. P and R represent precision
and recall scores, and p indicates the optimal decision threshold for maximizing the
F1 score, also shown. For each sub-problem, bold numbers highlight the best metric
achievable, considering differences only in the third decimal place to be ties.

Model Details

Su
m

m
at

iv
e

M
B

GBR 450 estimators; 23 features; 3 nodes deep
SVR RBF kernel; d = 18; C = 0.316; ϵ = 0.100; k = 95
RLR d = 20;λ = 3.162

G
ra

ti
ng

s SVR RBF kernel; d = 14 C = 0.316; ϵ = 0.010; k = 259
RLR d = 10; λ = 10.0
GBR 50 estimators; 15 features; 3 nodes deep

In
di

vi
du

al M
B

GBR 100 estimators; 22 features; 7 nodes deep
RLR d = 20 λ = 1.0
SVR RBF kernel; d =

G
ra

ti
ng

s SVR RBF kernel; d = 14 C = 0.316; ϵ = 0.100; k = 715
GBR 200 estimators; 15 features; 7 nodes deep
RLR d = 14; λ = 31.623
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Figure 4.16: Train and test loss in all models per observation and stimulus type.
Train and test metrics are represented by overlaid semi-transparent bars along the
x-axis, with the smaller metrics always corresponding to train performance. Rows
contain plots for summative (top) and individual (bottom) observations and columns
contain plots for the moving bars and gratings stimulus types.

• Detecting observations that require further inspection — how precisely could
we detect observations that have intermediate approval rates, such that they
are not evidently

The first application simply amounts to comparing the regressed approval rates
of both observations. A reasonable scoring metric for a model’s ability to rank
observations is, given observations pairs

{[(xi1, yi1), (xi2, yi2)]}i>0

to count how many times the predicate

[yi1 < yi2 =⇒ r(xi1) < r(xi2)] ∨ [yi1 > yi2 =⇒ r(xi1) > r(xi2)]

is true and divide that by the number of such pairs.
The second application requires precisely defining the three target classes, la-

beled as A for certainly approved, R for certainly rejected, and M for must review.
However, as will be reported in Section 4.5, some study participants declared chang-
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ing their minds about certain observations during the evaluative interviews, which
just confirms a basic intuition that user decisions are subject to noise. Furthermore,
some observations were judged by only 5 of 6 total participants. Therefore, let us
assume a conservative stance towards majority decisions, with minimal tolerance for
disagreement, and postulate that

c(y) =


R, if y ≤ 1/5

M, if 1/5 < y < 4/5

A, if y ≥ 4/5

(4.1)

where c(y) is a generic classification model based on the approval rate y. This
way, certain approval/rejection tolerate at most one disagreeing vote in every five
(consequently, also one in every six) and everything in between is considered to
require further inspection. The critical classification metric for A,R is precision,
since false positives lead to saving low quality observations for further analysis or
discarding relatively good ones while false negatives lead to an increase of expert
time. Conversely, the critical metric for M is recall.

Table 4.14 shows observation ranking and classification metrics for the same
regression models that we discussed earlier, in this section. Ranking pairs were
obtained from the respective test datasets by gathering all pairs of observations
with identical anatomical attributes (in essence, observations from the same elec-
trode). Classification metrics were computed by assuming c(y) as the true label and
c(r(x)) as the predicted one. The thresholds for inclusion in the extreme classes were
tweaked in order to maximize their precision, so they may differ from Equation 4.1.

4.5 Evaluation interviews

Five of the six study participants were interviewed after completing the proposed
activity, in sessions that lasted between 45 and 90 minutes. Although the sessions
did not follow a strict question-answer format, the following themes were addressed
in all interviews:

• Usability issues (e.g., page loading time, responsiveness, layout)

• Encoding issues (e.g., confusing plots, missing attributes, improper scales)

• Goal/task issues (e.g., clarity of goal, decision difficulty, exhaustion)

• Data idiosyncrasies (e.g., quality, coherence)
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Table 4.14: Ternary classification metrics for all models. PA and PR represent
precision for the A and R, respectively, and RM represents recall for the M class.
The p columns contain the optimal probability thresholds for inclusion in the A and
R, an may vary from Equation 4.1. For each sub-problem, bold numbers highlight
the best metric achievable, considering differences only in the third decimal place to
be ties.

Ranking
Model PR PA RM Pairs Score pR ≤ pA ≥

Su
m

m
at

iv
e M
B

SVR 0.923 1.0 0.667 3 0.667 0.35 0.6
RLR 0.921 1.0 0.667 3 0.333 0.35 0.625
GBR 0.943 1.0 0.778 3 1.0 0.3 0.675
AutoML 0.971 1.0 0.889 3 1.0 0.3 0.675

G
ra

ti
ng

s GBR 0.731 0.867 0.686 21 0.571 0.3 0.7
AutoML 0.75 0.871 0.714 21 0.571 0.3 0.7
SVR 0.762 0.871 0.743 21 0.667 0.3 0.7
RLR 0.9 0.867 0.857 21 0.619 0.325 0.7

In
di

vi
du

al M
B

SVR 0.655 0.903 0.382 59 0.424 0.3 0.6
GBR 0.654 0.963 0.418 59 0.475 0.325 0.7
AutoML 0.701 0.933 0.473 59 0.458 0.3 0.675
RLR 0.706 0.962 0.582 59 0.475 0.325 0.7

G
ra

ti
ng

s GBR 0.672 0.731 0.726 346 0.723 0.3 0.7
RLR 0.643 0.736 0.732 346 0.731 0.325 0.7
SVR 0.723 0.765 0.771 346 0.734 0.325 0.7
AutoML 0.739 0.819 0.803 346 0.723 0.325 0.7

• Decision factors and strategies (e.g., what attributes and features were funda-
mental for decision-making, or what sequence of cognitive steps lead to making
decisions)

• Reasons for disagreeing with other participants in a few illustrated cases.

Those themes were pursuit in a non-structured manner, so that affirmations
outside of them could be advanced by the interviewees. Each statement (i.e., affir-
mations, questions, suggestions) made by them was written down by the interviewer
(the author of this thesis) on time and we later open-coded these statements. Af-
ter three coding rounds, we came up with 24 distinct statements grouped into 7
categories. The categories, each identified by a single letter, are listed below:

Data idiosyncrasies (D) Inconsistencies or quality issues in the data that hin-
dered the participant’s trust in the tool or the data itself.

Encoding issues (E) Elements that were incorrectly assumed to encode an at-
tribute or, conversely, encodings that were not perceived.
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Decision factors (F) Specific structures in the data, or queries that were impor-
tant for decision-making.

Perceptions (P) General perceptions about decision-making and goal/task per-
formance that were commented but not elaborated as clearly as Factors.

Suggestions (S) Changes in encoding or attribute selection suggested for making
the panels more informative.

Usability issues (U) Problems in using the interface effectively.

Whishes (W) Degrees of freedom and interaction processes the participants ex-
pected to find in the tool in order to explore the dataset freely and/or to
perform alternative goals.

In some cases, different participants made contradictory statements, so we en-
coded their position regarding each statement using the numbers -1 (disagreed), 0
(did not mention it), and 1 (agreed). Whenever a participant made a statement
(either in its affirmative or negative form), we say the participant voted for it. Ta-
ble 4.15 briefly describes the 24 statements, each identified by a letter that indicates
its category and a subscript that abbreviates its description, and followed by a short
description of the statement and the votes cast by each participant. The table is
ordered by decreasing order of votes, then consensus, such that the last row contains
the most debatable statement.
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Below, we provide longer explanations about each statement. In the cases where
additional insight was provided by certain users (regarding why they agree or dis-
agree with the statement), it is listed below the description.

DPolRM – Complained polargrams do not match response maps and should not con-
tain so many null vertices. Users claimed that polargrams seemed incorrectly
calculated due to the sheer amount of null vertices they contained.

User 4: User justified the observed patterns on the basis of low quality data
and automatic estimation without filtering, that is: few spikes → low
firing rates → noisy response maps → ill-defined receptive fields → lack
of activity on multiple directions.

ERMDisp – Complained the disparity in moving bars hypotheses was caused by pro-
cessing errors or bad data selection. Since there were two recordings of the
moving bars stimulus, the evidence could be strikingly different. They were
confused by this disparity and assumed it could be either: (a) bad data pro-
cessing/selection; (b) different recording sites mixed together.

FRFSz – Reported moving bars decision strongly influenced by receptive field’s size.

FRMDec – Perceived response maps enabled fast and reliable decisions about moving
bars hypotheses. Z-normalized responses, receptive field contour, size, shape,
and Z threshold are key properties of hypothesis and their encoding in response
maps allows for quick and realiable decisions.

FWFDec – Reported waveform diagrams indicate individual unfeasibility. The sum-
mative activity represented by other diagrams may seem feasible, but the
waveforms diagram shows that individual hypotheses are not.

User 4: Spike detection is not perfect, therefore when other diagrams in-
dicate functional selectivity, waveforms should not lead to discarding a
summative hypothesis.

User 8: The semantics of the waveform diagram was not clear.

FWFNoise – Reported waveform diagrams enable spotting noisy data and confirm
rejections. Noisy spike patterns (due to low detection thresholds or AC/DC
interference, for example) are easily spottable in waveform diagrams, which
grounds rejection decisions further.

FRFZ – Reported moving bars decision strongly influenced by receptive field’s Z-
response cuttoff.
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FFR – Reported firing rates in gratings diagrams ground decisions and break ties.
Firing rates represented in gratings diagrams are important to confirm feasi-
bility of decisions or to break ties.

FRFPol – Reported moving bars decision strongly influenced by polargram.

User 6: The user reported unfamiliarity with these diagrams and claimed
they did not influence their decision.

FRFCent – Reported moving bars decision strongly influenced by receptive field’s
centrality.

FRFPeak – Reported moving bars decision strongly influenced by receptive field’s
peak-to-local-maxima disparity.

EHypId – Assumed hypothesis labels encoded domain attributes. The presence of
numeric database IDs in hypothesis labels confused users. They guessed the
meaning of the IDs in the context of their field (like electrode insertion depths,
for instance).

ERowAttr – Assumed vertical stacking encoded domain attributes. Similarly to hy-
pothesis IDs, users interpreted vertical stacking of summative hypotheses as
an encoding of positional attributes (like electrode depth, or simply different
recording sites).

ERowHyp – Assumed relationship between same-row hypotheses from different stim-
uli. Despite each screen presenting varied, usually unmatched quantities of
hypotheses for both stimulus types, users assumed that hypotheses in the
same row were related (in the same recording site, for instance) and therefore
it made sense to judge them mutually.

PActConf – Perceived the activity as unclear. The objective of the proposed activity
was not clear.

PGrHard – Complained gratings selectivity was harder to interpret. Participants
considered gratings selectivity harder to interpret, specially due to the amount
of plots.

User 4: They suggested using a different encoding, similar to multi-colored
polargrama, but did not elaborate on it.

User 7: Gratings-selective populations will sometimes exibit selectivity to or-
thogonal direction as a way to enhance contrast. This leads to seemingly
unselective profiles when visualized at the summative level. That leads
to WHypSel.
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PTired – Perceived task repetition as tiresome and poised to cause decision criteria
drift over time. Users reported becoming tired with the study’s duration and
said their decision criteria and attention to details probably changed over time.

PSys – Perceived system as useful. Users reported a sense of satisfaction with the
system, claiming that it reunited most relevant information for the winnowing
task and made the winnowing process easier, albeit repetitive.

User 6: Bad data was very easy to spot and discard immediately.

User 8: Understanding the activity’s goal was not easy.

SFRZ – Suggested firing rates in gratings diagrams should be Z-normalized. Since
brain operates on varied but usually low firing rates, comparing low absolute
values is meaningless, therefore firing rates should be Z-normalized in gratings
diagrams.

User 6: Although Z normalization is useful, very low firing rates are unreali-
able.

User 8: Alternating between Hertz and normalized would be useful.

UPolMis – Complained polargrams did not load properly for some screens. An issue
where polargrams would not load properly for some screens was reported only
by this user.

User 8: It was possible to perform the activity despite the absent information
but it became more difficult.

UPltSz – Complained fixed plot sizes caused interface overlays in smaller screens.
Since all plots had fixed sizes, the interface did not fit entirely in screens with
resolution lower than 1920 x 1080 pixels, causing partial panel overlays.

WPopCtx – Missed contextual information and navigational features for the appre-
ciation of hypotheses and their relationships. Since domain experts expect
data locality to reflect population consistency (for example, similar functional
properties along electrode’s path, or among neighboring electrodes) but this
information was completely hidden, they felt lacking relevant information for
judging task items in a holistic way and even interpreted some same-screen
hypotheses with very different properties to be indicators of ill-defined popu-
lations. They also expressed the willingness to navigate through the dataset
while performing the task. This sparks discussion about the suitability of the
task abstraction: what is the properis way to design a tool for population
search, top-down or bottom-up (as we did)?
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User 4: Suggested using a notation for indicating some of these attributes,
for example: L1200µm#2 (left-hemisphere, 1200µm deep, channel 2).

User 8: Reported difficulty in understanding navigation.

WHypSel – Missed the ability to update panels for single hypothesis selection. Users
missed the ability to update the diagrams by toggling contributions of indi-
vidual hypotheses (for instance, in response to toggling them in the waveforms
diagram), specially for the gratings hypotheses. That would have serious im-
plications for the task abstraction itself, since allowing to screen hypotheses
at either the summative or individual levels would become reasonable.

WUpDat – Missed the ability to upload their own files into the system.

4.5.1 Statement implications

Let us now reflect on the statements presented. We will revisit the main conclusions
in Section 5 when discussing limitations and future directions of our design study but
for now we will look at them in more detail. We will discuss design implications and
limitations by referring to statements that support them, using the (A/B) notation
besides statement codes to indicate that a statement was made by A participants
and that its negation was made by B participants.

General reception

The unanimous statement that the system is useful (PSys 5/0) suggests that correct
data/task abstractions and effective (but not necessarily efficient) data/interaction
encodings were chosen. Such a statement cannot be taken at face value, specially
due to the close relationship between the author and the interviewees, which may
bias feedbacks towards an encouraging tone [99]. In particular, it cannot be assumed
to validate domain problem characterization, since only a longitudinal study could
confirm or deny the users’ perception of usefulness. As a matter of fact, User 8
claimed difficulty in grasping the objectives of the proposed activity, which probably
stems from the fact that it was a proposed activity, rather than they using it on the
wild. Nonetheless, considering that users were able to conduct meaningful work and
to perceive it as so, and that their decisions were indeed fairly regular (as shown by
the quantitative discussion in Section 4.3), we may interpret this as an indication of
relevant data/task abstraction.

It is important to highlight that some users declared becoming exhausted and
interpreted this as a cause for reduced attention over time (PTired 2/0). When
we consider the presented data was but a small slice of a much larger collection,
it becomes clear that semi-automated decision making should be pursuit, perhaps
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requiring a few initial decisions by domain experts to bootstrap a ML model like
the ones described in Section 4.4.

Finally, the wishes for

• Isolating individual observations from summative panels like response maps
and gratings polar sector plots in order to winnow them independently
(WHypSel 3/0), and

• Uploading custom datasets (WUpDat 1/0)

constitute a possible set of mandatory features (the first one indeed a filtering task)
for a system enabling users to conduct the winnowing goal. Complementary to
WUpDat we also believe some form of data saving/export feature, despite not being
mentioned, would be required.

Tool limitations

The tool was shown to be limited in a few ways. We purposefully shuffled and
omitted anatomical/parametrical attributes to prevent confirmation and anchoring
biases [117] when judging observations — that is, to prevent users from systemat-
ically favoring certain attribute values for making decisions based on pre-existing
expectations about which parametrical attributes give better results (confirmation
bias), or on opinions formed after appreciating just a few early or more evident sam-
ples (anchoring bias). However, it led to all users feeling that the lack of contextual
information (in the form parametrical/anatomical attributes) made using the sys-
tem less appreciable (WPopCtx 5/0). Users showed interest in combining the Derive,
Winnow, and Explore goals in a single tool, whereby they could tweak parameters,
obtain new populations, compare them, then take further action. This would natu-
rally bring in tasks with searching, filtering, and comparison semantics, as outlined
in Section 3.3, and that would either require these attributes to be made explicit,
or to be derived into agnostic attributes (that is, obfuscated) to enable searching
without incurring in (or at least diminishing the effect of) the aforementioned biases.

Attribute omission likely also led users to believe that the vertical positioning of
observations (ERowAttr 4/0) and the placement of moving bars/gratings observations
at the same screen height (ERowHyp 1/0) encoded some attribute or relationship,
which they did not. Anatomical attributes might have been visually encoded on a
side or top panel, and provided that the sequence of anatomical positions was still
shuffled through screens, this might not have contributed to any biases, and yet
increased the users’ awareness of the context. Figure 4.17 illustrates how this could
have been implemented, using a combination of styled marks on simple positional
channels to encode brain hemisphere, 2D electrode position, and electrode depth.
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On the usability spectrum, two other important, already mentioned features were
missed: the ability to update summative views, like response maps and gratings
diagrams, to arbitrary selections of individual observations in the waveforms view
(WHypSel 3/0) and the ability to upload their own files to the system (WUpDat 1/0).
The second is a rather positive sign, as it demonstrates the interest necessary for a
field test, and the first might be easily solved by placing the individual, togglable
legend markers from the waveforms view in evidence and linking them to the update
of the summative views.

All the same, their urge to winnow individual observations beyond respective
summative groups shows the success of the waveforms view, as it was the sight of
different profiles in it that had them try toggling the individuals and realizing the
missing feature. Some toggling cases were analyzed in a Wizard of Oz fashion during
the interviews in response to WHypSel. We will present some of these cases again in
Section 5.

Decisions about moving bars observations

Most clues used to identify RFs in moving bars observations could be quickly found
in the response map plot (FRMDec 3/0), as confirmed by the following additional
decision factor statements:

• Higher Z-response cutoffs indicate higher feasibility (FRFZ 4/0) — although
well-defined thresholds may be hard to specify with noisy data, attributes
with statistical meaning, specially within a broader context, help to ground
decisions more firmly.

• RF sizes are important indicators of their quality (FRFSz 2/0)

• An RF’s viability diminishes with its distance from the visual field’s center
(FRFCent 1/0)

• The sharper a response map’s peak in comparison to other local maxima, the
more likely it is to be a true RF (FRFPeak 4/0)

Polargrams were also reported to be very important for decisions (FRFPol 3/1)
but were mentioned less frequently (yielding only one decision factor and one id-
iosyncrasy statement) and not as unanimously as response maps (since one of the
participants did not use them). User 8 reported issues with them not loading prop-
erly (UPolMiss 1/0) and said that it did not prevent performing the task but made it
more difficult (User 8’s observations in PSys). Therefore, we need to consider that
maybe only User 6 did not make use of them and that User 4 may have simply
not mentioned their importance yet relied on them. Finally, User 7 raised concerns
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about data quality and the system’s correctness after seeing a few null vertices in
polargrams but User 4 commented on those simply being an artifact of low spike
counts. That bears the question of wether lower-level (less aggregated and processed)
functional attributes, like spike trains should be made available in the details panel.

Decisions about gratings observations

Gratings observations raise a few points, since they were reported by some but not
all users as being harder to interpret than moving bars ones (PGrHard 2/1) but did
not earn many statements overall. User 4 even began to articulate an alternative en-
coding proposal based on closed polygonal curves (similar to polargrams) and User
7 suggested that the chosen encodings may not be ideal for summative observa-
tions, since individuals with orthogonal preferences would seem like a non-selective
summative observation.

The encoding chosen for the design study was certainly an improvement over the
informal study version, since that one condensed far too much information about the
stimulus in a single plot and, far worse, used color coding to indicate quantitative
stimulus variables. However, based on the discussion above, we conclude that the
encoding of gratings functional attributes should be redesigned. Furthermore, that
would be a proper case for a quantitative usability study based on trial-and-error
measurements for determining the best solution from a pool of proposals.

On a different matter, the choice of firing rate as the encoded response attribute
also sparks discussion, since two pairs of users have contrasting views on wether it is
better to visualize the very firing rates or their z-normalized counterparts (FFR 2/2
and SFRZ 2/1). The most conservative reasoning is to compute both attributes and
allow the user to toggle between them, or to encode both using the same color-scale,
since they are proportional.

Peculiar individuals hidden in summative observations

Regarding the WHypSel (3/0) and PGrHard (2/1) statements again, we gathered a few
examples of summative observations with individual observations that look particu-
larly different. Figures 4.18-4.19 shows examples of summative moving bars details
panels on top, followed by individual details panels for each of its constituent ob-
servations. The summative panel shows the presence of a direction-selective RF,
as indicated by its almond-shaped polargram and mildly pronounced peak (with
Z ≥ 1.58) but the unfolding of its individuals shows somewhat different profiles.

In Figure 4.18, we can see that individuals b and d have similarly shaped wave-
forms but with different amplitudes that suggest they are indeed separate individ-
uals. Their peaks are not as outstanding and incontestable as the summative’s,
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since other local maxima have similar values in the response map, and with d’s area
being atypically non-convex but their polargrams maintain a consistent profile of
direction selectivity. Individual c has a pronounced peak relative to the background
(Z ≥ 1.98) but it is not outstanding, since other local maxima have similar values
and equally small areas.

Meanwhile, in Figure 4.19, individuals c and d show pronounced and outstanding
response peaks and orientation selectivity, so they look plausible. However individual
b’s hypothetical RF center is an artifact that lies at the edge of the visual field and
its waveforms do not have a typical shape, so it should be discarded.

Finally, let us present some cases of gratings responses, illustrated in Figure 4.20.
Summative movement in horizontal (0-180) and ascendant diagonal (45-225) direc-
tions prefers higher contrast (≥ 0.5) and lower frequencies (≤ 1 Hz) responds better
to black and white than to blue and green gratings Individuals a/b/d show similar
preferences Individual c shows a more confounded pattern, with less obvious direc-
tion selectivity and no clear contrast rang. Since it counts with considerably lower
response levels than the others, it is probably composed of leftover spikes. Individual
e shows a similar pattern to a/b/d although considerably more confounded but since
its response is comparable in terms of magnitude it could result from combining two
individuals that should be further divided.

4.5.2 Debatable decisions

During the interviews, users were also confronted with a few of their decisions that
diverged from the majority. The interviewer asked about two to three observations
of each stimulus type in each of the following categories: approved by majority
but rejected by interviewee; and rejected by majority but approved by interviewee.
After being presented with the selected observations, they were asked to explain
their decision reasoning. Figure 4.21 shows three cases of moving bars stimulus and
Figure 4.22 shows four cases of gratings stimulus, with justifications provided in the
captions.

In the figures, the main justification for rejecting moving bars observations is the
RF being small (mentioned three times), and the response map peak’s distinctiveness
is also mentioned once. With gratings observations, justifications are more varied
but “selectivity for stimulus attributes” was a generic statement that appeared three
times, once concerning specifically motion direction and another concerning gratings
orientation. Waveform shapes were also mentioned.

Besides the illustrated cases, we also highlight the following facts. User 3 could
not explain one of their outstanding rejections and one of their outstanding ap-
provals. User 4 was confronted with three cases were they had approved the obser-
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(a) Individual activity

(b) Individual activity

(c) Individual activity

(d) Summative activity

Figure 4.18: Differences between moving bars summative and individual observa-
tions 1

vation but could not explain why, saying they would reject them if analyzing them
right now and attributing this confusion to fatigue or rush. User 8 was confronted
with one outstanding rejection and simply said “it looks fine and I would approve it
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(a) Individual activity

(b) Individual activity

(c) Individual activity

(d) Summative activity

Figure 4.19: Differences between moving bars summative and individual observa-
tions 2

now”. User 6 explained that one of their rejections was motivated by a comparison
with a very alternative from the same screen, leading to the conclusion that the
latter seemed more plausible.
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(a) Individual activity

(b) Individual activity

(c) Individual activity

(d) Individual activity

(e) Individual activity

(f) Summative activity

Figure 4.20: Differences between gratings summative and individual observations
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Figure 4.21: Debatable moving bars decisions

(a) Approved by majority of users, rejected by user 3, on the grounds that the identified
RF is too small and its response peak is not relevantly distinct from other local maxima.

(b) Approved by majority of users, rejected by user 7, on the grounds that the identified
RF is too small.

(c) Rejected by majority of users, approved by user 7, who would change their decision to
a rejection, on the grounds that the identified RF is too small.
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Figure 4.22: Debatable gratings decisions

(a) Approved by majority of users, rejected by user 3, on the grounds that there is only
one constituent individual that shows no selectivity for stimulus attributes.

(b) Approved by majority of users, rejected by user 4, on the grounds that there is not
enough homogeneity in direction selectivity over different stimulus groups.

(c) Rejected by majority of users, approved by user 3, on the grounds that the waveforms
have very plausible shapes, despite there seeming to be low selectivity for stimulus at-
tributes.

(d) Rejected by majority of users, approved by user 4, on the grounds that the summative
activity is consistently selective to the 45− 225◦; orientation.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and conclusion

5.1 Design validation and limitations

Let us recall the nested validation model described in Section 2.2.3. Here, we identify
how we approached the downstream and upstream validation steps, justifying our
views and identifying steps that were not performed. The diagram in Figure 5.1
provides an overview and the following text provides details, first following in the
downstream direction, then returning in the reverse direction. Throughout this
discussion, we will refer to some design study pitfalls identified by SEDLMAIR
et al. [99] using the same PF-N notation as in their paper but the first occurrence
will always be stated in full text.

5.1.1 Downstream path

Informal user study importance

The informal user study was a long-lived iterative process comprised of several en-
counters that discussed problems, datasets, data processing and visualizations — in
total, we performed between ten and twenty encounters, some via web conferenc-
ing and others in situ, spread over four years. Therefore, it was a cornerstone for
downstream validation of most steps prior to algorithm design. When considering
visualization as a potential solution to a domain problem, the first encounters made
it clear that there existed analysis scalability and data quality issues, as introduced
in Section 1.4, and that these were amenable to a design study. In terms of domain
problem characterization, these encounters contributed to get familiar with domain
literature — starting with GATTASS et al. [47], FIORANI et al. [56], PERES et al.
[68], then DAYAN and ABBOT [3], GERSTNER et al. [34], REY et al. [74], among
others cited in Chapter 2 — which was fundamental for modeling the data (see
Section 3.2 and Appendix A), perform dataset curation, and implement data pro-
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Figure 5.1: Outcome of design validation
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cessing/derivation routines (Section 2.1.1). When the time came for choosing data
encoding schemes, we started from plots used in that literature, before proposing
additional encodings — i.e., two iterations of gratings activity panels and wave-
form plots, as reported in Section 3.4, — then arranging all elements into the web
interface used for the design study (Section 3.5).

Data/task abstraction and design study scope restriction

Regarding data/task abstraction, we initially attempted to follow a task analysis
framework [96] to reduce the risk of proposing uncanny tasks and encodings. How-
ever, this framework ended up providing overly abstract concepts (like searching for
known targets vs. browsing, locating trends and outliers, comparing distributions,
etc.) that would be interesting for an EDA design focused on multiple of the user
goals we catalogued in Section 3.3.1. Even with the help of a higher-level frame-
work for identifying user goals [97], it was still challenging to map the diffuse, very
domain-specific analytical tasks into sets of lower-level visualization tasks. However,
once we identified the higher-level steps in their workflow — namely, designing
experiments, collecting data, deriving putative summative responses, winnow-
ing neuronal observation populations, exploring and characterizing population
distributions, and investigating hypotheses — and found out that they had con-
cerns about the quality of their derivations (i.e., concerns about spike detection and
sorting by third party tools), we decided to narrow down our study scope to the
derivation/winnowing phases, as discussed in Section 3.3.2. That also contributed
to reduce prototyping and engineering costs besides risks to validation, since an
EDA system covering all the steps from derivation to investigation would involve
an immense number of tasks and encodings, on the viz side, and more sophisticated
data modeling, storage, processing, and caching, on the engineering side.

Brief mention about algorithms and implementation

Finally, the last step in the downstream direction was verifying that chosen algo-
rithms had acceptable runtime and memory asymptotic complexities before moving
on to implement the system. That was unnecessary in our case, since we did not
propose any new visualization or neuroscience data processing algorithms, relying
on existing methods for data processing (see Section 2.1.1 and Section 2.1) and on
an open-source library [118] for rendering scalable vector graphics (SVG) graphs in
a web environment. Implementation considerations regarding the efficiency of in-
formation retrieval, rendering, and caching, to name a few, are interesting software
engineering problems that exist inside of/below the node labeled "System Implemen-
tation" but these are outside of this thesis’ scope, so we will not discuss them here.
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Refer to Section 5.3.5 for a brief acknowledgment of technical aspects. We do high-
light that performance issues are an important concern for an extended exploratory
design, as we will briefly discuss later on.

5.1.2 Upstream path

System verification and algorithmic validation

Now, let us now recurse back the steps in the upstream direction. Starting at
system verification, the lower-level dataset processing and derivation routines were
unit-tested — although not in a strict test-driven development (TDD) approach [119]
but rather partially — to ensure its correctness. Data processing and derivation rou-
tines, including PLX file loading, derived data saving, array and matrix operations,
signal processing, projection and clustering algorithms, and ML algorithms were
all implemented on top of widespread open-source software libraries [116, 120–123].
The web application, implemented on top of another open-source framework[118],
was not verified using formal testing techniques, only manual testing by the author,
including state verification of its data caching and storage layers before and after
performing various combinations of tracked user actions — i.e., logging in and out,
approving and rejecting an observation, opening the details panel, and navigating
between screens. Nonetheless, during the user study only one defect was reported by
one of the study participants, involving polargrams eventually not being rendered
(see the UPolMiss statement in Section 4.5). Other than that, we assume that full
coverage of summative observations by at least one action per user who completed
the proposed activity set in the database — that is, for each user, at least one action
per observation was registered — is enough indication that no major defects exist in
relation to telemetry. Validating algorithm design, as explained, was not necessary.

Interviews and quantitative results regarding encoding and tasks

The user study and the post-activity evaluation interviews were the main tools at
our disposal for validating data/interaction encoding and data/task abstraction, al-
though the ideal for the latter would be performing a field study. Time-and-error
measurements were out of question since there was no baseline methodology to
compare against, not to mention that neuronal observations are inherently noisy,
thence marking user decisions as correct or incorrect would be problematic from
start. Therefore, we must rely on a combination of user statements and quantita-
tive results to make inferences about the effectiveness of chosen encodings and the
relevance of the observation winnowing goal. Let us revisit the quantitative and
qualitative results to discuss their implications in more detail.
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The plots chosen to encode functional attributes themselves were adequate, as
enforced by the many user statements about decision factors (FFR, FRFPol, FRFCent,
FRFPeak, FRFSz, FRFZ, FWFNoise, FWFDec, and FRMDec) and confirmed by the similar-
ity in user decisions. That is not to say they are the most effective (which again
is a hard verification in the absence of an error measurement) nor that they are
free of issues. For instance, gratings panels were perceived by two users as hard to
interpret (PGrHard), and the suggestion for presenting firing rates in a z-normalized
scale (SFRZ), or at least making it possible to alternate between absolute and nor-
malized firing rates is critical for design refinement. As a matter of fact, most of
the aforementioned decision factors, with the exception of FFR, regard moving bars
observations or waveforms and moving bars had much better IUDS than gratings.
However, during the users’ confrontation with conflicting results, they mentioned
“selectivity for stimulus attributes”, “direction selectivity”, and “orientation selectiv-
ity” when discussing their positions regarding gratings observations, and PGrHard was
actually denied by one participant. Therefore, we may conjecture that the difficulty
of some users is due to: their unfamiliarity with the gratings encodings, since they
are novel proposals, unlike response maps, polargrams, and even waveform plots;
the greater complexity of this stimulus type, since it contains more parameters to
which the observation may be selective. That point of view is reinforced by the
slower TTD distributions of gratings observations. All the same, the quantitative
results — namely the IUDS indices and regression model performances — about
both moving bars and gratings observations show that user decisions are regular
enough to form clusters of think-alike users and to be predictable with substantial
accuracy, which can only imply that the respective encodings were able to carry
enough information for users to behave as such.

Nonetheless, the encoding of gratings functional attributes was questioned by
User 7 (as a comment to WHypSel) to be fragile to the presence of perpendicularly
direction/orientation-selective cells in the same summative profile, favoring the im-
pression that the summative observation is not selective, where in fact its individuals
are complementary selective. That is a point of attention for gratings encodings,
suggesting that they might be more appropriate for comparing individual observa-
tions than rating the quality of summative observations, where they might lead to
“false negatives”.

The most challenging points regarding encodings are not related to the pre-
sentation of neuronal selectivity and RFs quality but rather to the arrangement
of alternative observations and navigation. That was highlighted by user state-
ments such as EHypId, ERowAttr, ERowHyp, where users assumed that observation la-
bels, vertical stacking of same-stimulus observations, and horizontal arrangement
of different-stimulus observations, respectively, encoded some sort of attribute or
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relationship when they did not. Navigation through anatomical attributes and se-
lection of derivation parameters were purposefully obfuscated to prevent selection
and anchoring biases, among others, and to reduce the effect of fatigue on user deci-
sions (since screens were shuffled between users), allowing us to make a subsequent
analysis of decision similarity and predictability (see Section 4.3 and Section 4.4)
with greater confidence.

Abstract tasks and viz solution to a domain problem

On the upstream direction, the most appropriate course of validation for task ab-
straction would normally be a field study, letting users apply the system to perform
work with real data in their native environment. We instead conducted a user study
(or a laboratory study) consisting of a predefined list of activities to be performed
on a selection of data of their own. We did so because we intended to verify the
applicability of machine learning to reduce the amount of work required to winnow
observations (topic of Section 4.4). Although the scope of conclusions is narrower
in this case, we took care to propose a usage scenario that is incidental to their
workflow (after all they have to winnow observations before analyzing functional
attribute populations), and the quantitative results confirmed that the amount of
work may be reduced by a semi-automated learning approach, although a compro-
mise needs to be made between precision (of classifying or ranking observations)
and efficiency (of reducing the amount of manual intervention).

By considering the favorable statements gathered during the interviews in con-
junction with the quantitative data, we might conclude that the winnowing goal is
indeed relevant to the domain experts and that lower-level tasks involving the iden-
tification and comparison of RFs for the included stimulus types can be successfully
performed by the proposed user interface elements. Nonetheless, missing functional-
ity like the ability to toggle individual observations (WHypSel) and to upload data files
and download analysis results (WUpDat), not to mention the aforementioned issues
with missing anatomical/parametrical attributes, confirm that the built tool does
not completely cover the derivation/winnowing goals. Furthermore, the fact that
User 8 declared feeling confused by the proposed activity (PActConf) and that Users
3 and 4 declared becoming tired as they performed the activity set only served to
stress how augmentation by artificial intelligence (AI) would be an essential feature
for a viz system covering goals all the way down from derivation to investigation.

Consequently, given that our system only allowed users to perform a predefined
summative observation winnowing activity on a slice of the data, and not to tweak
parameters, upload their own files, or winnow individual observations — as noted
by themselves during evaluative interviews (see Section 4.5) — it is certain that
they would not be interested in using the final a tool in a realistic scenario. Since
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the aforementioned requirements are missing for an ecological validity study to be
performed, we can safely conclude that tasks abstraction is incomplete and that our
contributions lie before the solution to a viz problem.

5.2 Discussion of quantitative results

5.2.1 General results implications

Unanimous decisions covered 33% of the gratings observations and 38% of the mov-
ing bars observations, including both unanimous approvals and rejections. Clas-
sifying the remaining observations is tricky because the specialists grounded their
decisions on multiple factors (e.g., the absolute size or sharpness of a RF, the pres-
ence of plausible waveforms, or polargram shapes) but they weighed them in dif-
ferently, even in a contradictory manner, and not even in a strictly self-consistent
manner, since they changed a few of their decisions during the evaluative interviews
(Section 4.5).

Applying a majority rule to binary-classify observations as “good” or “bad”, as
we initially did in Section 4.4, is possible but not necessarily the best choice. After
all, we saw that a significant portion of observations caused a 3× 3 tie (7% of grat-
ings and 3% of moving bars) and that different thresholds could be used to classify
moving bars observations as a way to both partition the work better among mul-
tiple participants and to force reconsideration and discussion of more controversial
decisions (Section 4.3.3).

In the gratings case, the decision process was overall more difficult, as reported
by the participants themselves (Section 4.5.1, specially PGrHard) and confirmed by
lower IUDS indices (Section 4.4) and the linear profile of approved population size
as function of the approval threshold (Figure 4.11). Nonetheless, if we chose a
strict majority rule, considerable portions of the dataset would be discarded (42%
of gratings and 68% of moving bars observations).

To a great extent, the quality issues in the dataset used for the user study
seem to be localized (Section 4.1.2), after all a few anatomical positions concen-
trated most of the high-approval observations (about 12 and 17 out of 64 areas
contain only majority-approved observations of moving bars and gratings types,
respectively) with a great many (40 and 17, respectively) featuring only major re-
jections, and yet many others (12 and 30, respectively) featuring variable amounts
of approvals/rejections, with a clear tendency for spatial clustering of high approval
observations. We did not observe a strong relationship between approval rates and
the physiological attribute (Section 4.1.2) but it should be emphasized that the
dataset consists of a single recording, therefore relevant associations could still exist
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in other recording sessions. In relation to parametrical attributes (Section 4.1.3), the
approval of moving bars observations was considerably better in the first recording
session but not significantly sensitive to the spike sorting method, whereas signal
type, waveform alignment, and spike detection thresholds had meaningful impacts
on gratings observations although this impact remains elusive due to the low cardi-
nality of these dimensions.

And what does the lower average approval rates for moving bars observations tell
us? Some users have stated that absence of RFs makes them ignore gratings activity
altogether but they approved many gratings observations where no corresponding
moving bars ones were approved. It is difficult to conclude anything here, since they
were instructed to winnow observations from different stimuli independently from
each other, therefore, maybe they just followed the instructions. Alternatively, they
may have been more cautious with gratings observations, avoiding to discard some
of them when uncertain. Nonetheless, the independence between moving bars and
gratings decisions shows that the data may present interesting patterns in one, none,
or both stimulus types.

5.2.2 User behavior implications

Four users performed the entire activity set in one single session, while two others
logged into the system up to four times, nonetheless distributing their total time
unevenly between these sessions (Figure 4.5). The slower user took 1 minute and
10 seconds per anatomical location and the fastest took less than 30 seconds, on
average (Figure 4.6). The users who participated in the informal user study were
not particularly faster or slower than the others.

Most decisions (about 98.47% for moving bars and 96.82% for gratings) were
taken without opening the details view (Section 4.2.3), suggesting that despite miss-
ing legends and having lower definition, the chosen encodings were as informative
in their smaller versions as in the larger ones, which facilitates packing and achievin
higher information-to-ink ratio. That was true even for gratings decisions, which
were reportedly harder to make and more controversial than moving bars ones. As
a matter of fact, User 5 did not open the details view at all, while Users 4/6 only
opened the details view twice for gratings decisions and never for moving bars ones.
Although User 3 made heavier usage of details, that still only represented 4.36% of
their gratings and 6.27% of their moving bars decisions.

Most of the time (82%), users made a decision about all observations presented
in a screen before moving on and whenever they did not, at most one additional
visit to the same screen was required (Section 4.2.3). Furthermore, they rarely took
more than 5 seconds to reevaluate their choices before moving on (Section 4.2.3).
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Regarding the TTD (Section 4.2.3), three quarters of decisions about moving bars
observation could be made in up to 5 seconds for approvals and 3 seconds for re-
jections, whereas three quarters of decisions about gratings observations could be
made in up to 10 seconds, regardless of being approval or rejection decisions. The
time spent on each observation varied considerably between different users, and the
same user tended to vary several seconds depending on stimulus type and decision
outcome. We could not find convincing evidence that overall consensus or personal
divergence from it have a meaningful impact on the time spent on each observation,
other than a few Spearmann correlation coefficients with substantial values that
might suggest some users take longer to decide about more debatable observations.
There is also no conclusive evidence that experience makes the assignment any faster.
Therefore, it is not clear what makes them spend time on each observation.

An important limitation of this analysis is that we cannot guarantee that users
did not shift their attention through different observations on each same screen.
Even if we enhanced telemetry by registering mouse hovering events, that would still
miss on what they are visually focusing on. One possible direction would be regress-
ing normalized TTDs from on a combination of functional attributes and decision
outcomes (i.e., approved or rejected). If a regression model achieved reasonable per-
formance on this task, we would have an indication of what makes it easier/harder
(read faster/slower) to judge an observation, except for a user-dependent scale fac-
tor. Finally, although viewing details corresponded to increased TTD, we cannot
infer any relationships accurately due to the low incidence of viewing details.

5.2.3 Decision similarity implications

The IUDS indices revealed considerable disagreement between users. Moving bars
observations showed the highest overall agreement, with a cluster of users (3-6) being
very consistent in their rejections (above 5/6) but less so in their approvals (above
3/5). Gratings observations were subject to a lot more disagreement, with all but
three rejection indices above 1/2 and approval indices above 1/2 in the average.
Furthermore, moving bars approval and rejection IUDS were positively considerably
correlated but gratings were not considerably correlated. These facts and numbers
confirm decisions are indeed very subjective and influenced by contrasting percep-
tions of what constitutes “good” observations. If the decisions showed a high degree
of consistency, we might consider a collaborative tool design where an observation
would not need to be evaluated so many times by different users. Therefore, in
the absence of more objective criteria for deciding when observations should be ac-
cepted or rejected, a compromise must be made between specialist time and careful
appreciation of data idiosyncrasies. More will be said about this on the next section.
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5.2.4 Approval regression

We used AutoML to investigate the potential for rating observations automatically
based on their functional attributes, essentially the same information as the study
participants themselves had access to — actually to the whole set of functional
attributes, whereas users only visualized a subset of them. Using ML to augment
domain expert productivity requires the appreciation of a few subtleties.

First, what exactly is the system going to augment? If multiple observations are
to be compared and ranked, so that a user may selectively inspect a few options
based on their scores, then regression is a proper choice. However, if the objective is
to simply save expert time by detecting evidently bad and evidently good observations
that can be discarded/saved right away, thus setting aside the rest for irrevocable
manual inspection, then classification is the proper choice.

Second, how confident can we be on our data? Our user study did not produce
a staggering amount of data points, and the interviews demonstrated that users
were not strict, in a formal sense, when making decisions, possibly drifting from an
ideal decision function over time because of fatigue, distraction, experience, visu-
alization quality, or other random/unaccounted for effects. Therefore, observation
approval rates are, at best, noisy proxies for observation quality (from a regres-
sion perspective), and categorizing observations as approved, rejected, or requires
inspection requires establishing thresholds on top of these noisy indicators.

Summative moving bars

For summative moving bars regression, the best performance (AutoML) gave a MSE
of 0.009, which corresponds to an average error of approximately 0.095 in the re-
gressed approval rate, while the worst model’s (RLR) MSE corresponds to a mean
absolute error of 0.152. Therefore, the average error in summative moving bars re-
gression was less than flipping 1/6 votes for any model. The AutoML binary and
ternary classifiers delivered near perfect performance and the non-AutoML ones also
delivered promising performances, in the binary case with perfect recall and preci-
sion no worse than 5/6 (that is, flagging false majority-approved observations up to
1/6 of times), and with even better precision numbers in the ternary case, where
conversely at least 2/3 of problematic cases can be expected to be identified and
routed for designated users to analyze. In terms of ranking efficiency, it was impos-
sible to draw any meaningful conclusions, since only 3 pairs of observations were
eligible for comparison out 58 samples in the test set.

According to Table 4.13, the GBR model has overfit the training set by choosing
a number of estimators greater than the number of points, which led to perfect score
on the training set and implies its hyperparameters should be reviewed despite the
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reasonable performance on the test set compared to the AutoML baseline. Other
than that, learning curves in Appendix C suggest that the RLR and SVR models
have topped their performance given the available features, and could perhaps be
improved by adding extra features to compensate for their higher bias. Since the
CV-selected hyperparameters for these models actually discarded features via PCA
and we made all functional attributes available to them, these models are likely to
be indicating the true performance given the inherent noise of approval rates. If
that is the case, this could only be remedied by inviting additional participants to
improve the stability of the approval rates. A higher number of data points would
also contribute to increase confidence in the discussed numbers.

Summative gratings

In the summative gratings case, all models achieved basically the same performance,
with MSEs that correspond to an average error of 0.179, which sits between flip-
ping 1/6 and 1/5 votes. The binary and ternary classifiers delivered less ideal per-
formances although still surprising given the issues already discussed about this
stimulus type. Surprisingly, the best compromise between precision and recall was
achieved by the RLR classifier, with P = 0.857 and R = 0.923 in the binary case,
and PR = 0.9, PA = 0.867 and RM = 0.857 in the ternary case. Ranking by the
AutoML and GBR models was nearly as effective as flipping a coin, while RLR and
SVR were just marginally better (0.619 and 0.667 accuracy, respectively). That can
be explained by the higher MSE, as it takes less that the mean absolute error to
flip the ranks of two observations with an approval difference of only 1/6 votes. Dif-
ferences in classifier performance despite the similar regression error are probably
due to each model’s ability to faithfully represent the decision boundaries in the
respective feature space.

Again, the CV-selected hyperparameters for each model shown in Table 4.13 pro-
vides relevant insights to complement the learning curves in Appendix C. The GBR
model was not overfit this time, as shown by its train MSE evolution but it possibly
requires more samples to generalize better and improve validation performance. The
number of estimators (50) was not so large as for moving bars (450) but the step size
(50) should be reduced during CV since it is too large compared to the number of
points. The closing of training and CV loss curves for RLR and SVR models suggest
a high-bias (underfitting) scenario but if we consider that all models actually had
similar performance and that AutoML is likely to present a baseline, then the base
error we observe may just be a consequence of inherent problem difficulty. After
all, we known from other quantitative/qualitative results that gratings observations
were harder to judge, so these models are probably just hitting the best possible
performance.
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Individual models

All individual moving bars models had similar regression performance, where the
best MSE (achieved by GBR) of 0.061 corresponds to a staggering mean absolute
error of 0.247. As for gratings models, MSE values were slightly more varied but
still performed all too similarly when we consider the mean absolute errors (between
0.214 and 0.245). Curiously, gratings models performed better as binary classifiers,
as ranking machines, and also as ternary classifiers (considering the F1 score of all
metrics shown in Table 4.14). Actually, some individual ranking machines performed
better than their summative counterparts but that may be explained, in part, by
greater numbers of evaluation ranking pairs.

Pinpoint conclusions are harder with these models, because assigning the same
approval rate to all individuals in the same summative group inserted an unknown
amount of imprecision. Most learning curves (with the exception of gratings GBR)
point to a high bias scenario, which reinforces that point of view.

Final thoughts on models

In all cases, the AutoML model provided the best regression score, or was second-
best by a MSE difference of merely 0.001, whereas other models alternated ranks
throughout problems. In the summative gratings and individual moving bars cases,
all models had basically the same regression performance, which suggests a satura-
tion of the learning problem. The first scenario likely took place because gratings
observations were overall harder to judge and caused wavier decision criteria to
be applied, whereas the second was probably due to the aforementioned inherent
artificial noise.

Summative moving bars provided the best regression and classification perfor-
mances, followed by gratings, with taller baselines due to theirs inherent difficulty.
The elusive performance of individual regressors and classifiers shows that a dataset
of individual observation quality is required for providing more accurate accounts of
the ML potential in the individual case.

5.3 Reflections

Developing the work reported in this thesis was an opportunity to learn many things
in the fields of information visualization, neuroscience, and data science. We ded-
icate this section to reflecting about pitfalls of the design study process that may
have hindered its progress, and to account for facts that have worked positively for
its conclusion. We refer whenever possible to the pitfalls in SEDLMAIR et al. [99]
using the same PF-N notation as in their paper but also writing out full-text descrip-
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tions uppon first occurrence. This discussion is however less concerned with formal
aspects and speaks more openly about the author’s and advisor’s own experience
and views.

5.3.1 Domain problem characterization and task analysis dif-

ficulty

Doing proper task analysis proved to be challenging. Design study and task analy-
sis frameworks like BREHMER and MUNZNER [95], MUNZNER [96] are ongoing
efforts by the viz community to provide researchers with more solid foundations for
evaluating work or conducting novel research. But despite the years of accumulated
knowledge, the abstract tasks are sometimes “too abstract” and hard to apply, which
is why LAM et al. [97] proposed the concept of user goals. At some point, we be-
lieved to possess a reasonable understanding of the domain problem but could still
not list a coherent and self-contained set of abstract tasks operating on/producing
well-defined inputs/outputs. We attempted to follow the action-target task typology
very strictly but that resulted in an endless inventory of chained abstract tasks like

browse anatomical attributes to find summative response profiles → com-
pare two summative response profiles → find peaks in 2D response dis-
tribution

that did not seem to find their way into a terse design specification.
We believe one of the root causes was precisely PF-16 (expecting just talking or

fly on wall to work) since we held many interviews and discussions about collabo-
ration directions with the domain experts but never engaged in in situ contextual
inquiries or even fly on wall to observe them doing work rather than listening to
them explain how they work. As a consequence, we ended up focusing on their
analysis goals and assumed that we could choose encodings that supported what-
ever lower-level tasks were required to achieve those goals. The ultimate consequence
was PF-19 (too little abstraction), which led to very domain-specific work that does
not bring transferable knowledge to viz in general.

Nonetheless, since task abstraction walks hand-in-hand with data abstraction,
the strive to find abstract tasks at least helped us understand the data very well, and
to come up with a categorization of attributes as metadata, stimulus, anatomical,
physiological, parametrical, or functional, that was important for designing the web
tool and the winnowing activity, and that remains relevant for future work (as these
attributes play different roles in their workflow).
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5.3.2 Design study iterations

The informal user study was a great way of identifying issues with proposed en-
codings and to refine them. The ability to iterate fast over a few months with
biweekly-spaced encounters in which we showed wireframe prototypes and discussed
impressions helped avoid the risks of PF-22 (non-rapid prototyping) for a while, yet
we feel it should also have been applied during the process of building the final tool.
The latter was a several-month stretch without any additional communication with
the study participants, and additional encounters might have helped to identify is-
sues like the superposition of individuals in gratings polar plots, or the confusion
caused by the obfuscation of anatomical attributes.

To some extent, that was a result of the current state of the art of visualiza-
tion software components. We will comment more about technical difficulties in
Section 5.3.5 bur for short, building a responsive web application that efficiently
displays sophisticated plots and records user actions requires advanced software de-
velopment skills and considerably many human-hours, where the first is not the focus
of a researcher and the second must be divided with other research activities. The
fact that we had little time to finish the tool in this scenario and little input from
our collaborators during this phase was therefore the cause for PF-20 (prematurely
committing to a design after considering a small design space).

5.3.3 Design limitations

We initially aimed at building an EDA solution to allow formulating and inves-
tigating hypotheses involving anatomical, physiological, and functional attributes.
Once data quality and preprocessing issues were identified, we expanded the scope
to include parametrical attributes, and our vision for the tool started to encompass
support for data derivation and filtering. Eventually, the design study we conducted
focused only on judging observation quality from a few opaque parametrical choices.
Should the proposed abstractions and encodings work for that purpose, the next step
would be integrating them into a larger scale, perhaps explicitly encoding parame-
ter choices and allowing for customization, or including additional recording sessions
and allowing users to navigate through them based on some encoding of anatomical
attributes.

Some of our initial designs, which were left out of this thesis, focused on plotting
various classes of attributes using parallel coordinates and allowing users to freely
browse sets of individual observations based on their anatomical locations. However,
we ultimately concluded that, given the dataset’s size, this would lead to an immense
exploration space, such that comparing findings of different users would be harder.
By proposing a (laboratory) user study, we presented users with an assignment
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rather than empowering them with a tool, as they were unable to upload data files,
download analysis results, or appreciate all the attributes they are interested in,
therefore incurring in PF-23 (too little usability). In a sense, we brought up this
point to highlight that we recognize usability to be a high-priority attack vector
for future work, since tailoring the tool for a specific assignment was a conscious
decision to validate the observation judgment task, the proposed encodings, and the
applicability of ML to facilitate observation judgment.

5.3.4 Time drainers and research focus

One important time drainer was the necessity to understand and process the PLX
file format and to perform dataset curation. After all, in its initial state the dataset
was a collection of binary files (containing raw signals and, sometimes, spike sorting
results) with a naming convention that indicated some attributes (i.e., subject name,
stimulus type, MEA depth on both hemispheres, and session repetition), lacking
any relational structure to allow querying attributes, row sets, or relationships, for
instance. This situation was similar to PF-14, where no real data is available, except
in this case data was available but was not ready.

Another considerable time sink was implementation effort. We can account some
of that to changes in the research team composition, as two other students (a grad-
uate and an undergraduate) who participated in the study besides the author left
while the EDA design was still on table. The aforementioned PF-22 (non-rapid pro-
totyping) probably also played its role, as the focus during the intermediate phases
should not have been on application building but rather on producing cheap and
expendable prototypes. In very early stages of research, we even considered con-
verting the PLX data files into the neurodata without borders (NWB) format [124]
which would allows us to benefit from software development kits (SDKs), and vi-
sualizations produced by the Allen Institute for Brain Science’s Brain Observatory
project [125]. However, once it became clear that data curation was required any-
way, we decided to build a custom data file format akin to NWB for storing recorded
signals and use a relational database for the remaining attributes (either original or
derived). We did not return to this point later, since dataset preparation became
our stopping point.

The third and perhaps most ensnaring time drainer is represented by PF-18
(learning too much of their problems/language). The author became interested in
the field of neural coding and the problem of neural correlations, considering if those
could be applied to the V2 Dataset. However, that field did not match neither our
expertise, nor our collaborators’, which led to a considerable time spent on surveying
the field rather than applying known-to-work methodologies.
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5.3.5 Technical aspects

We implemented multi-layered caching to speed up loading times, preventing any
computation in real time. Page loading was kept within 5 seconds, and details
panels could be shown with delay inferior to one second. The fact that all attribute
derivations were fixed allowed us to precompute them and to cache all plots in main
memory, which eliminated concerns about computation time and kept page loading
times relatively low. Nonetheless, the use of a scripted programming language and
of a low-tier rented web server would certainly be limiting factors for a system that
allowed users to freely change derivation parameters.

The technical aspects of implementing an information system for visualizing the
data using the proposed encodings and performing the modeled tasks have not been
emphasized so far in this text. However, we believe these should be at least briefly
considered, as the viz literature seems to be rather complacent of the effort required
to even prototype these systems. Despite the recommendations for building paper
prototypes, the costs of moving to the next step and actually building an informa-
tion system for performing visualizations tasks often requires a team of developers
with system development skills rather than a few graduate students with other re-
sponsibilities and a focus on publication. The core concerns that we had to address
during development of this system were:

• Reproducibility of data processing

• Storage of original and derived datasets

• Processing power for deriving data and producing plots

• Web deployment

• Application responsiveness

The open-source code of the system is available at https://gitlab.com/lcg/

neuro/v2/vizpike. It is versioned in a Git repository with over 700 commits and
over 47000 lines of code/text in its final version. Secondary repositories developed
for supporting this thesis have amassed, in total, nearly 3000 commits and 730000
lines of code/text. That material includes configuration files, source code files, and
markup, covering software libraries, system components, research journals, experi-
ment notebooks, and general documentation. Gitlab CI/CD technology was used to
facilitate and speed up the deployment of new system versions and Docker-based con-
tainerization was employed to maximize portability. Various open-source software
libraries were fundamental for implementing this system [116, 120–123, 126, 127].
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5.4 Open questions and future directions

5.4.1 Cognitive biases and viz direction

Cognitive biases are failures in human rationality (e.g., memory, perception, judg-
ment, and logic) that occur systematically in the human population (usually without
our knowledge but also in spite of our awareness and will to avoid them) that pre-
vent us from making precise assessments of a situation or objectively better decisions
[117]. It is a long-studied theme in psychology but only very recently did it begin
to gain attention in information visualization. We believe this field is important for
addressing the following question:

Should ecephys visualization systems be top-down or bottom-up?

The domain experts’ ultimate goals are to characterize neuronal populations
in terms of functional, anatomical, and physiological attributes, and to investigate
hypotheses revolving around their joint distributions. When they approach the
data (whether using a viz methodology or not), they carry expectations set by prior
knowledge in the field, for instance (the three first elements were stated during
interviews):

• Functional attributes are continuous along an electrode’s penetration path
(commented multiple times during informal user study encounters),

• The presence of perpendicularly orientation/direction-selective cells to improve
resolution/contrast (stated by User 7 during interviews),

• A strong RF evidence from moving bars stimulus increases the chances of
finding gratings-selectivity,

• Modular and cyclical distributions of functional attribute across physiological
boundaries [68], and

among others. Therefore, a top-down system for population characterization may
induce confirmation bias by leading them to discard populations that do not con-
form to their expectations (e.g., low cohesiveness among observations in neighboring
recording sites). Likewise, a bottom-up system may induce other types of biases, by
encouraging to set a high SNR threshold that leads to discarding hypotheses that
albeit noisy, are consistent with their neighbors or alternative observations, thus
distorting the resulting functional attribute distributions.

Section 4.1.2 showed that the availability of high-quality RFs varies immensely
with anatomical positioning, Section 4.1.3 showed that functional attribute distri-
butions were considerably affected by parametrical attributes. The latter enforces
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the need for additional studies about functional uncertainty due to parametrical
diversity, and both facts together make a good case for a comparison between a
top-down and a bottom-down viz tool.

5.4.2 Choosing parameters

Considering the population characterization goal, it would be fundamental for users
to explore how functional attributes vary with the available parameters. We pre-
sented a simple analysis in terms of φk correlation coefficients (Section 4.1.3) that
only highlighted the relationships between these attribute categories but the user
interface should support users in performing search-and-compare tasks for answer-
ing questions like “what parameters yield the sharpest RFs?”, or “how does spike
detection threshold influence direction selectivity?”, for example. They could rely
on this task as a sort of round-two winnowing, whereby they could elect optimal
parameters, thus yielding a final population of observations to actually characterize
and explore. Furthermore, there should be ways of linking this exploration to other
parameters, like anatomical and physiological ones, after all it might make sense to
choose constant or similar parameters per electrode or insertion depth, for instance,
rather than allowing completely different setting for each recording site.

5.4.3 Statistical significance

We did not apply statistical significance tests for filtering observations, like the Stu-
dent’s t-test for relevance of non-spontaneous activity vs. baseline activity [68]. In
that study, they reported only 190 out of 721 observations (about 26%) passing
the p ≤ 5% test. Keeping in mind that the p ≤ 5% rule should be applied with
care when making statements about the (in)existence of relationships between vari-
ables [128], we believe that statistical significance values like that could be included
in the visualized attributes, if not applied directly to the filtering of data, as a way to
bring an additional dimension for comparing alternative observations. One possibil-
ity would be searching for alternative observations using p values as a discriminatory
attribute, for example, as a heatmap of p values on dimensionality-reduced 2D pa-
rameter axes. Another possible application of statistical significance tests would be
grouping same-location observations that failed to pass a test for distinct firing rate
distributions, so that users could focus on analyzing fewer alternative observations
during the overview cycle.
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5.4.4 Neural coding and automatic winnowing

A great deal of neuroscience research, including studies of the visual cortex, focuses
on the issues of how information is represented, processed, stored, retrieved, and
transmitted in the brain, a field generally known as neural coding. Neural coding
borrows concepts from information theory, like Fisher information, to quantify the
reliability with which stimulus parameters can be inferred (using statistical methods)
from an observed population’s response [19].

It is a established fact that average firing rates are correlated in populations of
neighboring neurons sharing synaptic inputs and that these correlations vary with
stimulus [9]. Whether these correlations enhance or impair the efficiency of the
neural code for representing stimulus information was a topic of intense debate for
years but with higher resolution recording technologies, many recent studies started
to show that correlated, stimulus-dependent variability of neural responses in local
neural circuits contributes to more precisely inferring stimulus from response [4, 5,
7, 8].

For a while, we dedicated ourselves to survey this field and even began to compute
and analyze correlations in the V2 Dataset but changed our focus to the design
study before obtaining results that could be integrated into the visualization. We
believe this theme deserves further investigation, as we conjecture that a maximally
informative selection of observations — that is, choosing a set of observations that
maximizes an information measure, thus maximizing precision of stimulus inference
— would constitute a relevant attribute for the domain experts to use when deriving,
comparing, and winnowing observations. It might even become a feature for decision
regression and, most optimistically, a criterion for automatic election of optimal
parameters, hence freeing the users to only pursue their population characterization
and investigation goals.

5.4.5 Improvements to encodings

Gratings encodings were problematic for visualizing summative profiles in some
cases, due to the presence of perpendicularly orientation/direction-selective individ-
uals in the same summative profile. These encodings of firing rates might be kept
for inspecting individuals but different encodings (possibly of a firing rate-derived
attribute or other attributes) should be developed for representing the summative
activity in a way that avoids superposition while still making it clear that selectivity
exists inside the summative profile.

Moreover, a few topic improvements that we consider valuable are:

• Highlighting linked sectors in different gratings plots could be leveraged for
different purposes, like emphasizing same-orientation/direction responses in
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various parameter combinations, since these attributes are expected to show
consistent responses.

• As mentioned before, allowing to toggle individuals in each summative profile
plot, which could be achieved either by clicking or hovering over individuals’
legends in the waveforms plot, for example.

• Visualizing additional attributes that were excluded from the present encod-
ings, including latency CVD, and CVO, etc. using a complementary panel
with a parallel coordinates plot, for instance.

• As a minor change to waveforms plots, the waveform regions could be overlaid
with individual waveforms when mouse-hovered, providing both a summary
and a detailed view of spike shapes.

5.4.6 Next steps for machine learners

Training and evaluation of ML models was an important part of this thesis. There
are a few points we believe should be addressed in subsequent studies:

• Train ternary classifiers directly, rather than building classifiers out of approval
rate regressors. After all, by optimizing a proper classification loss function,
these models could obtain better performance than our current results.

• Apply the trained summative observation classification models to other record-
ings of the V2 Dataset, verifying if applicability to other corpora of data is
possible, or if very different distributions would require retraining/adjustments
to feature engineering.

• Study the viability of continuous learning setup using transfer learning tech-
niques [129], which might help with the previous topic and open the doors to
a more scalable tool design, whereby users would only ever need to rank a few
observations that the models classified with less certainty.

• Increase the number of samples to improve the accuracy and confidence of the
performance measures and over/underfitting analyses presented.

• Considering the ranking application, training proper ranking models rather
than relying on point-wise approval regression may lead to better perfor-
mance [130].
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5.5 Conclusion

The design study has come a long way since the initial contact with our collabora-
tors. We started from an open-ended proposal of exploring ecephys data from the
primate visual cortex as a way of investigating relationships between anatomical,
physiological, and functional attributes, detoured to computing neural signal corre-
lations and information measures on the hopes of uncovering unseen facts from the
dataset, then turned our attention back to cleaning an initial mass of bi-stimulus
neuronal observations.

The latter was accomplished by building a web-based tool and inviting six users
to participate in a laboratory activity where we recorded their decisions and usage
patterns. We found out that a combination of moving bars functional attribute en-
codings familiar to them combined with new gratings functional attribute encodings
proposed by us allowed them to make reasonably consistent decisions about obser-
vations. The overall quality of the dataset, besides the obfuscation of anatomical
and physiological attributes impacted negatively on user experience but they were
still able to advance cohesive points about the decision factors used when judging
observations.

After training four ML models, we were able to regress the users’ average ap-
proval rate per summative observation and to classify observations according to
whether they received majority approval (binary classification), or near unanimous
approval/rejection (ternary classifier). While observation associated with the mov-
ing bars stimulus showed better overall performance, gratings observations could
also be predicted despite a few shortcomings of the proposed encodings, which tend
to become cluttered in some cases. Regressing and classifying approval rates of
individuals was attempted but the lack of trustworthy data did not allow for ro-
bust conclusions. These results showed that ML is applicable to this problem as a
way to reduce repetitive human effort, although tighter bounds on the scale of this
reduction would benefit from additional samples.

Scientific research is an iterative process and design studies are no exception. We
listed many open questions and future directions we would like to have addressed
before time ran out. Most prominent among these are the application of trained ML
models to other corpora of data to test the potential for a semi-automated system
where the user goals of of preprocessing, filtering, and interpreting the neural signals
can be performed in an integrated fashion, rather than in a cascaded workflow,
besides developing the necessary encodings and tasks that would support such a
system.
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Appendix A

Data dictionary

Here, we describe all attributes in the dataset. Table A.1 describes anatomical
and physiological attributes. Table A.2 describes parametrical attributes related to
spike detection. Table A.3 describes parametrical attributes related to spike sorting.
Table A.4 describes other parametrical attributes. Table A.5 describes functional
attributes. Table A.6 describes functional attributes related to the moving bars
stimulus type. Table A.7 describes functional attributes related to the gratings
stimulus type.

Table A.1: Anatomical and physiological attributes

Name Domain

Brain area {V2}
Brain hemisphere {Left,Right}
Recording depth [0,∞) µm
MEA X N
MEA Y N
CytOx band {Thick,Think, InterbandsI, InterbandII}
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Table A.2: Parametrical attributes (spike detection)

Name Domain

Highpass filter cutoff [0,∞) Hz
Highpass filter order N
Highpass filter family {Bessel}
Highpass filtering mode {Bidirectional}
Max. overlapping waveform samples N
Waveform samples after alignment N
Waveform samples before alignment N
Raw signal sampling [0,∞) Hz
Spike detection threshold [0,∞)
Raw signal type {}
Waveform alignment mode {Thresholdcrossing,Firstvalley}
Waveform samples N
Waveform sampling rate [0,∞) Hz

Table A.3: Parametrical attributes (spike sorting)

Name Domain

Sorting clustering algorithm {PCA}
Sorting feature space {Waveformsamples,Waveformfeatures}
Sorting maximum clusters N
Sorting projection dimensions N
Sorting projection algorithm {}
Sorting type {Embedded,Reimplemented}
Sorting upsampling N

Table A.4: Parametrical attributes (others)

long_label Domain

Experiment repetition {N}
Source signal preffix {SPK, SPKC,WB}
Pre-threshold samples {N}
Source signal sampling [0,∞) {Hz}
Source signal type {Spiketrain, Spike− continuous,Wideband}
Waveform alignment mode {Thresholdcrossing,Firstvalley}
Waveform samples {N}
Waveform sampling rate [0,∞) {Hz}
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Table A.5: Functional attributes (common)

Name Domain

Basal rate [0,∞) Hz
Individuals Z≥0

Total spikes Z≥0

Table A.6: Functional attributes (moving bars)

Name Domain

Response map [−15◦, 15◦]2 → (−∞,∞)

RF area [0,∞)◦
2

RF aspect ratio [0, 1]

RF convex area [0,∞)◦
2

RF eccentricity [0,∞)◦

RF equivalent diameter [0,∞)◦

RF euler number Z≥0

RF major axis [0,∞)◦

RF minor axis [0,∞)◦

RF peak disparity [0,∞)
RF peak response (−∞,∞)
RF perimeter [0,∞)◦

RF response cutoff [0,∞)
RF total response (−∞,∞)
Latency [0,∞) ms
0° polargram direction [0, 1]
45° polargram direction [0, 1]
90° polargram direction [0, 1]
135° polargram direction [0, 1]
180° polargram direction [0, 1]
225° polargram direction [0, 1]
270° polargram direction [0, 1]
315° polargram direction [0, 1]
1st strongest polargram direction [0, 1]
2nd strongest polargram direction [0, 1]
3rd strongest polargram direction [0, 1]
4th strongest polargram direction [0, 1]
5th strongest polargram direction [0, 1]
6th strongest polargram direction [0, 1]
7th strongest polargram direction [0, 1]
8th strongest polargram direction [0, 1]
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Table A.7: Functional attributes (gratings)

Name Domain

Active direction CV [0, 1]
Active direction index [0, 1]
Active orientation CV [0, 1]
Active orientation index [0, 1]
Active preferred direction [0,∞)
Active preferred orientation [0, 180)◦

Direction CV [0, 1]
Direction index [0, 1]
Orientation CV [0, 1]
Orientation index [0, 1]
Preferred direction [0,∞)
Preferred orientation [0, 180)◦
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Appendix B

Feature engineering

In this section, we detail the procedures for turning the functional attributes from
the V2 Dataset into scaled features suitable for making predictions — that is, into
unit-less scalars mostly contained in the [−1, 1] and [0, 1] ranges. In the end, we
also present feature correlation matrices and scatter plots of PCA-projected fea-
tures. Refer to the data dictionary in Appendix A for their domains and categories.
For each of the transformations described below, assume we are transforming each
scalar variable x ∈ X independently of other variables. Summations and mini-
mum/maximum computations iterate over the set of values found in the dataset,
X.

B.1 Angular encoding

The variables in this group have angular semantics, therefore the easiest way to map
them into an Euclidean setting is to replace each variable x ∈ [0, 360)◦ by a pair of
variables,

x 7→ (cosx, sinx)

This is the only transformation in which a dimension is replaced by two additional
dimensions. These variables include:

This mapping produces two uncorrelated scalars in the [−1, 1] range.

B.2 Min-max scaling

These variables either belong to a closed interval [a, b] but without characteristic
distribution shapes, or belong to a semi-closed interval like [a,∞]. We transform
them using
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x 7→ x−minX

maxX −minX

which lies in the [0, 1] range. The following variables belong to this group:

B.3 Standard scaling

These variables have bell-shaped distributions, so we map them according to

x 7→ x− X̄

S(X)

where X̄ is the mean value of the set X and S(X) is its standard deviation. The
resulting variables belong to open ended intervals [−∞,∞] but, by definition, they
have zero mean and unit variance. The following variables belong to this category:

B.4 Box-Cox power scaling

We use the Box-Cox power transformation [131] with variables that have strictly
positive values and a distribution that resembles a log-normal one. The mapping
follows

x 7→ x′ =


xλ − 1

λ
if λ ̸= 0,

log (x) if λ = 0,

(B.1)

where the parameter λ is computed by maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) —
that is, by maximizing the log-likelihood distribution of (λ, µ, σ) given x′, assuming
that X ′ ∼ N (µ;σ). The resulting distributions are therefore approximately normal.
The following variables were treated this way:

B.5 Yeo-Johson power scaling

The Box-Cox transform fails should x assume negative values. Therefore the Yeo-
Johson power transform [131] may be used to obtain normally distributed features.
The modified transform is given as
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x 7→ x′ =



(x+ 1)λ − 1

λ
if λ ̸= 0, x ≥ 0,

log (x+ 1) if λ = 0, x ≥ 0

−(−x+ 1)2−λ − 1

2− λ
if λ ̸= 2, x < 0,

− log (−x+ 1) if λ = 2, x < 0

(B.2)

and, once again, λ is estimated through MLE. The following variables were
treated this way:
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Appendix C

Machine learning model details

Here, we present a few details about the machine learning models discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4. Figures C.1, C.2, and C.3 contain learning curves of GBR, RLR, and
SVR models. Learning curves show the training and validation costs as functions of
|Dtrain|, and constitute useful tools for identifying overfitting and underfitting sce-
narios and for deciding on whether to collect additional data, adjust regularization,
obtain new features, or consider other models [112]. At each point of the x-axis, the
train/validation scores were computed using K-fold cross-validation (KFCV) on a
training set slice of the corresponding size, with k = 5 folds. Dots correspond to CV
score averages, and the shaded areas around them indicate the standard deviation
of scores.
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Figure C.1: GBR learning curves

Figure C.2: RLR learning curves
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Figure C.3: SVR learning curves
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